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UVODNIK
Znotraj društva, Slovensko društvo o podzemnih gradnjah – SDPG, ki predstavlja slovenski del ITA (International Tunnelling and Underground Space Association), smo leta 2017
ponovno oživili konferenco o predorih. (ITA ima na mednarodnem nivoju 78 držav članic.)
Konference organiziramo praviloma na dve leti.
Na konferenci leta 2017, smo napovedovali velike infrastrukturne gradbene projekte in rast
gradbeništva, z razvojem uporabe BIM-a pa smo napovedali digitalizacijo v gradbeništvu.
Veliko tega se je zgodilo, nekateri projekti pa se odmikajo.
Digitalizacija se je predvsem v fazi projektiranja že v celoti uveljavila. V BIM tehnologiji so bili
izdelani projekti Karavanke, železniška proga Maribor–Šentilj, izdeluje se PZI dokumentacija
za Progo Divača–Koper in projekt celotne trase tretje razvojne osi. Mnogo stavb, tako privatnih kot tudi institucionalnih investicij, se izdeluje s postopki informacijskega modeliranja
kot BIM imenujemo v slovenščini.
Pri realizaciji pa se stvari ne odvijajo po načrtih. Največji zaplet predstavlja razpis in oddaja
del za avtocestni predor Karavanke. Ponudnik iz Turčije, Cengiz, je bil cenejši od drugih
ponudnikov, saj je njegova ponudba znašala okoli 90 milijonov evrov. Ponudba ponudnika
Metrostava iz Češke je bila že višja in je znašala 104 milijone evrov, vsi ostali ponudniki pa
so imeli še višje ponudbe. DARS je v času razpisa in odločitev, ki so temu sledile, prejel več
pritožb. Trenutno je na Državni revizijski komisiji v obravnavi že četrta pritožba.
Glede na izjave uprave DARS-a bi se lahko postopki zaključili konec letošnjega oziroma v
začetku prihodnjega leta. Dela naj bi bila oddana s postopkom pogajanj, kjer naj bi bile
možnosti za pritožbe le še teoretične, saj je treba vse dileme razjasniti v času pogajanj. Bojazen, da pritožbe bodo, ostaja, četudi so te možnosti zgolj teoretične.
Tudi podjetju 2TDK se zapleta z razpisom za konstrukcije v območju Glinščice, ker »najugodnejši« ponudnik ni zagotovil potrebnih referenc. Sistem, kjer naročnik od ponudnikov
zahteva minimalne potrebne reference je logičen, saj je naročnik le tako lahko z določeno
verjetnostjo prepričan, da bo ponudnik sposoben izvesti razpisana dela. Konkretno gre za
minimalno zahtevo višine opornega zidu osem metrov in dolžine najmanj 50 metrov. V danem primeru je naročnik ugotovil, da predložena referenca ni ustrezna. Tako kaže razpoložljiva PID dokumentacija referenčnega zidu. S tem predložena referenca ni niti v dimenzijah
niti v duhu tega, kar je predpisal naročnik. Merjenje centimetrov ne sme biti odločilno pri
tem, kdo bo udeležen pri gradnji milijardnega projekta. Projekt drugega tira sedaj, zaradi
pritožbe ponudnika z dvomljivo minimalistično referenco, na tem segmentu stoji. Pri tem
ne obsojamo podjetja, ki se pritožuje, temveč sistem, ki to omogoča! Problem tega sistema
je, da nihče ne sme in tudi ne želi odločati in s tem prevzemati odgovornosti. Inženirji smo
izključeni iz verige odločanja. Kakšno je sporočilo pravnikov, da izjava pooblaščenega inženirja ne velja in da PID (projekt izvedenih del), kjer so vse dimenzije navedene, ni relevanten
dokument. Kakšen pomen imajo potemtakem Projekt za gradbeno dovoljenje (DGD, PGD)
in na taki podlagi izstavljeno gradbeno dovoljenje? Kakšen pomen imajo vsi projekti, če na
koncu odločijo pravniki?
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V javnosti se pojavljajo zahteve za odkop referenčnega zidu, kjer bi ugotovili dejansko višino. Ta legalistična zahteva izkopa, kjer naj bi »lov na centimetre« pokazal, kdo ima prav, je
po moji oceni napačna. Gre za popolnoma napačen pristop, ki v celoti degradira ne samo
naročnika in njegove zahteve, temveč tudi stroko in predvsem zdravo pamet. To, da je s
tem lahko ogrožena lokalna stabilnost ali aktivirano plazenje, proti čemur je inkriminiran
oporni zid v osnovi namenjen, se nekaterim ne zdi najpomembnejše.
Verjetno se nas veliko zaveda, da je tako »škarpo« zgradil vsak drugi povprečen Slovenec iz
hribovitih krajev. Kljub temu se tisti, skupaj s svojim vaškimi zidarji, niso prijavili na razpis
gradnje sklopov »Drugega Tira«.
Ta situacija me je spomnila na izkušnjo iz Avstrije, kjer smo po tem, ko smo izgubili posel
in me je »slovenska lahkotnost pritožb« zapeljala, da sem podvomil v referenco zmagovite
konkurence, predlagal našemu avstrijskemu partnerju, da pri naročniku zahtevamo preveritev referenc zmagovalca in morebitno pritožbo. Naš partner je bil zgrožen nad idejo.
Razložil je, če je naročnik ugotovil, da so nasprotnikove reference primerne, potem te zagotovo so in s tem se moramo sprijazniti. On ne bo tvegal svojega ugleda, ugleda podjetja in
izgube zaupanja ter prihodnjega sodelovanja z naročnikom. Poleg tega pritožbeno sodišče v
Avstriji vedno upošteva »duh razpisnih« zahtev naročnika, ker le naročnik ve, kaj je njegova
zahteva.
Vsem tujcem, s katerimi sem se pogovarjal, je skupno zavedanje, da je pritožba le skrajni,
res skrajni izhod. Če ne bomo uspešni pri tem projektu, bomo pač pri drugem, le potruditi
se moramo bolj, pravijo vsi.
Navedena sta le dva aktualna primera, večina nas pozna še mnogo situacij, kjer pravna
stroka z nesmiselnimi legalističimi razlagami prevladuje nad tehnično stroko. Še vedno je
projektant tisti, ki sprojektira, izvajalec tisti, ki zgradi in nadzornik tisti, ki nadzira. Vse sami
inženirji.
Pravo je prevzelo gradbeništvo. Vzemimo ga nazaj v svoje roke!

Angelo Žigon
Predsednik SDPG
ITA Slovenija
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EDITORIAL
In 2017, the Slovenian Society for Underground Structures – SDPG, which represents the
Slovenian part of the ITA (International Tunnelling and Underground Space Association),
reanimated the tunnelling conference. (ITA internationally joins 78 member states.)
Conferences are usually organized biennially.
At the 2017 conference, major infrastructure construction projects and a growth of construction were announced, and the introduction of BIM was an announcement of digitization in the construction industry.
Much of it has become a reality, while some projects seem increasingly unlikely.
Digitization has already become fully established, especially in the design phase. The BIM
technology was used to prepare the following projects: the Karavanke, the Maribor–Šentilj
railway line, the execution design documentation for the Divača–Koper railway line and the
project of the entire third development axis route. Many buildings, both private and institutional investments, are made using information modelling processes, which is the Slovene
denomination for BIM.
In implementation, however, things do not go as planned. The tender and the submission
of documents for the Karavanke motorway tunnel presents the biggest complication. The
bidder from Turkey, Cengiz, was cheaper than other bidders, with their bid being around
€ 90 million. The offer given by Metrostava from the Czech Republic was already higher and
amounted to € 104 million, with all other bidders having even higher offers. The Motorway
Company in the Republic of Slovenia (DARS) obtained several complaints in the period of
the tender and the ensuing decisions. A fourth complaint is currently pending before the
State Audit Commission.
According to the statements by the management of the DARS, the proceedings could be
closed by the end of this year or early next year. The works were supposed to be submitted
through a negotiation process, where the possibilities for complaints were only theoretical,
since all dilemmas had to be clarified during the negotiations. A fear of potential complaints
remains, even if these possibilities are purely theoretical.
The 2TDK company is also facing problems relating to the tender for the structures in the
Glinščica river area, since the “most favourable” bidder did not provide the necessary references. The system where the contracting authority requires the minimum required references from the bidders is logical, since this is the only way for the contracting authority
to be quite certain that the bidder will be able to perform the tendered works. Specifically,
the question is about the minimum requirements for a retaining wall which should be eight
metres high and have a minimum length of 50 metres. In the given case, the contracting authority found that the reference provided was inadequate. This is evident from the available
as-built design documentation of the referenced wall. So, the submitted reference project
was neither in the dimensions nor in the spirit of what the employer has prescribed. Measuring centimetres should not be a decisive factor in selecting who will be involved in the construction of a billion-dollar project. The second track project is currently at a standstill in this
segment due to a complaint filed by a bidder having a dubious minimalist reference. We do
9
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not disapprove the complaining company but the system that makes it possible! The problem with this system is that no one ought to and does not even want to make decisions and
thus assume responsibility. The engineers are excluded from the decision-making chain.
What message do the lawyers convey by stating that a statement made by an authorized
engineer is not valid and that an as-built design specifying all dimensions is not a relevant
document. So, what is the significance of a building permit design (DGD, PGD) and a building permit issued on this basis? What is the significance of all projects when the ultimate
decision is made by lawyers?
There are requests from the public to dig off the reference wall to determine its actual
height. In my opinion, this legalistic requirement for the excavation, where “hunting for centimetres” should reveal who is right, is wrong. This is a completely wrong approach which
completely undermines not only the contracting authority and their requirements, but also
the experts and, above all, common sense. The fact that this could endanger the local stability and trigger creeping, wherein the disputed retaining wall is basically meant for preventing this, is not the most important thing to some people.
There must be quite many of us who are aware that every second average Slovene from hilly
regions has built such a slope masonry wall. And yet, they did not apply for the tender for
the construction of the “Second Track” together with their village brick layers.
This situation reminded me of an experience from Austria where, after having lost our business
and being misled by the »Slovenian easiness of complaint« made me doubt the reference of
the winning competition, so I suggested our Austrian partner that we should ask the contracting authority to check the winner's references and possibly file a complaint. Our partner was
appalled at the idea. He explained that if the contracting authority found that the opponent's
references were appropriate, then they certainly were, and we had to accept that. He will not
risk his reputation, the reputation of the company and the loss of trust and future cooperation
with the client. In addition, the Court of Appeal in Austria always respects the client’s »spirit of
the tender requirements”, because only the contracting authority knows what their request is.
All foreigners I have talked to share a common awareness that a complaint is in fact the
ultimate, indeed the ultimate solution. If we are not successful with this project, we will be
with another one, we just have to try harder, everyone says.
Only two pending examples are given, while most of us know many situations where the
legal profession overrides the technical profession with meaningless legalistic explanations.
The designer is still the one who designs, the contractor is the one who builds and the supervisor the one who controls. All of them engineers.
The law has overrun civil engineering. Let’s take it back!

Angelo Žigon
SSUS President
ITA Slovenija
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Geophysical Karst and Structural Exploration
of the Divača–Koper Tunnels and Their
Integration in BIM
Markus Schmidt
Bo-Ra-tec GmbH
Weimar, Germany
markus.schmidt@boratec.net
Paul Lehmann
Bo-Ra-tec GmbH
Weimar, Germany
info@boratec.net
Thomas Richter
Bo-Ra-tec GmbH
Weimar, Germany
info@boratec.net

Abstract

Karstic phenomena in carbonate rich rock formations can significantly affect the
excavation and operational safety of a tunnel. A highly effective geophysical method of
exploring rock formations delivering detailed predictions of karstic structures, cavities
and faults during has been developed and successfully applied during several tunneling projects over the past 20 years.
A preliminary examination of the general karstification grade along the path of the
Divača–Koper railway tunnels in Slovenia using borehole radar showed a large number
of karstic structures (including large caves) necessitating a detailed investigation of the
rock mass ahead of the excavation. This geophysical 3D localization technology and
the potential of integrating the investigation results into a Building Information Model
will be presented.
Keywords: Geophysics, radar, karst exploration, tunnelling, borehole, BIM

1. Introduction

The main focus of the geophysical engineering company Bo-Ra-tec GmbH is to
provide problem oriented solutions through the development of innovative surveying
concepts and technologies. Thanks to their high specialization the application of geophysical methods has made an unprecedented contribution to the successful detection of faults, cavities and karstic structures in both conventional and TBM tunneling
and has since been successfully introduced into tunneling practice.
For tunneling projects in karst prone rock formations discrete investigation drillings or geological mappings based on only selected spots do not offer the spatially
comprehensive information on karstic structures and faults that is needed for a safe
excavation process and operation of a tunnel. Thus the application of specialized geophysical methods offers a high efficiency in the detection and localization of these
statistically randomly distributed faults, cavities and karstic structures as they, when
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combined with targeted verification drillings, provide an extensive three-dimensional
structural investigation of rock formations between and around the drillings as well.
The planned high-speed railway track between the Slovenian towns Divača and
Koper will pass through mountainous terrain requiring the excavation of about 20 km
of tunnels. The two longest tunnels will be 6700 m (T1) and 5994 m (T2) long, respectively. Large parts of these two tunnels T1 and T2 will pass through rock formations of
Cretaceous and Paleocene limestones, in which there are clear signs of karstic features
at the surface and several hundred registered caves and cave systems of various sizes.
For that reason it is certain that the excavation of these tunnels will encounter karstic
structures and cavities of all forms and sizes, which will have to be backfilled before
and during tunnel construction.
Bo-Ra-tec was contracted to give a rough assessment of the general karstification
grade of the foundation rock of exemplary parts of the tunnels by using radar in vertical boreholes drilled along the future route of the underground railway track. During
two campaigns in 2010 and 2018 these boreholes were investigated with borehole
radar antennas delivering a picture of the amount, vertical extent and possible type of
geological structures like fissures, faults and karstic cavities in the direct surrounding
of the boreholes.

2. Execution of the
Measurements and
Data Analysis

A total of 10 boreholes of 150 to 250 m depth were investigated. They were fully
encased with 3” diameter PVC pipes to protect the radar antennas from a possible
collapse of the borehole, especially in unstable layers affected by karst phenomena.
One borehole could not be investigated safely since it intersected a highly unstable,
vertically extended clay-filled karstic structure, which was likely connected to a larger
possible cave system.
In order to obtain an overview of the existence and extent of faults or karstic structures the measurement above and beyond the expected depth area is needed. Some
depth areas had to be omitted due to the installed metal casing which protected the
boreholes from collapsing in unstable sections because the radar waves cannot pass
through metal.
The radargrams were interpreted and analyzed for linear structures that could
reflect extending faults, fissures and cracks and possible subsequent karstic openings
that would preferably form along water passages of such a kind. Another kind are diffraction hyperbolas caused by local point reflectors and can also extend vertically up
to tens of meters (circled in Fig. 1). These reflections can represent karstic cavities or
other locally limited structures caused by karstic processes.

3. Results

Fig. 1 shows two exemplary radargrams measured with radar antennas of 20 MHz
and 100 MHz center frequencies respectively in the 200 m deep borehole T2-18/17
which runs through the Alveolina nummulitic limestone layers. The highest penetration range of 150 m or 65 m could be achieved between the surface and a depth of
115 m using a 20 MHz and 100 MHz system respectively.
A great number of reflecting structures lie both in the close vicinity (few meters) and
also far away (over 80 m) which are likely caused by extended and possibly open cavities.
The most notable long linear reflector approaching the borehole at about 125 m depth
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most likely represents a fault or fracture which could be partly open and air-filled. The
borehole log shows an elevated number of dipping faults and fractures in that depth coinciding with significant linear structures in the radargram that seem to be crossing the
borehole at steep angles. The loss of the drill core between 145 to 150 m underscores
the extent of fracturing surmised from the radar results. The penetration depth in that
area is significantly reduced, especially between depth 135 and 155 m, which could indicate that the fractures and fissures are filled with conductive sediments.
Fig. 1: Radargrams of the
measurements with the 100 MHz
(left) and 20 MHz antennas (right)
in borehole T2-18/17 (green) with
possible karstic structures circled
in magenta and linear faults/
fissures marked in blue (extracted
from report [1]).

Fig. 2 shows the cross section

Fig. 2: Cross section of the
boreholes, T2-9, T2-18/17 and T211 within the geologic mapping of
the Alveolina limestone (ANA/E)
with projected tunnel path and
symmetrically mirrored locations
of the marked karstic structures
and faults/fractures around the
borehole, extracted from reports
[1] and [2].

of two more boreholes in the same
stratum showing a similarly high
number of differently angled, extending fractures as well as local
karst structures marked along the
entire borehole depth. Since the locations of all three boreholes span
a length of approximately 1500 m
the tunnel excavation in that area needs to expect a high degree of fracturization and
karstification within that limestone thus demanding an extensive karst exploration in
that area.
Generally the radar proved a very effective investigation method with a high detection radius despite varying penetration depths (due to different amounts of clayey/
silty material in the rock compositions the boreholes pass through). By assessing the
15
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extent, run, signal amplitude and signal shape of the recorded radar wave reflections
in the limestone it was possible to estimate the nature and in some cases the possible
filling - air-filled or (partly) sediment-filled - of either local karstic structures or extended structures like faults, fractures or fissures. Numerous reflections were detected in
all boreholes and in different limestone strata which included the Alveolina nummulitic
limestone (ANA/E), and the Lower and Upper Trstelj Beds (TF1/Pc and TF2/Pc). The
Alveolina layers showed the highest amount and most significant reflections likely representing the greatest degree of karstification.
The reflection mode radar applied here, works omnidirectionally, so the original
direction of the interpreted karst structures relative to the borehole cannot be identified by a measurement in only one borehole. A 3D location would only be possible by
measuring in 3 closely spaced boreholes, which would have exceeded the needs and
means of this preliminary investigation.
Following its results it is highly recommended to plan an extensive investigation
program parallel to or following the tunnel excavation in order to detect, locate and
backfill any possible open karstic cavities that could pose a danger to the safety during
the excavation process itself and for the further stability of the tunnel during the operation time.

4. Recommended
Geophysical Karst
Investigation
Technology

The following recommendation will be rather general without further details, as
obviously each karst detection concept needs to be adapted to the geological setting
and boundary conditions of the respective tunneling project. There are detailed descriptions of previous experience with this investigation approach in the publications
[3], [4] and [5].
Method in investigation phase 1
The high penetration depths of several decameters around the borehole, yielded by
the presented 2010 and 2018 radar investigations prove that the radar technology perfectly qualifies for an efficient and detailed karst exploration of the Divača-Koper tunnels.
Due to the favorable petrophysical conditions throughout all karst prone limestone layers
the utilization of a karst investigation concept running parallel to the tunnel excavation
would well be possible. With optimally four slightly dipping boreholes starting from the
tunnel face and drilled with a slight outward angle into the direction of the excavation
(Fig. 3) it is possible to investigate both the area of the projected tunnel tubes and the bed-

Fig. 3: Principle of borehole radar
karst investigation parallel to
the excavation in conventional
tunneling using reflection and
crosshole radar measurements.

ding rock up to a radius of
several decameters around
the tubes. The complex comprehensive interpretation of
reflection (RX) and crosshole
(CH) radar data (Fig. 4) will
yield the 3D location and
approximate size of both
air-filled and sediment-filled
karstic structures in and
around the tunnel’s path.
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This method can be

Fig. 4: Radargram and resulting
velocity plot of a CH radar
measurement with a cavity
between two boreholes producing
a significant velocity anomaly in
limestones comparable to the
conditions along the Divača–
Koper track.

used both in mechanical
tunneling and in conventional tunneling. Thanks to
the fast progress of continuous radar measurements, where the transmitter and receiver - unlike
in seismic surveys - do not
need special coupling to
the rock surrounding the
borehole, the accommodation of these investigations into the tight excavation schedule can be
reasonably achieved with only minimal downtimes for the excavation process. Since
the analysis and interpretation can be delivered within hours after completion of the
measurement, the fast and accurate information obtained from the radar investigation facilitates the immediate backfilling and stabilization of karst endangered areas
ahead of the tunnel face, which easily compensates for the loss of time by a significant
reduction of risk to personnel and equipment.
The borehole length and subsequent exploration range ahead of the tunnel face
depends mostly on the needed detection radius around the tunnel tube and the physically achievable radar wave penetration around the boreholes. With a higher penetration, longer but fewer boreholes would be needed, ultimately lowering the frequency
of excavation interruptions.
Method in investigation phase 2
Due to less favorable petrophysical conditions a different concept of karst exploration was applied during the excavation of the Steinbühl Tunnel (Stuttgart 21 project,
see [5]), placing the investigation in the 2nd phase after excavation but before installation of the interior tunnel lining. Six boreholes each were drilled radially around the
existing tube at discrete intervals along the entire length of the tube that needed to be
investigated (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5: Exploration concept in the
Steinbühl Tunnel with schematic
of cross sections investigated
via radar measurements from
radially drilled boreholes.
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Also through a combination of RX and CH measurements the radar results facilitated the 3D localization of over 500 karstic structures in the bedding rock around the
tubes and their distinction between air-filled or material-filled structures. A total of
90 % of the stability relevant structures detected by radar (about 200 air-filled cavities)
were found by verification drillings at the predicted location and could subsequently
be backfilled. Consequently this method could provide an alternative solution for the
karst exploration of the bedding rock around the Divača–Koper tunnels, but would be
less favorable since it does not provide safety for the excavation itself.

5. Integration of
Results in Building
Information Models

The results of these preliminary radar investigations from the surface and the prospective results of the proposed online karst exploration ahead of the tunnel face are
only one part of the plentitude of information connected to planning, building and
operating a tunnel. However, during the planning and building execution phases any
information about the geological setting, especially regarding structural inhomogeneities like faults, cavities or caves is essential for the assessment of the structural stability of the bedding rock and consequent support measures needed for securing a safe
excavation and operation of the tunnel. Building Information Models are a sophisticated attempt at combining all the relevant information from different geophysical,
geotechnical and architectural branches into one comprehensive system.
Together with our partners from Elea iC, Ljubljana we are currently working on
the integration of the omnidirectional radar results into a 3D model to easily correlate
known caves, karst and fault structures with the geophysical data [6]. Fig. 6 shows a
preliminary example of how a fault that was detected in the radar data from borehole T2-18/17 (compare Fig. 1) can be displayed in a 3D AutoCAD model. The relative
distance (to the borehole) and extent of a structure can be derived from the radar
data. Due to the radar antenna’s omnidirectional emission and reception sensitivity it
is not possible to determine the relative azimuthal origin of the reflector from only one
borehole, so the ambivalence of its possible locations has to be considered. Hence,
the more detailed ahead investigation during the tunnel excavation will have to be
conducted from a group of boreholes, as previously explained.

Fig. 6: 3D view of the rotated
linear fault structures (blue and
cyan) detected around borehole
T2-18/17 along the planned
Divača–Koper tunnel track. The
dipping plane (orange) is just one
possible directional interpretation
of the omnidirectional data.
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Fig. 7 shows how the information about the run and extent of a fault can be integrated
into a Leapfrog 3D BIM and complement existing information on caves and fault structures known from the surface or from other geophysical surveys, like e.g. the geoelectric
surface profile along the planned tunnel track. Currently data on geologic structures and
faults are only interpolated from boreholes and surface observations to the areas in between and beneath. The spatially comprehensive information that can be obtained from
radar data will significantly widen the information radius around the boreholes to tens or
even hundreds of meters (depending on the petrophysical conditions of the sediment/
rock surrounding the borehole), filling much more of the gaps between these isolated observation spots and thus putting any interpolation on an improved foundation of real data.
Through the combination of all relevant data from concluded and ongoing geological, geophysical, geotechnical and hydrological loggings and investigations Building
Information Models help optimize and safeguard the efficient excavation, construction
and operation of complex structures like tunnels.
Fig. 7: 3D view of radar reflectors
(blue and red) around a borehole
along the Divača–Koper tunnel
track together with results
from other geophysical and
speleological investigations
(left), giving the geological/
geotectonical interpretation a
broader and more reliable data
foundation (adapted after [7]).
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Abstract

A major part of the Semmering base tunnel passes through weak rock mass under
high overburden. Large deformations call for a ductile support system to prevent the
lining from overloading. The article summarizes experiences gained during excavation
in the Veitsch nappe, where displacements of up to 30 cm were observed. The decision
criteria for the application of a ductile support, based on geotechnical monitoring data,
are presented within the article. Furthermore, the authors explain the modification of
the ring closure distance based on the know-how gained during construction.
Keywords: Deep tunnels, ductile support, NATM, shotcrete lining

1. Introduction

The Semmering base tunnel with a length of approx. 27.3 km is part of the railway
connection between Austria’s largest cities, Vienna and Graz. For logistic and topographic reasons, the tunnel is excavated from the eastern portal in Gloggnitz and from
three intermediate adits: Göstritz, Fröschnitzgraben and Grautschenhof (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Semmering Base Tunnel –
simplified project layout (ÖBB)

The project is located in an area with high tectonic overprinting. Large parts of the
tunnel are situated in weak rock mass or fault zones, partly under high overburden
of up to 728 m and under high water pressures. A schematic geological longitudinal
section is displayed in Figure 2.
The article at hand focuses on the experiences gained during excavation in the
Veitsch nappe, which is part of the Greywacke zone in the north eastern part of the
tunnel (see Fig. 2). The rock mass consists of a sequence of graphitic phyllites, metasiltstones and metasandstones. The rock mass was tectonically overprinted by the Eich23
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berg fault system, a system of several strike-slip-faults oriented almost perpendicular
to the tunnel axis. Consequently, the rock mass shows a large amount of cataclasites.
The overburden in the objective section ranges from 150–330 m. Based on the geological prognosis the estimated radial displacements of the outer lining were in a range
of up to 15 cm.
Fig. 2: Semmering Base Tunnel –
simplified geological longitudinal
section [1]

2. Support Design

Owing to the predicted displacements and the consequent high loading expected
in the tunnel lining, the support design foresaw a ductile support system consisting
of two deformation slots with yielding elements in the shotcrete. An exemplary cross
section of a ductile support system as used in the Veitsch nappe is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: Support class used in
the Veitsch nappe

The aim of the defined support system was to activate as much support pressure
as possible in order to limit deformations and, at the same time, avoid overloading of
the lining. Thus, the maximum ring closure distance (maximum distance between top
heading and invert) was defined to 30 m. Numerical analyses were performed during
the design phase to obtain the optimum working line for the yielding elements for
the subject conditions. The analyses incorporated non-linear, age-dependent material
behavior of shotcrete and a bi-linear working line for the yielding elements [2]. During
tender, a range for the working line of the yielding elements was defined. The specific
product selection was left to the contractor. In the drives targeted in this article, steel
yielding elements with porous filler (type LSC-N) were used (see Fig. 4). Details on the
selected yielding element can be found in [3].
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Fig. 4: Yielding elements type
LSC-N mounted on lattice girder
before application of shotcrete

3. Decision Criteria
for Ductlie Support
Installation

The decision, whether a ductile support system is required or whether stiff support is sufficient, is a major challenge during excavation. The decision should consider facts such as the actual deformation development and several unknowns, such as
prognosis of the geological conditions and deformation behavior in the section ahead
of the face. Based on practical experience at the Semmering base tunnel and the tunnel chain Granitztal, Entfellner et al. [4] developed a procedure to predict the utilization
of the shotcrete lining. The method comprises a prediction of the deformations combined with a material model featuring non-linear creep behavior and time-dependent
development of strength and stiffness for shotcrete. Both, displacement prediction
and estimation of lining utilization, have been incorporated into the data evaluation
software TunnelMonitor [9], which is used in the daily site work.
The following example demonstrates the decision making process when the excavation reached the transition to the Veitsch nappe, formed by a fault zone with a thickness of several tens of meters. The support consitsted of a 25 cm thick shotcrete lining
and rock bolting without deformation slots. Figure 5 shows the geological horizontal
section and the spatial displacement development of selected monitoring targets in
state line plots at the time of decision making. As the excavation face approaches significantly weaker rock mass this can already be identified from the spatial displacement development [10]. As the distance to the fault zone decreases, the displacements
continuously increase.

Fig. 5: Tunnel Gloggnitz, track 1:
Geological horizontal section and
state - and trend line diagrams
of selected monitoring targets
(from [4])
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First a longitudinal displacement profile (LDP) for the vertical and horizontal displacements of each monitoring target was calculated for the latest available monitoring section at chainage 2143. The LDP is based on the solution of Sellner [5]. From
Figure 5 it is obvious that the displacements significantly increase towards the face.
For decision making regarding the support system, prediction of the LDP close to the
face is required. This was done by assuming experience values for the LDP’s function
parameters, considering the objective geotechnical situation, as described by Entfellner et al. [4]. From this LDP, the displacement of a monitoring target can be predicted
for any time or distance in relation to the excavation face. Consequently, the strains in
the lining were calculated from the longitudinal displacement profiles of two adjacent
monitoring points by calculating the chord length between their displacement vectors.
Applying this procedure to all available displacement data in one monitoring section
provides full knowledge of the strain history within the lining.
From the predicted strain history, the utilization of the shotcrete lining is calculated using the so called ‘hybrid method’ developed by Hellmich [6], Macht [7] and
Lackner et al. [8]. In this method stresses are calculated from given strains considering a thermochemical material model for shotcrete. For practical applicability on
site, this apporach was integrated into the software TunnelMonitor [9]. Figure 6 shows
the predicted lining utilization at chainage 2152, i.e. the face position at the time
of prediction.
Fig. 6: Prediction of lining
utilization at chainage 2152
with TunnelMonitor [9]

While the utilization factor remained low during the first two days (no top heading
excavation due to bench and invert advance), the predicted utilization factor in the
crown and left sidewall increases to 100 % after re-starting the top heading excavation
and remains on a high level for several days. The high utilization factor may easily lead
to damage or even failure of the lining. Therefore it was decided to install a ductile support system at the earliest possible time to reduce the lining stresses. After switching
to a ductile support system, the fault zone was passed without damage of the lining.
The maximum radial displacements in this section were approx. 15 cm.
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4. Considerations
on the Ring Closure
Distance

The basic principle of using yielding elements complementary to deformation
slots is to activate as much support pressure as possible and while avoiding overload
the shotcrete lining. Following this aim, the original design foresaw a short ring closure with bench and invert excavation following the top heading in a maximum distance of 30 m. The adequacy of the support system was verified in numerical analyses
during design.
The deformation capacitiy of the tunnel after ring closure is mostly limited to the
deformation slots. This leads to tangential slip displacements between ground and
shotcrete [11]. The additional shear stresses mobilized induce an increase of normal
forces in the shotcrete segments. The maximum normal force occurs in the middle of
the segment, while at the end of the segment, the normal force is limited to the force
in the yielding element (see Fig. 7, left).

Fig. 7: Schematic plot of normal
force distribution in the shotcrete
segments for top heading
excavation (left) and after
closing the invert (right)

The longer the distance between two yielding elements, the higher is the amount of
additional shear stress accumulated in the shotcrete lining. The support in the Veitsch
nappe consisted of two rows of yielding elements in the top heading side walls (see
Fig. 3). When closing the ring by shotcreting the invert, the lower shotcrete segment
reaches approx. three times the length of the upper segment. Thus, the maximum
normal forces may significantly increase due to the slip occurring between ground and
shotcrete and may even become larger than in the upper segment (Fig. 7, right).
This effect is supposed to cause several damages on the shotcrete lining. Two
typical failure modes can be distinguished: The first occurs at the connection of top
heading and bench. This area is a typical weak point in construction, as the connection
of reinforcement from top heading to bench often exhibits reduced quality and the
shotcrete of top heading and bench has largely differing stiffness due to the different
age. In areas with large and long lasting deformation of the side walls, cracking or even
failure of the lining occurred at this point (see Figure 8, left).
The second failure mode was failure of the invert (see Figure 8, right), which is
most likely caused by the slip-induced increase of normal forces in the middle of the
shotcrete segment (as shown in Fig. 7). The latter failure mode is particularly hard to
identify and to analyze, since usually no information regarding the invert deformations
is available and a visual inspection is not possible.
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Fig. 8: Typical damage cases in
the Veitsch nappe cracking of
the lining along the connection
between top heading and bench
(left); failure of the invert (right)

In order to avoid the problems described above, two possible solutions were identified: either, additional yielding elements can be installed in the problematic points of
the cross section or, alternatively, the ring closure distance can be enlarged to reduce
the loading of the lining. Placing additional yielding elements in crucial places such as
the top heading footing was avoided due to the high risk of damaging the elements
during construction. A higher ring closure distance turned out to be an adequate measure to reduce the loading in the lower shotcrete segments. The ring closure distance
was continuously adapted to the displacement monitoring data. As a rule of thumb,
no damage of the invert occurred when the displacement rate in the top heading
dropped below a threshold of 5 mm/day. Followingthe displacement rates observed in
the Veitsch nappe, a ring closure distance of 20–50 m behind the top heading face was
chosen and the support design was modified accordingly. Last but not least, the chosen solution still presented one significant disadvantage: by enlarging the ring closure
distance and thus reducing the available lining support pressure, the over-excavation
had to be increased to comply with larger top heading displacements. However, compared to the effort required for reconstructing a failed invert, this was considered only
a minor drawback.

5. Summary

The decision strategy for the application of ductile support described in the first
part of the paper was repeatedly and successfully applied during excavation of the
Semmering base tunnel. The method may create a more objective basis for a decision
that frequently is rather based on feelings or opinions than on facts. However, the
method to a large part depends on estimations and thus on the experience of the
responsible engineers.
The second part of the paper summarizes the modification of the ring closure distance, based on the experiences gained during construction. Due to the low deformability of the lining and high utilization of the shotcrete in both the bench and invert,
failure of the lining occurred over several tens of meters. Increasing the ring closure
distance reduced the lining utilization to an acceptable limit. Experience showed that
no damage occurred when the displacement rate dropped below 5 mm/day before
installing the invert. In any case, the effect of increased lining stresses due to slip between lining and rock mass should be kept in mind, particularly when large displacements may occur.
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Abstract

Fildertunnel in Germany was excavated with convential excavation (NATM) and
one tunnel boring machine (TBM). TBM had to be turned around in parallel tube
through temporary cavern. Due to foreseen geological condition the cavern was located beneath existing road tunnel Wagenburgtunnel with vertical distance ca 20 m. Its
location is partly in swelling Keuper gypsum, which already caused significant uplift of
the tunnel in the past. In order to minimise any further uplift, a number of 3D numerical analyses of turn-around cavern were performed.
Keywords: 3D numerical analysis, NATM, Underground cavern, Settlements

Povzetek

Predor Fildertunnel v Nemčiji je bil izveden s konvencionalnim izkopom (NATM)
kot tudi z enim vrtalnikom TBM. Vrtalnik se je moral obrniti v vzporedno cev skozi
začasno obračalno kaverno, ki je zaradi predvidenih geoloških omejitev potekala ca
20 m pod obstoječim cestnim predorom Wagenburgtunnel. Predor je lociral deloma v
nabrekajočem Keuper gipsu, ki je v preteklosti povzročil dvižke predora. Z namenom
minimiziranja vpliva na obstoječ predor so bile izvedene številne 3D numerične analize
obračalne kaverne TBM.
Ključne besede: 3D numerične analize, NATM, kaverna, pomiki

1. Predstavitev
Fildertunnela

Nove železniška povezava med Stuttgartom in Ulmom ima na dolžini trase 50 km
skupno 33 km tunelov. Najdaljši med njimi je Fildertunnel z dvemi enotirnimi cevmi
dolžine 9468 m, ki povezuje glavno železniško postajo v Stuttgartu z ravnico Filder izven mesta. Projektna hitrost na portalu Filder je 250 km/h, nato pa se postopoma niža
v smeri glavne železniške postaje. Temu so prilagojeni tudi svetli radij tunela, ki se
začne pri 4,70 m na portalu Filder, zmanjša na 4,40 m na srednjem odseku tunela ter
zaključi s 4,05 m pri glavni železniški postaji. Najvišje nadkritje tunela je 223 m.
Vzdolžni geološki profil je prikazan na sliki 1. Iz smeri glavne železniške postaje
proti ravnici Filder je izkop najprej potekal v slojih Keuper gipsa, ki je pretežno vseboval
anhidrit in bi v primeru, da pride v stik z vodo predstavljal nevarnost nabrekanja hribine. V drugi polovici je izkop potekal v menjajočih se slojih laporja in peščenjaka. Značilnost večine slojev je bila izrazita plastovitost oz. horizontalna razpokanost kot tudi
vertikalna razpokanost slojev. V geomehanskem poročilu so bile podane karakteristike
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tako osnovnega materiala kot tudi horizontalnih in vertikalnih oslabitev, kar je bilo potrebno upoštevati pri numeričnih analizah. Niveleta predora ima gradient med 4 ‰ in
25 ‰, pri čemer se gradient v predoru večkrat spremeni zaradi prilagajanja geologiji.
V odsekih tunela v Keuper gipsu, ki so prehajal iz območja brez v območje z anhidritom, je bil predpisan popolnoma »suh« izkop, da bi se preprečil transport vode v
anhidrit vzdolž tunela. Laboratorijske preiskave so pokazale, da nabrekanja anhidrita
lahko povzročili volumsko spremembo do 65 %. Ker med predorom in hribino ni prostora za povečanje volumna, to povzroči dodatne napetosti na notranjo oblogo v velikostnem redu do 5,5 MPa. Notranja obloga na predvidenem območju nabrekanja je bila
dimenzionirana na ta pritisk. Pretakanje vode vzdolž tunela v območja z anhidritom
je bilo preprečeno s tesnilnimi obroči, kjer se je po obodu profila izvedla neprepustna
zavesa iz umetnih smol.
Slika 1: Vzdolžni geološki profil /
Longitudinal geological section [5]

2. Koncept gradnje
predora

Zaradi geoloških razmer je bila v razpisni dokumentaciji predvidena konvencionalna gradnja tunela, po novi avstrijski predorski metodi (NATM). Vseeno je imel izvajalec
možnost časovne in finančne optimizacije gradnje, kjer je lahko uporabil tudi vrtalni
stroj TBM pri upoštevanju robnih pogojev. Striktno je bilo določeno, da mora biti sredinski del tunela v dolžini 1200 m izveden konvencionalno zaradi zahtevnejše geologije
in predvidene debeline notranje obloge 1,0 m zaradi nabrekanja. Konvencionalni odsek bi moral biti zato zgrajen pred izkopom TBM iz vmesnega, začasnega tunela. Izmed
mnogih različic se je na koncu izluščila varianta z uporabo le enega vrtalnika TBM s
štirimi odseki oz. fazami vrtanja. Vrtanje se prične na portalu Filder v vzhodni cevi. Ko
TBM doseže srednji del, se vrtani stroj vrne nazaj na portal. Nato nastopi druga faza
vrtanja iz portala Filder v zahodni cevi. Skozi izkopano vzhodno cev se med tem časom
izvede osrednji del tunela konvencionalno po NATM za vzhodno in preko prečnika tudi
za zahodno cev. Na ta način je odpadla potreba po začasnem dostopu do sredinskega
dela, kar je zmanjšalo stroške gradnje. TBM je bil nato preko sredinskega, že narejenega tunela, prestavljen do tretjega odseka vrtanja proti glavni železniški postaji. Zaradi
geoloških omejitev in gradbene logistike je bilo potrebno TBM obrniti za 180 ° nazaj v
vzhodno predorsko cev že pred portalom pri glavni železniški postaji. To je bilo omogočeno z gradnjo obračalne kaverne. Na koncu se je izvrtal zadnji, 4. odsek pri čemer
je vsa gradbena logistika, tako transport izkopnega materiala v eno smer in segmen31
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tne obloge na čelo izkopa v drugo smer potekala preko portala Filder, več kot 9500 m
daleč. Na ta način je bil center mesta povsem neprizadet zaradi gradbenega transporta. Preostali del tunela pri glavni železniški postaji je obsegal bifurkacijsko kaverno in
odsek z dvema dvotirnima tuneloma, kar je bilo zgrajeno s konvencionalnim izkopom.
Ključni del oemnjene variante izkopa je obračalna kaverna, ki je začasna konstrukcija
in se jo po končani gradnji zapolni. Faze gradnje s štirimi odseki so prikazane na sliki 2.
Slika 2: Faze gradnje pri
Fildertunnelu / Construction
phases in Fildertunnel [5]

3. Obračalna kaverna
za TBM

Umestitev obračalne kaverne je pogojevala predvsem geologija. Na podlagi
geoloških preiskav je bila lokacija obračalne kaverne predvidena v sloju Keuper gipsa brez vsebnosti anhidrita. Pri vsakem izkopnem koraku glavnih cevi in obračalne
kaverne so se odvzemali in preizkušali vzorci kamnine s čela, da bi ugotovili vsebnost
anhidrita, kar je bilo praviloma znano v roku 24 ur. Za izbrano pozicijo kaverne je bilo
na koncu potrjeno, da je izven območja anhidrita.
Pozicija kaverne se nahaja natanko pod obstoječim cestnim tunelom Wagenburgtunnel z vertikalno medsebojno oddaljenostjo ca 20 m (slika 3). Wagenburgtunnel je bil zgrajen v 30-ih letih 20. stoletja in je bil v preteklosti podvržen dvižkom talnega oboka zaradi nabrekanja in posledično saniran. Zaradi tega so bile že v sklopu
razširjene razpisne dokumentacije določeni strogi geometrijski in statični kriteriji za
izvedljivost obračalne kaverne z namenom minimaliziranja vpliva na obstoječ tunel.
V tem sklopu je bila narejena tudi preliminarna analiza medsebojnega vpliva predorov na 3D numeričnem modelu, kjer so bili izračunani maksimalni pomiki obstoječega

Slika 3: Situacija obračalne
kaverne in obstoječega predora
Wagenburgtunnel / Layout of
turn-around cavern and existing
Wagenburgtunnel [2]

tunela do 5 mm. Pri tem izračunu je
bil upoštevan vertikalen razmak med
predoroma 25 m, ki je bil kasneje
prilagojen na realni razmak 15 m,
zato je predviden pomik narastel na
9 mm. V preliminirani analizi v okviru
razpisne dokumentacije je bilo križanje glavnih cevi in kaverne predvideno
poenostavljeno z okroglim profilom
premera 12,8 m.

4. Numerične analize

Za prehod vrtalnika TBM je bil merodajen sprednji del oz. glava TBM z dolžino ca
11 m in premerom 10,82 m. Preostali del TBM z dolžino ca 110 m je manjšega prereza
in ga je bilo možno po segmentih enostavno prestaviti v drugo cev.
Projektiranje z določitvijo geometrije kaverne je potekalo iteracijsko. Geometrija
kaverne je bila določena na podlagi 3D simulacije prehoda glave TBM. Sprva je bila
rešitev klasična za predorogradnjo, kjer so prerezi omogočali enostaven izkop profilov
jajčaste oblike in je bila os kaverne pod pravim kotom glede na os glavnih predorskih
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cevi. Izkopne površine razširitve glavnih cevi so bili med 162 in 222 m2. Obračalna kaverna je imela izkopno površino 292 m2.
Pomiki in izvedljivost je bila pre-

Slika 4: Dimenzije 3D modela KE
z geološko sestavo / Dimensions
of 3D FE-model with geological
layers [2]

računana na 3D numeričnem modelu
po metodi končnih elementov v programu Zsoil. Hribina je bila modelirana z
Multi-Laminate modelom, ki z Mohr-Coulombovim

konstitucijskim

zakonom

opiše tako osnovni material kot tudi
oslabitve v horizontalni ter v dveh vertikalnih ravninah. V numeričnem modelu
v območju obračalne kaverne si od zgoraj navzdol sledijo sloji izpranega Keuper
gipsa (AGK), Keuper gipsa brez vsebnosti anhidrita (UGK a-) v območju predorov ter
Keuper gipsa z vsebnostjo anhidrita (UGK a+) pod predori (slika 4).
Dispozicije obstoječega predora Wagenburgtunnel in dveh cevi Fildertunnela z
obračalno kaverno je prikazan na sliki 5.
Slika 5: Dispozicija tunelov v
izometriji (levo) in tlorisu (desno) /
Disposition of tunnels - isometric
view (left) and floor plan (right) [2]

Rezultat prve iteracije je potrdil izvedljivost, a so bili pomiki obstoječega predora v
velikosti 14 mm preveliki v primerjavi z vrednostmi iz razpisne dokumentacije.
Na podlagi nove 3D simulacije obračanja glave TBM so bile predorske cevi pri
drugem preračunu razširjene le lokalno v neposredni bližini obračalne kaverne. Os
obračalne kaverne je še vedno ostala pravokotna na os glavnih predorskih cevi. Maksimalen pomik obstoječega predora je znašal 10 mm.
Naslednja iteracija je predstavljala znižanje profila izkopa glavni cevi in kaverne v
območju obračališča. Nova oblika profilov je bila nekoliko netipična s skoraj ravnim
stropom, a se je na ta način pridobilo ca 5 m nižji profil in večji vertikalni razmak (20 m)
do obstoječega predora. Ponovno je bila narejena 3D simulacija prehoda glave TBM pri
čemer je bila os kaverne glede na predorske cevi pod kotom 45 ° (slika 5). V prejšnjih
analizah je bil izkop vseh predorskih cevi simuliran z relaksacijskim faktorjem. V tej fazi
je bil simuliran izkop vseh cevi tudi z izkopnimi koraki dolžine 1,5 m, s čimer so dobljeni
rezultati realnejši. Pričakovan pomik obstoječega tunela se je tako zmanjšal na 8 mm.
Med izkopom glavnih predorskih cevi se je izkazalo, da je v izkopnem profilu tudi
vodoravna plast izpranega Keuper gipsa (AGK) z bistveno slabšimi karakteristikami.
Na podlagi popisov izkopnih čel se je geologija v 3D modelu prilagodila in se naredila
povratna analiza. Preračunala sta se dva robna primera, kjer je bila debelina sloja AGK
tanjša in debelejša (slika 6).
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Slika 6: Dejanska geologija z
minimalno (levo) in maksimalno
(desno) debelino izpranega
Keuper gipsa (AGK) v območju
izkopnega čela / Excavated
geology at tunnel face with
minumum (left) and maximum
(right) thickness of leached
Keuper gypsum [2]

Rezultati povratne analize so bili primerjani z konvergenčnimi pomiki glavnih cevi,
pomikov obstoječega tunela ter posedkov na površini terena. Vsi izmerjeni pomiki so
se gibali v intervalu izračunanih vrednosti z minimalno in maksimalno debelino sloja AGK. Material izpranega Keuper gipsa ima 20x manjši elastični modul, zato je ta
sloj povzročil občutno povečanje pričakovanih pomikov obstoječega tunela na 19 do
31 mm (slika 7 in slika 8).

Slika 7: Časovni potek posedkov
Wagenburgtunnela pri
izračunu z dejansko geologijo /
Development of settlements of
Wagenburgtunnel in calculation
with realistic geology [2]

Sika 8: Maksimalni posedki
Wagenburgtunnela pri izračunu
z maksimalno debelino sloja
AGK / Maximum settlements
of Wagenburgtunnel from
calculation with maximum
thickness of layer AGK [2]

5. Gradnja obračalne
kaverne in dejanski
pomiki

Pred gradnjo obračane kaverne je bilo potrebno na dolžini 70 m v glavnih ceveh
skupno 13x spremeniti profil. Dolžina izkopnih korakov je bila 1,0 m s takojšnjim zapiranjem talnega oboka z namenom čim manjših pomikov. Obračalna kaverna je imela
največji prečni profil z višino 13,4 m in širino 14,5 m z izkopno površino 167 do 190 m2.
Strop karakterističnega prečnega profila (KPP) obračalne kaverne in KPP glavne cevi na
mestu križanja je bil sploščen ter na isti višinski koti z namenom, da se pridobi največji
možen razmak do obstoječega tunela (slika 9).
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Slika 9: KPP glavne cevi (levo) in
obračalne kaverne (desno) na
križanju / Characteristic cross
section of main tube (left) and
characteristic cross section of
turn-around cavern (rigth) at
crossing [2]

Zaradi preprečevanja dotokov vode iz AGK v UGK so bila na čelu izkopa vgrajena
sidra iz steklenih vlaken (GFK), ki so bila takoj po vgradnji injektirana s poliuretansko
smolo. Pred izkopom kaverne je bilo iz obeh glavnih cevi dodatno vgrajenih več kot 500
poinjektiranih GFK-sider. Na ta način se je območje obračalne kaverne pod obstoječim
predorom dodatno ojačalo. Nato je sledil izkop obračalne kaverne s praktično ravnim
stropom s maksimalno površino izkopnega profila 190 m2. Celotna dolžina kaverne
36 m je bila izkopana v 23 dneh (slika 10).
V času gradnje je bila v celotnem

Slika 10: Obračalna kaverna /
Turn-around cavern
(vir: ATCOST21)

vplivnem območju merjena konvergenca v profilih na vsakih 5 m. Poleg tega je
bil opazovan vpliv na obstoječi tunel in
površje nad tunelom. Obstoječi tunel se
je zaradi gradnje glavnih cevi in kaverne
premaknil do 25 mm, kar se ujema s srednjo vrednostjo preračunanih pomikov.
Pri kontroli že obstoječih razpok obstoječega predora je bilo izmerjena sprememba
v velikostnem redu 1/10 mm, kar ustreza spremembi velikosti razpok zaradi letnega
nihanja temperature.

Slika 11: Maksimalen vertikalen
pomik Wagenburgtunnela /
Maximum vertical displacement
in Wagenburgtunnel [2]
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6. Obračanje tbm

Obračanje TBM je potekalo v dveh glavnih fazah, sprva glava TBM dolžine 11 m
teže 1000 t ter nato še preostali del manjšega prereza in dolžine 120 m. Glava TBM je
bila sprva odklopljena od preostalega dela in dvignjena s hidravlično prešo. S pomočjo
sidrišč v primarni oblogi je bila postopoma povlečena skozi kaverno pri čemer se je
pozicija vseskozi preverjala z geodetskimi meritvami (slika 12). Na določenih odsekih
je bil vmesni prazen prostor med glavo TBM in primarno oblogo le nekaj centimetrov.
To je bilo predvideno že v času projektiranja, kjer je 3D simulacija manevra obračanja
omogočila optimizacijo profila kaverne.

Slika 12: Obračanje glave TBM /
Turn around of TBM

7. Zaključek

Projektiranje in gradnja Fildertunnela je pretežno pogojevala geologija s sloji Keuper gipsa z vsebnostjo anhidrita. V razpisu je bila predvidena konvencionalna gradnja
predora po NATM, vendar je izvajalec predlagal mešano gradnjo NATM in TBM z enim
vrtalnikom. Ta način je pohitril in pocenil gradnjo. Ključen del predlagane variante je
bila obračalna kaverna TBM. Z upoštevanjem robnih pogojev je bila izbrana pozicija
kaverne pod obstoječim predorom Wagenburgtunnel. Geometrija razširitve glavnih
cevi in kaverne je bila optimizirana, prav tako je bil izkop po obodu in čelu vseskozi dodatno stabiliziran z poliuretanskim injektiranjem, da bi bil vpliv na obstoječi predor čim
manjši. Numerične analize so v več iteracijah služile kot orodje za podporo optimizaciji.
Natančna simulacija izkopa in podpiranja je zelo dobro predvidela pomike, kar je bilo
potrjeno s povratno analizo.
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Abstract

In the context of recent increases of traffic loads, traffic dynamics, uncertainties,
urban space vulnerability and infrastructure availability requirements, the number of
decision-making factors are growing. Tunnel operators, traffic managers and tunnel
designers therefore recognize the need to alleviate the consequences of those changes by improving connectivity of databases, which can be established during particular
phases of tunnel design, operation or traffic network management. Large number of
requirements poses not only a challenge in general and in relation to database connectivity; it poses also an opportunity for the use of new information communication
technologies (ICT). These offer considerable opportunities in the direction of better
decision making and search of optimal solutions in design of real time traffic management systems in the future. The experiences gained through implemented projects or
projects in the development are described in the article, together with some theoretical background.
Keywords: Multi-Criteria Optimization, Decision Support, Evolutionary Algorithms,
Algorithmic Design, Traffic Management, Tunnel Operation, Tunnel Design, Traffic
Management Systems

Povzetek

V luči povečevanja dinamike prometnih obremenitev, negotovosti, občutljivosti
urbanih območij in potreb po razpoložljivosti infrastrukture je število dejavnikov odločanja vse večje. Zato strokovnjaki za obratovanje predorov, upravljanje prometa ter
projektiranje predorov prepoznavajo potrebo/smiselnost večje povezave podatkovnih
baz, ki jih lahko pridobimo v posamezni fazi projektiranja, obratovanja in upravljanja

1

Jozef Stefan International Postgraduate School, Jamova cesta 39, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia, http://www.mps.si/,
Tel. +386-1-4773100, Fax: +386-1-4773100, E-mail: info@mps.si
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cestnega omrežja. Veliko število zahtev ne predstavlja samo velik izziv, združevanje
podatkovnih baz predstavlja tudi priložnost za nove informacijsko komunikacijske tehnologije (IKT). Te predstavljajo precejšen korak v smeri boljših odločitev ter optimalnih
rešitev za projektiranje bodočih stanj in sistemov za upravljanje predorov v realnem
času. V članku so opisane izkušnje izvedenih projektov ali projektov v razvoju s teoretičnim ozadjem.
Ključne besede: Večkriterijska optimizacija, podpora odločanju, evolucijski algoritmi, algoritemsko projektiranje, upravljanje prometa, obratovanje predorov, projektiranje predorov, sistemi za nadzor in vodenje prometa

1. Introduction

We live in a very dynamic society featuring large number of challenges related
to safe, reliable and effective tunnel operation and traffic management on the road
network in general. These challenges become particularly obvious in the context of:
•

Fast development of traffic technologies for users.

•

Changes of societal habits resulting in more frequent commuting or migration.

•

Increased requirements in society for minimal impacts on neutral and urban effects of roads operation.

•

Design infrastructure lifespan is 100 years or more. It is impossible to foreseen
future traffic and transport network conditions during the design of the tunnel.

•

Legislative requirements for the design are changing but it hardly follows the requirements of the environment.
Even though, some solutions explained in further text are very difficult to imple-

ment, they represent a way to include new information communication technologies
(in following text ICT) in engineering praxis. ICT is used as a support/tool for good/
optimal tunnel design, operation and traffic management decisions and solutions.
When speaking of good/optimal decisions/solutions, we need to have clear understanding of the term “good decision/solution”. All the decision makers – stakeholders
need to understand the question: “What is good”. This is the crucial part of every decision-making process; for the support of the ICT, “good decision/solution” needs to be
formalized. Particularly in consideration of societal impacts, this question represents a
specific decision-making challenge.
The following emphasises need to be considered:
1.

Effective use of ICT greatly depends on the data collected from vehicle users, infrastructure sensors and equipment, user’s data as well as societal and other data.
The amount of data grows rapidly and serves as an input for future decision-making and optimizations.

2.

ICT requires formalization and digitalization of processes which are traditionally
performed by humans. This is relevant for decision making as well as automatic,
algorithm-based testing of numerous possible conditions. Therefore, new models
need to be developed for the use in operation, design and traffic management.

3.

We need to emphasize that our approach uses ICT to support decision-making,
and not to leave decision-making to ICT. The responsibility for decisions is still left
to the experts in specific fields.
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There are three main reasons, why we consider design, operation and traffic management together:
1.

The first one is already mentioned in the beginning: In recent years, the list of
criteria (a basis for decision-making) is getting longer, resulting in the necessity to
combine data platforms of each stage. Main decision-making criteria are:

2.

•

safety,

•

traffic demands,

•

travel time,

•

investment costs,

•

operation and maintenance assets, equipment and manpower,

•

tunnel closure costs and impacts,

•

protection of urban areas, natural and other assets etc.,

•

civil initiatives and public participation,

•

other considerable factors.

The second reason is the cost benefit ratio of measures providing specific function or requirement. In the case of existing infrastructure or designed infrastructure, we have to consider the limitations due to its long-lasting conditions after
the construction. Even in the case of refurbishments, tunnel needs to be closed or
operate under specific conditions with reduced capacity. After the construction or
refurbishment, we need to rely on the tunnel operation and traffic management
measures. This leads into necessity for mutual consideration of all phases. Following measures can be distinguished (if applicable):
a.

When costly measures are considered, cost/effectiveness score becomes vital
decision-making criteria to decide, if new infrastructure, refurbishment, operation or traffic management measures will be implemented. This consideration is extremely important in the fulfilment of new legislative requirements.
In some cases, time for measure implementation or refurbishments can be
evaluated in the form of costs.

b.

Traffic loads fluctuate over time and with that, the load on the infrastructure
and effects on the assets. In many cases we can (have to) reduce the impacts
of infrastructural drawbacks during traffic peak hours by tunnel operation
measures and traffic management to fulfil requirements. Real time technologies can support us in those cases.

3.

ICT enables the analysis, examination and evaluation of a large number of possible
states – much larger than we could with traditional approaches. In many cases,
algorithms, after the model is properly designed, can recognize better solution
that we could hardly see without examining a very large number of possibilities
(e.g. few hundred thousand). Examination of very complex systems or systems
that have to be evaluated very fast (in real time) are particular challenges as well
as potentials.
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Fig. 1: Connectivity of Data
basis in the process of
design, operation and traffic
management

This calls for the approaches, which can be new, tailored for the purpose and use,
or already developed and well established in other engineering services e.g. mechanical, electrical engineering, autonomous vehicles, production, robotics etc. Since ICT are
developing constantly and the number of fields/branches is larger every day, article focuses on technologies which are followed by authors or are already in use in practice:
•

Parametric design models for algorithmic analysis of several – infinitely possible
states;

•

Multi-criteria / Multi-attribute decision models for tunnel design - knowledge representation;

•

Optimization and artificial intelligence algorithms for optimal tunnel alignment
recognition;

•

Systems for real time data collection, data distribution and data analysis for traffic
control and management.
The goals of presented technologies are:

•

Better communication with users and public in all considered phases (design, operation and traffic management);

•

Better design solutions, based on the data collected from realistic traffic flow conditions. This is vitally important in the conditions of increased traffic loads and
traffic incidents;

•

Economically efficient and sufficient preparation for future infrastructure operation and planning;

•

Fast communication with infrastructure users for efficient traffic management on
road network.
In the article we share part of our experiences and knowledge as a motivation for

further development of ICT in civil engineering.

2. New Decision
Support and
Optimization
Technologies
40

In the scope of the article, the decision support and optimization technologies are
the field of methods and technologies that enable the use of algorithms, models and
communication systems for solving practical problems in tunnel design, operation and
traffic management. The technologies explained are:
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1.

Decision Support Systems
•

Knowledge Representation is an important aspect of decision models, which
serve also as a formalization of domain knowledge about various decision factors and their relations. By applying algorithmic reasoning and analysis capabilities on structured and formalized human-provided domain knowledge, we
are combining the best capacities of humans and computers. Decision models
therefore serve as knowledge representations and mechanisms for transparent and elaborate reasoning and simulations. This relates well with decision
making in tunnel design in urban areas, which is influenced by many goals,
opinions and interests, which are hard to grasp for a human to reason about,
but also impossible for a computer to efficiently learn from empirical data.
Even by using the models for knowledge representation only, one can recognize a limited set of good options from a large number of acceptable ones that
are gained from optimization algorithms.

•

Multi-Criteria Decision Modelling (MCDM) is aimed at formal (mathematical)
modelling of decision problems that consider a multitude of criteria. This kind
of model represents a formalization of the specified problem and usually
enables assessment, visualization and comparison of decision alternatives.
There are several established and mature decision modelling methodologies
like MAUT (Keeney and Raiffa, 1993), AHP (Saaty 2008), Electre (Figueira, 2005)
and DEX (Bohanec et al., 2013). The last one is especially well suited for problems that are hard to quantify and influenced by many goals, opinions and
interests, such as the problems related to Smart cities.

2.

Multi-Objective Optimization by Evolutionary Algorithms are iterative methods
that improve on solutions using principles that mimic the natural evolution such as
selection, crossover and mutation (Eiben & Smith, 2003). Because they operate on
populations of solutions, they are especially appropriate to handle multi-objective
optimization problems, where, due to conflicting criteria, multiple optimal solutions exist—each representing a different trade-off among the criteria (Deb, 2001).
The use of AI technologies in optimization and decision support helps automate
and speed up the tunnel design process, while the final decision is still made by
humans (the decision-making team). Additional benefits of using AI technologies
in the proposed process are:
•

Effective exploration of the decision space that enables us to find a large number of admissible solutions, some of which could not be conceived by the designers.

•

The objectiveness (given the provided inputs and rules) and increased transparency of the decision-making process reduces the risk of subjective judgements of stakeholders, omission of important consequences, lack of design
goals and violation of valid constraints.

On the other hand, using AI technologies in such application has its limitations:
•

If the decision space is large and the partial models very complex, there might
not be enough time for the optimization algorithms to find all the optimal solutions. In such cases, the final decision has to be made on near-optimal solutions.
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•

Although AI techniques speed up and automate the design procedure, they
are only as good as their input. If the problem is not defined well, the returned
solutions might not be appropriate or even admissible.

3.

Parametric models are digital models of engineering systems that generate particular elements or enables algorithmic investigation of concerned system. They can
bee seen as transformations or functions that perform the human procedures in
automated process. Parametric model can be seen as digital twin and is prerequisite for algorithmic approaches (ICT). They are constituted by:
•

Variables of the decision space: Technically, we made a model as we do in
traditional design approach with the exception of variables, not bounded to
particular value. Those variables are called decision space variables. By changing a variable, a new solution is generated. This leads to many solutions, which
can be generated by parametric model. For complex problems we leave the
algorithms to manipulate these values according to optimization goals.

•

Constraints are model definitions that do not change by optimization process.
Engineering and legislative rules, existing infrastructure, desired conditions
and states falls in this group of model definitions. These definitions are digitized and stored in the form of digital project task.

•

Objectives/criteria which are subject of optimization or decision support process.
There can be more than one objective and they can be in mutually conflicting relation.

•

Solutions which can be of a following type:
––

Feasible/infeasible solutions. If solution is infeasible, it is excluded from
the group of candidates for optimal solution,

––

Final/chosen solution – algorithmic approach serves as the support for
decision making. Decision is accepted by decision-maker.

––

Optimal solution. In the case of multi-criteria analysis, the number of optimal solutions can be larger than 1.

4.

Systems for detection and traffic management by devices in front of the tunnel, in
the tunnel or behind the tunnel:
•

Traffic data:
––

traffic queues, number of vehicles in the tunnel, driving direction, distance
between vehicles, vehicles types etc.

––

meteorological data to detect meteorological conditions (wind, rain, snow,
ice etc.).

•

On this basis the program scheme and algorithms support the traffic control
officer decisions in determining safety measures for traffic control and management e.g.: lowering the vehicles speed, ban of overtaking for heavy goods
vehicles, various warnings etc.

•

Tunnel incidents detection (fire, stopped vehicle, vehicle driving in opposite direction etc.). The system proposes possible scenarios of traffic management after the
incident detection. Scenarios are then chosen by traffic control officer in control
centre on the basis of available data, his/her experiences and training. The safety
measures and procedures for traffic management follows confirmed scenario.
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5.

Data collection and distribution by the mobile phone applications (e.g. DARS TRAFFIC +). After real time data is collected, it is analysed by data fusion approach combining different data from different data sources in such a way, that combined
information is more accurate, more complete and more precise. Such technologies are used, when data / measurements are available with different views of the
same properties. In the case of traffic flow, different data sources are available,
for example inductive loops, GPS probe data, etc. Data is combined using machine
learning algorithms and average speed per road segment is estimated. The technology is supported by Floating car data (FCD) system. It is a GPS based system
for vehicle speed monitoring on the road network. It is also a basis for real time
algorithmic prognosis of traffic density trends on the road network.

3. Implementation
Examples

The description of implemented technologies or research is given in the following paragraphs. First two examples relate to technologies: decision support systems,
multi-objective optimization and parametric models. The last two examples show the
implementation of the support by systems for detection and traffic management and
communication technologies.

3.1 Artificial
Intelligence Support
for Tunnel Design in
Urban Areas (TOPP)

The aim of the TOPP2 project is developing a decision-making process for optimal
tunnel alignment design and integrating all stakeholders in a single, cloud-based IT
platform supported by artificial intelligence algorithms. The drawbacks of traditional
design approaches were overcome by synthesising fast developing BIM and artificial
intelligence algorithms (e.g. by integrating information communication technologies).
This introduces accessibility, efficiency, reliability and transparency to the decision-making process.

Fig. 2: Transformation from
traditional design workflow (left)
to proposed process (right)

2

 he investment is being co-financed by the Republic of Slovenia and the European Union under the European
T
Regional Development Fund
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The goal of the project is to develop procedures, models and analytical methods that:
•

provide engineers with effective tools for coping with highly complex urban project requirements,

•

enable the use of efficient state-of-the-art decision support and optimization algorithms,

•

enable the active involvement of all possible stakeholders including non-experts
(e.g.: the public),

•

enable effective real-time communication between stakeholders using a cloudbased IT platform,

•

establish interdisciplinary collaboration, data sharing, secure access and multi-tenancy within a common data environment.
The development starts by transforming project data into the parametric partial

models of relevant decision makers, e.g.: tunnel experts, geologists, hydrogeologists,
urbanists, traffic experts, public participants, etc. These partial models are then combined into a common information model. This enables the calculation of an evaluation
score for any tunnel alignment e.g.: tunnel costs, impact on natural assets, interaction
with existing infrastructure, etc. Since the number of possible alignments is infinite, it
is not easy to find the optimal solution. Therefore, we use state-of-the-art algorithms
to find a mathematical optimum based on project-specific criteria, restrictions and decision-making rules. These are defined in the form of a hierarchical model designed to
transform stakeholder values into a language suitable for numerical operations performed by information communication technologies (ICT).
Processes are focused

Fig. 3: Cloud based ICT platform

on collaboration between
stakeholders, the recognition of optimal solutions
and the interpretation and
analysis of the results.
The result of the project
is optimal tunnel alignment
recognition

process

that

has a clear decision-making
capacity to interpret results
to the user. This is not possible using the traditional
design approaches. Nevertheless, the confirmation of
the final solution/alignment
is made by humans – artificial intelligence technologies are only providing support to
decision makers.
The project ends in November 2020. It is actively connecting three leading Slovenian institutions: Elea iC (project leader and tunnelling expert), XLAB d. o. o. (ICT
specialist) and Institute Jožef Stefan (central national scientific research institute). The
investment is being co-financed by the Republic of Slovenia and the European Union
under the European Regional Development Fund.
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3.2 Risk Based
Dynamic Traffic
Control in Tunnel
Markovec

An advanced multi-criteria decision analysis was performed in order to support
decision making for optimal operation of the tunnel during specific tunnel operation
conditions. Results of the analysis is real time decision support framework for tunnel
operator to manage risk at the time of bidirectional tunnel operation (tunnel is originally
designed as a unidirectional tunnel). A need for the bidirectional operation emerged due
to a change in the road network (unavailability of a parallel/alternative road Istrian road).

Fig. 4: Closure of Istria road
parallel to unidirectional
Markovec tunnel

A solution is a method that allows utilisation of alternative, cost-effective safety
measures, with which an acceptable safety level is achieved at optimal transport capacity of bidirectional tunnel operation in one tube. In order to reach the goal, the
methodological change of the traditional approach was needed – a method of a parametric analysis of effects in various tunnel conditions was implemented. This approach
allows us to determine an optimised acceptable multi-dimensional state of tunnel operation and not only a single acceptable state of infrastructure operation.
Fig. 5: Main elements of the
model and solution

Short-term bidirectional tunnel
operation (example)

Risks variation with time periods
due to traffic load variation
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Safe tunnel operation
depends on many factors.
For this reason, numerous
possible safety measures,
effects and traffic conditions
in the tunnel were taken into

Acceptable risk determination
as a basis for the acceptable
operation regimes determination

account.

Acceptable operation regimes
according to different decision
space conditions

3.3 Traffic
Management Support
Systems for Traffic
Rerouting in the Case
of the Tunnel Closure

Since the Slovenia is a small country (the length of motorways is roughly 700 km)
and small changes in the network affects international transit routes network, the regular measures have to be implemented.
The traffic management decisions in the cases of relevant incidents are made on
the basis of international traffic management plans (TMP - Traffic Management Plan).
The plans are pre-prepared and confirmed by all relevant states (Italy, Hungary, Croatia and Slovenia).
On this connection we have 10 tunnels (Cenkova, Golo Rebro, Pletovarje, Ločica,
Jasovnik, Trojane, Podmilja, Golovec, Rebrnice and Podnanos). In the case of several

Fig. 6: Example of road network
on the rout Hungary–Italy

hours tunnel closures the informational decision system
is triggered to inform traffic
control officer in Main Traffic Control Centre. Possible
options with relevant data
are offered e.g.: traffic conditions, work on parallel networks, weather, expected
events on relevant network
etc.
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Fig. 7: The example of tunnel
Trojane closure with rerouting
on Croatian highway

On the basis of algorithm and data, the traffic control officer decides, whether the
rerouting will take place or not. The rerouting activities start when the confirmation
from all the neighbouring countries is obtained. Rerouting can be stopped by any of
the involved countries.

3.4 DARS Traffic +
Application

The application DARS TRAFFIC + is available to users of federal roads in Slovenia.
The application is also used in the international project C Roads, where the application
is tested for the communication with roadside infrastructure and communication between vehicles. Based on this data, the traffic manager will be able to close the tunnel,
the users in or in before of the tunnel will be alarmed directly via application (it communicates by roadside infrastructure). The application will inform traffic manager in
the cases of fast vehicle acceleration/deceleration and by that, the alarm procedure
will start for the potential accident or traffic jam.

Fig. 8: International project C
Roads (left); the information
from driver to the control centre
- traffic jam, accident, obstacle
on the road, reduced visibility
(middle); the information from
control centre to the driver –
traffic jam after 300 m (right)
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DARS established a new system of data collection and distribution in the year
2018. Real time data collection is established with the application DARS TRAFFIC + on
highways. With the application, data is communicated from the driver, or it is transmitted by the application automatically. System enable two-way communication between
the driver and traffic control centre. Application follows the vehicle during the driving
and informs the driver in the case of relevant events in front of the vehicle on the road
(incidents, work on the road etc.). If the vehicle is approaching the traffic jam, the driver
is warned on necessary emergency lane for intervention vehicles. If driver defines its
destination goal, he/she is informed of driving duration.
Application enables the data transfer from driver to data control centre. It enables
the driver to quickly and efficiently communicate the incident during the driving (traffic
jam, accident, obstacle on the road, reduced visibility etc.). The information sent by
driver is instantly visible to traffic control officer through information system. This way
the traffic control officer is informed faster on potential threats compared to other
communication channels. Additionally, this approach is much safer for the driver than
phone call communication. Based on the collected data, traffic control officer starts
necessary protocols. The number of information collected in the area of tunnels, is
increased.
Following data is collected automatically: vehicle location, speed and significant
acceleration/deceleration. Acceleration/deceleration are analysed by advanced intelligent algorithms to recognize patterns of strong vehicles breaking or accidents. Those
are communicated to control centre in real time. Vehicle speed and location are part of
the inputs for the system to determine traffic flow and average speed on the particular
network segment (Floating car data – FCD platform). Platform normalizes and localizes
the data and by machine learning technologies combines the data with data from other sources (data fusion). Based on this, the speed profiles are calculated for individual
network segments. The profiles are then graphically presented to control centre and
drivers. Data of travelling time, suggested measures in the case of traffic jams and
actual traffic events are also presented.

4. Conclusion

Article describes author’s experiences, examples, development and approaches to solve data based multicriterial problems in tunnel design, operation and traffic
management. Specific attention is given to necessary data bases interconnectivity and
decision criteria in the phases design, operation and traffic management. Examples
with relevant/implemented ICT are explained in the article. Following challenges and
potential solutions are described:
1.

The number of traffic related data collected from the devices on the infrastructure,
in the vehicles or society increases rapidly,

2.

Technology for data distribution and analysis is already well developed and it develops very fast. Two types of problems can be distinguished:
•

Real time problems solving e.g.: problems involving high traffic fluctuation and
incidents in tunnels.

•

Solutions of the complex problems with lots of constraints, decision variables,
and criteria e.g.: problems involving new infrastructure, refurbishments involving operation and traffic management measures etc.
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3.

Infrastructure and refurbishment measures for medium and long-term solutions
become very important. For these measures real-time data is becoming of vital
importance.

4.

Legislative requirements for the design are changing but it hardly follows the requirements of the environment.

5.

ICT enables the analysis, examination and evaluation of large number of possible
states – much larger than we could cope with traditional approaches. After the
model is properly sett, algorithms can:
•

recognize better solution, we could not even see without examining a very
large number of possibilities (e.g. few hundred thousand);

•

help us understand the effects or consequences different decision possibilities have.

6.

Technologies named as intelligent or smart are only providing the support for decision makers - transfer of responsibility would be a misuse of technology. Even
the results of the procedures may look like intelligent/smart, it has to be pointed
out, that algorithms execute procedures as we define. Therefore, the suitability of
procedures or technology for particular purpose is human decision as well as the
confirmation of the final solution/measure.
We can conclude, that new technologies can greatly support decision making in

tunnel design, operation and traffic management on the road network in the light of
present and future challenges. Presentation of some of the approaches and technologies are the motivation for the use of ICT. By that, we would like to rise the technology
level in civil engineering on the new level, comparing to other technological branches.
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Abstract

Any emergency ventilation system in a tunnel primarily is aimed to prevent tunnel
users from damage of smoke and flue gas. For this reason it is essential that the engineered design and the subsequent implementation is tested prior the commissioning.
In a first step tests have to be carried out to show the accurate function of each essential elements (fans, dampers, ductwork…) of a ventilation system. This will be ensured
within the site acceptance tests (SAT).
But much more important are integrated tests of the overall system and the interaction between the fire detection system and the following control algorithm resp.
regulation of the ventilation system. Within the commissioning phase and the test operation without traffic, testing procedures for the ventilation system have to be performed and documented to check the function. Various test procedure for tunnels are
obligate in Austria and are standardized nowadays. For example, the federal agency
for motorways and expressways in Austria (ASFiNAG) has implemented handbooks for
a standardised procedure of the design and commissioning of road tunnels (PlaPB).
This paper describes the common praxis of ventilation system testing prior the
commissioning in Austria and the problems and difficulties of integrated tests within
the particular envirionment for example in the case of complex tunnel systems.
Keywords: Tunnel ventilation system, ventilation system testing, air velocity measurement, fire scenarios

1. Introduction

Ventilation design and also ventilation control of tunnels are developed utilizing
sophisticated software tools. Nevertheless, the engineered design and the subsequent
implementation has to be tested thoroughly during the installation phase and prior to
commissioning.
Very important are integrated tests of the overall system and the interaction between the fire detection system and the following control algorithm resp. regulation of
the ventilation system. Within the commissioning phase and the test operation without traffic, various testing procedures for the ventilation system have to be performed
and documented to check the function. The following test procedure are obligate and
standardized (compare PLaPB of ASFiNAG [20]) in Austria:
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•

Check of the control parameter (CO, TS, LG)

•

Check of the control procedure in normal operation

•

Check of the proper function of fire scenarios

•

Check of the switching possibilities (on-site control, central control system)

•

Check of the parametrization of the ventilation system
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Ventilation control in a road tunnel is based on knowledge of the average air velocity in the respective tunnel cross section. Appropriate on-site calibration of the used
air flow sensors therefor is of the utmost importance. Following the calibration of air
flow sensors the test of interaction between the fire detection system and the control
algorithm resp. the system response to ventilation actions is required.
Based on the commissioning of the ventilation systems of a highway tunnel in Austria it is shown, how a proper function of the system components and the interaction
can be guaranteed. The approach for a calibration of the installed air velocity sensors
as well as for testing the tunnel ventilation control algorithm is demonstrated.

2. Instrumentation
Used for
Commissioning

According to VDI/VDE 2640, the standard procedure for air velocity measurement in ducts is grid measurement with at least 25 measuring points evenly spaced
across the tunnel cross section (e.g. 25-sensor Log-Tchebycheff methodology). This
sometimes is not feasible because the time is to short for a complex measurement
setup. Furthermore, for a measurement with 20 and more sensors at the same time
a high error rate can be expected. Alternative measurement concepts therefor are
commonly used.
For tunnel applications during the normal operation, in practice two measuring
methods for air velocity have become the most commonly used:
1.

High-precision differential pressure measurement (Pitot tubes): This method provides air velocity measurement at least for two points on each sides of a tunnel
tube outside of the traffic envelope (clearance zone).

2.

Ultrasonic air velocity measurement (path averaged): such measurement devices
deliver a path averaged air velocity value. The measurement path commonly is
installed at a height of about 5 m and reaches from one to the other tunnel wall.

Ultrasonic Sensors
for Tunnel Ventilation
Control

This measuring system for the continuous evaluation of flow velocity and flow direction in tunnels comprises of two sensors transmitting and receiving ultrasonic pulses. The system evaluates the transition times dependant on direction and calculates
flow speed. Two identical sensors alternately emit or receive ultrasonic pulses. If air
flow is present along the measuring path the transition time is slightly different for
both directions. This propagation delay is precisely determined and transformed to
the measuring values air velocity, air flow rate, air flow direction and air temperature.
The two hardware identical sensors are combined, one parametrized as master, the
other as slave. The slave is fully operated and controlled by the master. The system can
be checked and set by access to the master only. This prevents necessity of blocking
the traffic during maintenance.
For ventilation control it is very important to get the correct value of air speed as
a mean over the cross section. This is checked within the commissioning phase using
the same measuring system in an alternative arrangement. The method was tested in
comparison with common technology (pitot tubes) according to VDI/VDE 2640 several times (e.g.: [4]). The latest measurement was conducted at ZaB (a tunnel research
centre at Erzberg in Austria) in September 2019. The measurement setup is shown
in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: General overview of the
measurement setup in ZaB

A grid measurement with multiple pitot tubes (differential pressure measurement)
at 25 measuring points was compared with ultrasonic sensors mounted in different
arrangements and in two different tunnel cross sections (see Figure 2). Two ultrasonic
measurement paths were errechted in a crosswise arrangement, one running from
the bottom left to the top right and the other running from the top left to the bottom
right (DD1 and DD2). Two additional measurement paths were erected at different
hights (1.5 m and 4.2 m) all using DURAG D-FL220T hardware.
Various tunnel air velocities (step 2 to 5) were generated by a mobile axial fan
operated at variable speeds (step 1 represents the natural air flow). The measured
air velocities were compared and statistical analysis were performed. The air velocity
measurement results can be seen in Figure 3. On the left hand side a comparison of
the measured air velocites with different ultrasonic sensors is shown. The measured
air velocities for DD1 and DD2 subsequently are combined to DD.
Fig. 2: Measurement set up of the
sensor grid in different tunnel
cross sections

Using pitot tubes for air velocity measurement, calculation of the velocity (v)
from the received dynamic pressure (pdyn) is required. For this the Bernoulli equation
was used:
pdyn =

v2

(1)

Befor the measurement, each pitot tube was calibrated using a wind tunnel with
known boundary conditions (air flow, barometric pressure, temperature). From this
calibration the relation between the analog signal (V) from the pressure gauge which
directly represents the dynamic pressure (Pa) and further the air velocity (v) could be
derived and expressed on the basis of a polynomial formula.
On the right hand side in Figure 3 the mean values of air velocities for each step and
different setups are illustrated and the numerical results are summarised in Table 1.
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It can be seen that the agree-

Fig. 3: Measurement results
for 4 different measurement
arrangements in a tunnel
cross section

ment between the reference
measurement (pitot tubes) and
the DD arrangement and the
measurement path at a height
of about 1.5 m is very good. The
deviations are less then 3 %.
Only the values for the measurement path at a height of 4.2 m
are some 10 % higher than the
reference. From this investigation it can be conducted that the
DD arrangement fits best to the
VDI/VDE 2640 standard procedure for air velocity measurement in tunnel cross sections.
In the following chapter,
the calibration of the fix installed measurement device in
a complex tunnel under difficult conditions is shown.

Table 1: Average velocity [m/s] for
the tests and deviation [%] from
the reference value

3. Testing Procedures
on Example of a
Complex Tunnel
Tunnel Kaisermuehlen
in Vienna

Reference

DD

1.5 m

4.2 m

DD

1.5 m

4.2 m

1.84

1.85

1.99

1.87

100.6 %

108.0 %

101.5 %

2.86

2.90

3.11

2.87

101.5 %

108.7 %

100.3 %

3.70

3.77

4.02

3.72

101.9 %

108.6 %

100.7 %

3.99

4.06

4.34

4.03

101.9 %

108.8 %

101.0 %

The tunnel Kaisermuehlen is a highway tunnel located in the city of Vienna. It is
the longest tunnel in Vienna (2.2 km) and the most heavily frequented in Austria with
about 110‘000 vehicles a day. Various slip roads to surface roads as well as integrated
collector tunnels turn this tunnel into a complex underground structure with a very
complex aerodynamic system (see Figure 4).

Fig. 4: Tunnel Kaisermuehlen ventilation system (left) and fire
zones (right)
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The lane towards Kaisermuehlen is divided into 14 fire zones. There are 14 jet fans
each 75 kW and 2025 N thrust and 6 jet fans each 75 kW and 1700 N thrust installed.
Air velocity is determined at 7 measuring sections. The lane towards Stockerau is divided into 13 fire zones. There are 12 jet fans each 75 kW and 2025 N thrust and 8 jet
fans each 75 kW and 1700 N thrust installed. Air velocity is determined at 5 measuring
sections. The tunnel was refurbished in the years 2015 to 2018 during ongoing traffic.
To calibrate the installed measurement device for air velocity and to test the control algorithm of several fire scenarios, the tunnel tube has to be blocked for traffic.
This only was possible during night (from 00:00 to 04:00) and for intervals of some
15 to 20 minutes. During this time the measurement setup has to be implemented
and the measurement performed. These conditions required a sophisticated measurement procedure and an adequate measurement principle.
Reference Measurement
for Air Velocity Sensors

The fix installed air velocity measurement system (DURAG D-FL220T) is mounted
at a height of about 5 m in the tunnel tube where the passing vehicles do not disturbe
the ultrasonic beam. On-site calibration has been done to get the correct value for
ventilation control. From the calibration measurements, correction factors were derived and implemented in the processing algorithm. The correction was done using a
polynomial function with 3 correction factors c0, c1 , c2. The corrected measuring signal
at the measuring section i is defined with the following formula:
ui,korr = c0 + c1 × ui + c2 × sign(ui) × ui2

(2)

In ideal case (without correction) the correction factors are c0 = 0, c1 = 1, c2 = 0.
For each measuring section there are two sets of correction factors necessary, one
for each flow direction. The corrected signal of the air flow measurement is used for
control of the tunnel ventilation.
Because of the specific circumstances, grid measurements were not possible, but
ultrasonic air velocity measurement device (DURAG D-FL220T) was choosen to calibrate the fix installed equipment.
Fig. 5: Installation of reference
measurement under traffic in
main tube and in a closed exit

As it was not possible to run a cable over the lanes, cables had to be prepared
running on the ceiling at each measurement site in advance. This was done together
with the mounting of the fix installed measurement device and should remain there
for the future. Four measurement devices were mounted at the same time, so multiple
calibration measurements could be done with one stop of the traffic.
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The installed jet fans were used to produce different air flows and to reverse the
flow direction to check both ways. From the data analysis the correction factors c0, c1, c2
could be derived and implemented. The result of correction for one measuring section
is shown in Figure 6.
Fig. 6: Result of a reference
measurement before and after
correction

Check of the
Parametrisation of
the Ventlation System

For each fire zone there is a proprietary algorithm for ventilation available. To
receive the correct parametrisation of the control algorithm and to optimize the PI
controller to the tunnel controlled system, the transmission behaviour has to be determined properly. This is possible on the base of a mathematical model. For tunnel
Kaisermühlen a tunnel ventilation simulator was used, which was developed on basis
of IDA tunnel 1D-simulation software [6]. As there are some uncertainties about the
tunnel parameters (e.g. coefficient of wall friction, coefficient of pressure drop…), an
experimental identification of the controlled system was done too [10].
Within a first step, the fire zones were analysed with regard to equivalent or similar
control strategies and equivalent switching sequence of the jet fans. So the control parameters Kp and Tn can assumed to be the same. Table 2 shows the control strategies
for the tube towards Kaisermuehlen. For each fire zone (O1 to O14) the jet fans to be
activated and the target velocities (Sollwert Regler) at the specified measuring sections
are given. This has to be reached by the respective controller (R1 or R2) and is measured by the respective air speed measurement device (LG).

Table 2: Table of control strategies
for tunnel Kaisermuehlen (tube
Kaisermuehlen)

In a second step the control characteristics were recorded. For this purpose, in the
tunnel tube a proper number of fans to reach the control velocity has to be activated
and the increase of air velocity recorded. From this, the step response can be determined. This is shown in Figure 7. From the measured Tu and Tg the gain factor Kp and
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integral time Tn of PI controller can be derived (compare [10]). This has to be done for
both directions using graphical method.
Fig. 7: Determination of the step
response and derivation of Kp
and Tn

Tu = 70,7 s
Tg = 143,3 s

Kp = 2,6
Tn = 172 s

Tu … delay time / Tg … compensation time / Kp … gain
After having determined the required parameter for the controller, the control
performance was tested. In Figure 8 the ventilation scenario for fire zone O5 in the
tube to Kaisermuehlen is shown. It can be seen, that two PID controller (R1 and R2)
are used. The control parameter is given by the signal of the air speed measurement
device nr.1. A second one (nr.2) is used for redundancy only.
Fig. 8: Fire scenario in O5 in
tunnel Kaisermuehlen

In the particular case there are different target speeds prescribed, one towards to
the fire and another one on the flow-off side. Figure 9 shows on the left side the result
of the simulation and on the right side the performance of the control algorithm in real
life. It can be seen that with the used control parameters the ventilation goal can be
reached in a proper way.
Fig. 9: Simulation of ventilation
control and test of the control
performance in fire zone O5
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4. Summary

The ventilation system and ventilation control of a road tunnel has to be tested
thoroughly during the installation phase and prior to commissioning. Of particular importance are integrated tests of the overall system and the interaction between the
fire detection system and the following control algorithm of the ventilation system.
Several test procedures are obligate and standardized within the handbooks PLaPB of
ASFiNAG in Austria.
For ventilation control, furthermore it is very important to get the correct value of
air speed as a mean over the cross section. This is checked within the commissioning
phase using ultrasonic air speed measurement in a special arrangement. This method
was tested in comparison with common technology (pitot tubes) according to VDI/VDE
2640 and has shown a very good agreement. The calibration of air speed measurement
device in road tunnels has been shown using the example of Kaisermuehlentunnel.
The algorithm for the ventilation in case of fire needs correct parametrisation of
the PI controller. In the Kaisermuehlentunnel this was done on the one hand using the
so colled tunnel ventilation simulator on basis of IDA tunnel simulation software and
on the other hand by an experimental identification of the controlled system according to PLaPB [10]. At least the control performance was testeted and compared with
results from simulation.
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Abstract

Creating a detailed time schedule and quantity take-off for large tunnelling projects while still performing preliminary design changes is a very time-consuming and
complex task. As the designers iterate through variants, this task is performed multiple
times, costing a lot of time and effort. Due to the repetitiveness, a lot of potential can
be unlocked by automatization of certain steps. Creating BIM models for design solutions using parametric profiles and scripts is the first step of automatization, but the
models have to contain data useful for scheduling and quantity take-off. Attribute definition, naming, and value databases need to be set up before the modelling begins.
Processing the created BIM models and their data while creating 4D and 5D analyses
can provide the investor or contractor with correct quantities over the entire construction period. This not only makes efficiently created semi-automatic schedules, variant
comparison and optimization of tunnel design and execution planning possible, but
also lowers the contractual and monetary project risks. Such an approach was used by
Elea iC and iC Australia for a tunnel interchange project in Sydney, during which new
processes were created and milestones successfully achieved.
Keywords: Tunnelling Design, BIM Models, Analytics, Data Management, 4D Modelling, Scheduling, 5D Modelling, Variant Study, Optimization

Povzetek

Izdelava podrobnega terminskega plana in izvleka količin za velike predorske projekte med samim idejnim projektiranjem je zelo zapletena in časovno potratna aktivnost. Medtem ko projektanti izdelujejo različice projektne rešitve, se ta aktivnost opravi večkrat, kar stane veliko časa in truda. Zaradi ponovljivosti se lahko z avtomatizacijo
določenih korakov sprosti veliko potenciala. Ustvarjanje BIM modelov projektantskih
rešitev z uporabo parametričnih profilov in skript je prvi korak avtomatizacije, vendar
morajo modeli vsebovati podatke, koristne za planiranje in izvlek količin. Pred začetkom modeliranja je treba definirati atribute ter določiti poimenovanja in vrednosti podatkov. Obdelava ustvarjenih BIM modelov in njihovih podatkov ter opravljanje 4D in
5D analiz lahko investitorju ali izvajalcu zagotovijo bolj točne količine preko časa gradnje. To omogoča ne le učinkovite izdelave polavtomatskih terminskih planov, primerjave variant in optimizacije načina izvedbe predorov, temveč tudi zmanjšuje pogodbena
in denarna tveganja projekta. Tak pristop sta Elea iC in iC Australia uporabili za projekt
tunelskega križišča v Sydneyju, tekom katerega so bili ustvarjeni novi procesi in uspešno doseženi zadani mejniki.
Ključne besede: Načrtovanje predorov, BIM modeli, analitika, upravljanje s podatki,
4D modeliranje, terminsko planiranje, 5D modeliranje, študija variant, optimizacija
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1. Introduction

Designing and constructing tunnels is a complex, non-standard process, during
which designers and contractors are faced with highly uncertain situations that involve
high risks. Creating a highly reliable financial projection for tunneling projects in their
preliminary phases, while the design is still changing and final alignments have not yet
been decided upon, is incredibly difficult and time consuming [1]. Classical scheduling
and cost estimation solutions using simplified assessments fail to perform well for the
largest tunnels due to their sheer size and complexity, since estimations compound
into greater deviations from reality and higher uncertainties [2]. Some approaches use
advanced methods, such as neural networks [3], for early cost estimation, but these
methods are too vague for the pre-design or tender phases. Pre-design and tender
phases require good predictions based on solid information for quantity take-offs and
schedules. These are critical for the investor, and consequently the designer and contractor, if they want to determine and construct the most optimal construction solution.
Changing the typical cross-section or even the alignments of some tunnels to create a better solution is not uncommon during the pre-design phase. Unfortunately, it is
currently still incredibly hard to make informed decisions supported by actual data and
information by taking into consideration comparison of variants and not just rough estimations or even guesswork. This is evident, as most of the major projects underestimate the actual costs and effort [4]. Such decisions have to be made every single time
the design changes and the process can take several years since the same process has
to be repeated many times over. This does not only include alignment studies, but also
has to involve technology used for construction, mechanization, labor, and time-cost
analyses involving scheduling. There is a great need for an optimized process that provides reliable data with exactly defined and controlled simplifications.
One of such projects is Sydney Tunnel Interchange which is currently under development. In June 2018 the Design & Build & Operate tender was made public and call
for participation made for all interested parties. iC Australia was hired by one of the
contractors to provide the most accurate data for different design variants proposed
by their designers. This included introducing BIM methodology into the project, evaluating feasibility of different construction scenarios, providing material data over the
construction period, and optimization proposals. As the tender lasted only 3 months,
the project group needed a process to quickly iterate between different design proposals with changing cross-sections, tunnel alignments, and overall construction schedule,
while performing a cost estimation for each of these solutions.

2. Sydney Tunnel
Interchange Project

Sydney Tunnel Interchange is a part of the extensive Sydney WestConnex infrastructure project, whose goal is to improve Sydney’s connectivity and provide better
service to the community and industry. The Tunnel Interchange is the final stage of the
project, providing an urban motorway standard link between the M4 East and the New
M5. It will serve as the network’s main hub within the city center and a connection to
the existing bridges over the bays with 5 portals to existing roads. Other future work
also had to be taken into consideration during design. The interchange is planned to
be finished and opened in 2023 and is currently already under construction.
The Tunnel Interchange consists of a number of interconnected multilane road tunnels with a combined length of 19 km. It includes a significant number of individual ob59
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Fig. 1: Overview of the
interchange

jects: 12 individual vehicular tunnels, 2 construction access points or sheds, 6 access
tunnels for quicker excavation, 3 ventilation
buildings, 6 ventilation tunnels, 59 cross
passages, 6 substations, 3 tunnel sumps.
The excavation area has very stable
ground conditions consisting mostly of
different types of sandstone deposited
in layers of varying thickness with some
soil, alluvial, and sea deposits in the upper
layers. Therefore, the geology allows for a
very flexible approach to excavation and
support with mostly drained sections of
varying tunnel widths. Excavation will be
performed by more than 15 roadheaders
and other machinery in different sequences, thus providing a lot of different scheduling options. Such a flexible approach compounded with the multitude of possible tunnel alignments and their connections does not provide a clear-cut optimal solution for
the contractor. Advanced analyses, both in design and planning, have to be performed
to optimize the excavation and construction process.

3. Process Workflow

It has already been proposed in literature [5] that tunnel BIM models can be used
together with schedules (4D modelling) and cost estimation (5D modelling) software
and some pilot projects have already been designed using such methods (e.g. Karavanke, Brüttener, Rufiji tunnels). However, tunnel design is mostly finished before
modelling begins, therefore, the methods developed for such projects are more static
and not useful for dynamic pre-design developments. We overhauled the current process based on our experience from previous tunneling projects involving BIM and set it
up so it was possible to get reliable and fast results for each iteration (Figure 2).

Fig. 2: Modelling part of the
process

The process began with taking the current design solutions, studying them, deciding on the geometrical simplifications of the design and then creating partial BIM
models of the tunnel interchange. Basic limitations, such as software capabilities and
computational time for model generation, had to be taken into account while creating
parametric profiles in Autodesk Revit and writing Dynamo scripts. Using parametric
profiles running through Dynamo scripts to position them dynamically along the given
alignments, models of different disciplines were created as seen on Figure 3.
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Fig. 3: Different parametric
profiles and generated models

Attributes added to the models were divided into three main categories: classification, location, and calculation. Although some classification systems do exist or are in
development, none of them can be used for such a tunnelling project, so we created
our own system based on the output we needed to provide (tasks and quantities). Additionally, we also created a new location system based on alignment, chainage, and profile position. With these two sets of attributes it was possible, with a certain combination of filters, to dynamically select any element in any model. Establishing an attribute
SQL database for non-numerical attribute values (classification and location) provided
a single source of truth for Dynamo scripts that filled all the 3D elements with appropriate data, either from the database or directly from the models (volumes, areas, etc.).
The end result of modelling and attributation were BIM models (Figure 4) of all the interchange tunnelling elements separated into single files by discipline and location (twin
tubes, ventilation shafts, access tunnels, etc.). These were then exported from Revit into
IFC format so they could be used by other software in the second step of the process.
Fig. 4: Final BIM model of Sydney
Tunnel Interchange

The second part of the process
required time and resource analyses of all the data provided by the
models. At the beginning of the
project a variety of tools was used,
such as Excel, SQL database, Python, MS Project and Navisworks,
to achieve the first few analyses
and to prove our concept for first
iterations (Option 1 on Figure 5).

Fig. 5: Time and resource analysis
part of the process
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This method included a lot of coding in Python to create the connections between
data from the models, scheduled construction tasks, and 3D elements. Because of
MS Project and Navisworks limitations (maximum number of tasks in schedule), the
sequencing of excavation steps was simplified to sections and separated only into top
heading and bench, although still amounting to more than 10 000 individual tasks.
The end result (Figure 6) was a connection between Navisworks and MS Project,
the former providing visual feedback for the schedule animation (4D model) and the
later providing the basis for resource planning and quantities (5D model). Although
the process worked well and reliably provided good results, the design iterations got
faster (once per week) and the process proved too cumbersome and slow, hence we
consolidated the entire step into one software, Deswik (Option 2 on Figure 5).
Fig. 6: 5D model with construction
animation and quantities

Fig. 7: Dynamic 4D and 5D
modelling in Deswik

All the rules previously created in Python were transferred into Deswik, but in
greater detail, as the limitations were not present. Unrestricted by such limitations
in Deswik, complex rules were defined to create individual tasks from elements in all
models (over 1 000 000 individual element and tasks), based on their classification
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and location attributes. Tasks were then dynamically connected using another set of
dependency rules, taking into account not only the detailed segmentation of the profile, but also the lag between different segments and exact sequencing. This provided
a faster approach since the dynamic rules were set up and could be directly applied to
new IFC models or modified if need be (Figure 7).

4. Results

Both options provided comparable results, which had to be presented in a comprehensive manner for each iteration. Because of the immense amount of data, Excel
and similar tools were out of the question, as we soon hit their limitations. The solution was to use an advanced data visualization tool, Tableau, in which we were able to
program dynamic graphs directly from the data provided by the 5D models (quantities,
dates, resources, locations, etc.). The final goal was to enable the contractor to visualize quantities over time for different alignments, time periods and types of quantities
for each iteration (Figure 8).

Fig. 8: Dynamic graphs showing
different quantities during
construction based on each
alignment

For each iteration designers tried to optimize the design of the tunnel as new
information flowed in and they produced new designs that included altered tunnel
alignments (Figure 9), new tunnels and shafts, different geometry of the cross sections, different schedules and changed distributions of resources and machinery. We
produced models and analyses’ results for all the major alternatives (6 iterations) with
each variant being more optimally designed than the previous.
Fig. 9: Design change of access
tunnels requiring a new analysis
and comparison of solutions

Based on our BIM models and the
data derived from advanced analytics,
4D and 5D modelling, the contractor was
able to evaluate each design solution and
compare them to each other in a very
short amount of time. At the end we were
able to shorten the entire process, from
receiving the new designs to producing
the final models and histograms, to under 5 days, which was a vast improvement from the current methods used on
such projects.
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5. Conclusion

This article presented issues that variant studies of large tunnelling projects face in
their pre-design stage and proposed a solution using BIM models to provide data for
advanced scheduling and optimization analytics. The process was tested on a major
infrastructural project and was proven to provide necessary results in five main stages:
1.

Modelling: Creation of simplified BIM models by scripts using parametric profiles.

2.

Attributing: Using SQL database to control the attributes and values for 3D element classification while deriving values for numerical attributes from 3D models.

3.

Task creation: Using advanced planning approach with new software to create
individual quantified construction tasks derived from classification, location, and
numerical attributes.

4.

Scheduling: Creation of rules that define dependencies between different tasks
and also appropriate resources for each task.

5.

Presentation and comparison: Presenting all the information for each major iteration in a dynamic visual manner and comparing different options to determine
the optimal solution.
Using such an approach is demanding, as it requires good preparations, strict sim-

plifications that can be quantified, flexible models and capable software, all supported
by a knowledgeable and progressive team of tunnelling and BIM experts. Although this
project is one of the first examples of using BIM models for pre-design and optimization
of a large tunnelling project, it has already been proven to have major advantages in
comparison to the traditional approach. Hopefully, during future projects, this process
can be refined and used for more detailed analyses and advanced analytics that will
yield even better solutions for not only tunnels, but all large infrastructural projects.
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Abstract

The design of the upgrade of the second railway track of Maribor–Šentilj line is
the first project in the area of BIM’s implementation of railway infrastructure in Slovenia. The 1.542,8 m long tunnel Pekel represents a critical part of the project in terms
of cost and time while together with the 911 m long viaduct Pesnica represents the
most demanding section of the route. The BIM model for tunnel consisted of 23.588
building blocks that were grouped in 140 partial models and further on in 20 main
models. These models represented the majority of all BIM models used to model this
route. As a part of a joint venture designer team, our role encompassed the designs
of tunnel secondary lining, the rescue tunnel and the north portal structure including
the final portal arrangements. During the process of designing in the BIM environment
we were often faced with challenges of coordinating different types of inputs from
other designers. In particular, the development of different phases of design, taking
into account their sequential nature, error detections and coordination within the time
constrains, were the most difficult parts. The newly developed procedures for design
in BIM environment and analytical solutions used to handle the large amount of building blocks are presented in the paper.
Keywords: BIM, railway line, tunnel, design, coordination

Povzetek

Projekt nadgradnje železniške proge drugega tira Maribor–Šentilj je prvi projekt na
področju izvedbe BIM-a za železniško infrastrukturo v Sloveniji. Predor Pekel dolžine
1.542,8 m stroškovno in časovno predstavlja kritičen del projekta in skupaj z viaduktom
Pesnica dolžine 911 m tvori najzahtevnejši odsek nadgradnje trase. BIM model predora sestavlja 23.588 gradnikov, ki so združeni v 140 delnih modelov in nato v 20 glavnih
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modelov, kar predstavlja glavnino vseh BIM modelov na celotni trasi. Kot projektant projektne skupine, je naša vloga zajemala projektiranja notranje obloge predora, notranje
obloge reševalnega rova, portalne konstrukcije na severu in končne ureditve portalnega
območja. Med projektiranjem v BIM okolju smo se velikokrat srečali s težavo koordiniranja velike količine različnih podatkov znotraj projektne skupine. Še posebej zahtevno je
bilo koordinirati projektiranje v več fazah, saj je bilo zahtevano določeno sosledje rešitev
znotraj razmeroma kratkega časovnega okvirja. V tem članku so predstavljeni novi pristopi projektiranja v BIM okolju in analitične rešitve, ki smo jih tekom projekta uporabljali,
da smo lahko obvladovali velike količine podatkov.
Ključne besede: BIM, železniška proga, predor, projektiranje, koordinacija

1. Uvod

Uporaba BIM (Building Information Modeling) tehnologije na področju projektiranja gradbenih konstrukcij je pripeljala proces načrtovanja do korenitih sprememb.
Tradicionalno načrtovanje je temeljilo na dvo-dimenzionalnih tehničnih risbah, medtem ko je BIM tehnologija trodimenzionalne modele še dodatno razširila s časovno
(4D) in fiskalno (5D) komponento. BIM modeli so sestavljeni iz projektiranih geometrijskih elementov prostorskega modela - gradnikov, so prirejene medsebojne relacije in
podatkovni atributi, ki definirajo gradnik. Na ta način obogateni geometrijski elementi
omogočajo uskladitev načrtov projektantov različnih strok v enoten informacijski model. Iz tega modela lahko vizualiziramo objekte v 3D geometriji, virtualno modeliramo
in optimiziramo procese izgradnje, izluščimo nove, med seboj konsistentne modele
glede na izbirne kriterije, ovrednotimo stroške delovnih procesov in materiala ter sledimo njihovo porabo in naročanje. BIM tehnologija omogoča jasen in usklajen pretok
informacij med projektnimi skupinami, glavnim naročnikom, lastnikom, izvajalci in podizvajalci. Tipičnih izgub informacij, ko načrti prehajajo med projektnimim skupinami,
je z uporabo BIM zelo malo. Vsak deležnik v procesu izgradnje BIM-a doda v enoten

Slika 1: Shematski prikaz odseka
trase / Schematic representation
of the route section

informacijski model podatke potrebne za načrtovanje in obdelave glede na svojo stroko.
Predpogoj za efektivno uporabo BIM modelov je usklajenost in jasna definiranost posameznih sestavnih podmodelov oz. gradnikov. V zvezi
s tem je potrebno poudariti, da so potrebne posodobljene, nove in jasnejše direktive ter standardi,
ki bi natančneje opredeljevali potrebne sestavne
podatke, poimenovanja atributov, postavke v popisih del in tako odpravili prisotna neskladja ter s
tem dodatno povečali uporabnost BIM modelov
v procesih projektiranja, uporabe, vzdrževanja in
rušenja objektov. V članku prikazujemo uporabo
BIM tehnologije pri projektiranju predora Pekel
in njegovih sestavnih delov. To je prvi projekt, ki
uporablja BIM model za projektiranje železniške
infrastrukture v Sloveniji. Predstavljen je potek
izdelave 3D in 4D modelov ter izzivi in težave, s
katerimi smo se srečali pri realizaciji projekta.
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2. Podatki o projektu

Predor Pekel (1.542,8 m) je del nadgradnje glavne železniške proge št. 30, Zidani Most–Šentij–d.m., na odseku Maribor–Šentilj–d.m. od km 595+900 do km 599+600.
Namen nadgradnje železniške proge je v izboljšanju prometno-tehnične varnosti proge. To vključuje zagotovitev kategorije proge D4 (obremenitev vlaka 4 x 225 kN/os oz.
80 kN/m1 linijske obtežbe/tir), možnost doseganja hitrosti do 120 km/h, zagotovitev
svetlega profila GC, povečanje prepustne zmogljivosti proge, skrajšanje potovalnih časov ter zagotovitev interoperabilnosti na obravnavanem odseku železniške proge.
Na sliki 1 je prikazan del trase, ki predstavlja najzahtevnejši odsek. Zahteven je
namreč tako s stališča projektiranja kot projektnega vodenja, saj je na njem nahaja
stičišče zahtevnih objektov. Na tem odseku je Predor Pekel dolžine 1.542,8 m, viadukt
Pesnica dolžine 911 m in obstoječi predor Počehova. Predor Pekel in viadukt Pesnica
dolžinsko predstavljata 66 % celotnega 3700 m dolgega odseka. Časovno tvorita kritično pot nadgradnje celotne trase ter največji delež predvidenih projektnih stroškov.
Zahtevnost odseka se je z nadgradnjo informacijskega modela po stopnjah zaradi vse
večje kompleksnosti izkazovala kot stičišče kolizij, ki so nastale kot posledica projektnih
rešitev posameznih udeleženih modelov.
Na slikah 2 in 3 sta prikazana BIM model predora Pekel na območju povezave z
reševalnim rovom ter portala reševalnega rova in severnega portala.

Slika 2: BIM model predora
Pekel na območju povezave
z reševalnim rovom in portal
reševalnega rova / BIM model
of tunnel Pekel in the area of
evacuation tube and evacuation
tube portal
Slika 3: BIM model severnega
portala predora Pekel / BIM model
of north portal of tunnel Pekel

2.1 Modeliranje
predora

Modeliranje predora Pekel je potekalo v skladu z zahtevami in smernicami, ki so
bile navedene v projektni nalogi. Projekt je zajemal izdelavo BIM modela tunela, ki
je skupaj s preostalimi podmodeli predstavljal celoto (zbirni model). Zbirni model je
vseboval 51 glavnih modelov, ki so predstavljali zaključene celote. Model predora je
obsegal 20 podmodelov, dodatno razdeljenih na 140 delnih modelov, katere je sestavljalo 23.588 posameznih gradnikov. Kljub velikemu številu gradnikov se je ob nadgradnji modela s časovno komponento nižja stopnja obdelave izkazala kot nezadostno
natančna za izdelavo relevantne simulacije izgradnje predora. Delitev modelov je bila
pogojena z delitvijo na ustrezna področja, ki so bila v domeni posameznih projektantov
skupine. Kot projektant notranje obloge predora, severnega portala, portala reševalnega rova in objekta vodohrana, smo se v teku dela spoprijemali z velikim številom neopredeljenih informacij, ki so tako posredno kot neposredno vplivale na projektiranje.
Pri tem je največji izziv predstavljala kategorizacija informacij in selekcija atributov, ki
definirajo gradnik na posameznem nivoju.
Implementacija BIM-a je potekala vzporedno z izdelavo PZI dokumentacije, zato smo
se pri samem modeliranju srečevali z mnogimi spremembami v kritičnih točkah projekta PZI. Spremembe, ki so sestavni del vsakega projekta, so nastajale ob iskanju ustreznih
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rešitev ali ob morebitnih kolizijah

Slika 4: BIM model kampade na
območju povezave reševalnega
rova in predora Pekel / BIM
model of tunnel section of the
connection between evacuation
tube and main tube

med že izbranimi rešitvami, ki
so jih zasnovali projektanti različnih strok. Kot skrbnik modela
za predor smo ob izdelavi modelov notranje obloge predora
in reševalnega rova, severnega
portala, portala reševalnega rova
in vodohrana usklajevali, koordinirali in v celoto povezovali ostale
modele izkopa in primarne podgradnje, elektro-strojne opreme,
tirov, tirnih naprav in pogonske centrale. Slika 4 prikazuje BIM model kampade na območju povezave z reševalnim rovom. Model združuje vse sestavne podmodele narejene
s strani različnih projektantov, ki so bili združeni v model predora Pekel.

2.2 Terminski plan in
BIM 4D

Tradicionalno so bili terminski plani izdelave predora s strani projektanta le grobo
obdelani. Detajlni plan je dodelal izvajalec, ki je na podlagi izkušenj in natančnega poznavanja tehnologije poiskal lastne rešitve in ustrezno prerazporedil vire in dela znotraj posameznih faz gradnje. V primeru izdelave načrta v BIM okolju je bilo potrebno
narediti detajlen plan s določanjem kritične poti. To je bila tudi pomembna osnova za
razpisno dokumentacijo, ker mora ponudnik določiti ceno med drugim tudi na podlagi
dolžine časa mobilizacije človeških in drugih resursov.
Terminski plan izgradnje predora Pekel v BIM okolju je v prvi iteraciji obsegal izkop
in primarno podgradnjo ter betonerska dela, ki zajemajo izdelavo notranje obloge in
ostalih betonskih elementov. Za povezavo s časovno komponento (BIM 4D) je bilo potrebno večja poglavja projekta za potrebe natančnega časovnega okvirja in možnosti
kasnejše povezave s fiskalno komponento (5D) dodatno razčleniti. Členitev splošnih
poglavij na manjše strnjene celote se je izvedla s pomočjo delitve vnaprej zastavljenih
podmodelov, ki so povezovali skupine gradnikov za predvidena dela. Izziv sta bolj kot
členitev terminskega plana predstavljali usklajevanje in pripisovanje dodatnih atributov, katerim so se kasneje dodelili časovni podatki. Izdelovalci modelov znotraj projektne skupine smo modele izdelovali po dogovorjenem izvedbenem načrtu, pri čemer
stopnja modeliranja ni omogočala delitve na elementarne komponente, kar je bilo
ključno za nadgradnjo stopnje modela.
Povezava modela s 4D časovno komponento doda informacijskemu modelu dodatno dimenzijo v obliki časovnega razporejanja posameznih modelov ali gradnikov.
Podatki so dodani komponentam, ki bodo podrobneje grajene z razvojem projekta.
Informacije so se modelom za zagotavljanje natančnosti pripisovale na osnovi dodatno
obdelanega generalnega terminskega plana, ki je bil definiran s pomočjo predhodne
določene faznosti gradnje projekta. Podatki, ki jih posamezne komponente pridobijo
s pripisom časovne razporeditve, omogočajo natančno sestavo in razčlenitev posameznih terminskih planov. Razširjen terminski plan izgradnje predora je vseboval informacije za posamezne gradnike podmodelov portalov, notranje obloge, elektro-strojne
opreme predora, izkopa in primarne podgradnje, tirov in tirnih naprav ter vodohrana.
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Nadgradnja informacijskega modela se je v našem primeru izvajala s procesom, ki
ga opisuje slika 5. Vhodne podatke, ki so zajemali posamezne modele in terminski plan
smo s pomočjo optimizacije in predelave povezali v celoto. Po usklajevanjih znotraj
skupine smo dobili prvo iteracijo 4D modela, ki smo ga z nadaljnjim usklajevanjem z
vodstvom projekta pripeljali do končne faze.
Dodeljeni podatki so služili za razvoj natančnega projektnega programa v fazi izvedbe,
v našem primeru predstavljenim kot simulacija razvoja gradnje. Simulacija se je izkazala
kot zelo koristna, saj je z ustvarjanjem logičnega in učinkovitega zaporedja že v fazi projekSlika 5: Shema nadgradnje
informacijskega modela na
4D stopnjo / Schematic of
information model upgrade
to 4D level

3. Zaključek

tiranja kazala na neskladja med posameznimi projektnimi rešitvami in fazami gradnje. S
pomočjo povratnih informacij, dobljenih z natančno izdelavo simulacij, je bilo mogoče dodatno uskladiti in preučiti posamezne kritične točke, ki bi se lahko pojavile v fazi izgradnje.
Na ta način se je preprečilo potratno in drago usklajevanje v času same izvedbe projekta.

Kompleksnost izdelave in implementacije BIM-a na projektu predora Pekel se odražala tako v modeliranju kot nadgradnji informacijskega modela. S pomočjo sodobnega pristopa, kjer se 3D modelom dodajajo časovne 4D in fiskalne 5D komponente
je mogoče pred začetkom izvedbe projekta dokaj natančno predvideti časovni in stroškovni okvir projekta v fazi gradnje, seveda pa je natančnost rezultatov pogojena z
natančnostjo vhodnih podatkov. Višja kot je stopnja obdelave, večja je možnost, da bo
v simulaciji zajet dejanski potek izvedbe projekta. Ob nadgradnji modelov v zgodnjih
fazah se lahko izognemo morebitnim kritičnim situacijam, ki bi nastale kot posledica
slabšega usklajevanja med projektanti, saj jim združitev posameznih modelov omogoča vpogled v celostno sliko projekta. Projektanti lahko s tem predvidijo kritične točke
projekta in jih z dodatno koordinacijo uskladijo.
Uporaba BIM tehnologiije na primeru načrtovanja predora Pekel se je pokazala kot
zelo koristna. Koordinacija modelov, podmodelov ali celotnega projekta, prav zaradi
tega predstavlja ključno vlogo pri odkrivanju kritičnih točk, ki v primeru da so spregledane, projekt lahko nepredvideno podaljšajo ali podražijo.
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Abstract

Early damages on concrete pavements occurred in some motorway tunnels in Slovenia in the recent period. In order to eliminate re-occurring after rehabilitation, it is
necessary to know the causes for these early failures.
The paper summarizes the existing pavement structures in tunnels and analyses
the possible causes for their failures. The process for optimizing solution between the
Designer, the Client and the Engineer is presented. Despite good practice-based experience from abroad and from foreign guidelines, open issues and certain concerns
have a raised.
Tunnels on the motorway network have extremely high traffic. Rehabilitation
works have to be done in a tight schedule with no additional time for design corrections. Therefore, the Client decided to carry out the field test of the drained pavement
structure, which proved to be the most suitable solution in the design process. Execution of the field test has provided some useful information for design and tender,
confirming technology of the works, while monitoring of the behaviour of the field test
is currently showing suitable results.
Keywords: Tunnels, rehabilitation works, pavement, drainage, field test

Povzetek

V zadnjem obdobju se v določenih avtocestnih predorih v Sloveniji pojavljajo predčasne poškodbe betonskih vozišč. Pri obnovah je potrebno odpraviti vzroke za njihov
nastanek, če ne se bodo poškodbe ponovno pojavljale.
V prispevku povzamemo obstoječe voziščne konstrukcije v predorih in analiziramo
možne vzroke za nastanek poškodb. Predstavljamo proces iskanja optimalne rešitve, ki
poteka med Projektantom, Naročnikom in Inženirjem. Kljub zgledovanju po praksah iz
tujine in tujih smernicah se pojavljajo vprašanja in določeni pomisleki.
Predori na avtocestnem omrežju so izredno obremenjeni objekti, kjer gradnja poteka v intenzivnem tempu in ni časa za korekcije projektnih rešitev. Zaradi tega se je Naročnik odločil za izvedbo testnega polja drenirane voziščne konstrukcije, ki se je v procesu
projektiranja izkazala kot najustreznejša rešitev. Izvedba testnega polja je podala nekatere koristne usmeritve za projektiranje, določitev razpisnih pogojev, potrditve tehnologije
gradnje, spremljava obnašanja testnega polja pa trenutno izkazuje ustrezne rezultate.
Ključne besede: Predori, sanacija, voziščna konstrukcija, dreniranje, testno polje
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1. Uvod

Predor Golovec, je bil zgrajen leta 1999 in je del avtoceste A1 Šentilj–Srmin, odsek
0050 LJ (Litijska–Malence), ki hkrati predstavlja vzhodni del ljubljanske obvoznice. Na
južni strani predora Golovec se sekata avtocesti A1 Šentilj–Srmin in A2 Karavanke–Obrežje, kar pomeni, da skozi predor poteka promet med južno in vzhodno Evropo (koridor Barcelona–Kijev) ter hkrati mestni promet med južnim in severnim delom mesta.
Zaradi potrebne funkcionalnosti predora je predor Golovec projektiran kot dvocevni
tripasovni predor.
Investitor DARS d. d. načrtuje celovito sanacijo in nadgradnjo predora katere namen je predvsem:
•

rešiti problem dreniranja talnega oboka in izvesti novo voziščno konstrukcijo,

•

rešiti problem opleska ostenja predora,

•

sanacija nastalih razpok v predoru in na portalu.

2. Obstoječe stanje
2.1 Sestava voziščne
konstrukcije

Kot večina vozišč v tistem obdobju in tudi kasneje na preostalem AC križu, je v
predoru Golovec vozišče izvedeno v cementno betonski izvedbi z mešano vsebnostjo
karbonatnega in silikatnega agregata v povprečni debelini 20 cm. Pod betonskimi ploščami, ki med seboj niso mozničene je zaporna plast bitudrobirja debeline 6 cm in plast
cementne stabilizacije v debelini 20 cm.

2.2 Stanje
obstoječega vozišča

Stanje obstoječega vozišča je slabo. Na več mestih so vidne razpoke različnih smeri in velikosti. V levi predorski cevi stanje še poslabšuje precejšnja višinska razlika betonskega vozišča na območju razpok oz. med posameznimi ploščami. Veliko poškodovanih betonskih plošč je že saniranih z asfaltom, v celoti vozni pas zahodne cevi. Na
podlagi meritev in vizualnih opazovanj je bila zaznana talna voda v zgornjem ustroju nad
polnilnim betonom predora. Predhodno je pri obnovi vozišča v letu 2007 izvajalec opazil,
da voda zastaja med polnilnim betonom in zgornjim ustrojem vozišča (Slika 1 levo).

Slika 1: Voda v talnem oboku
med obnovo vozišča v desni cevi
in iztok na mestu stika plošč /
Water in the invert and water
outflow between joints

Poleg tega so vizualno zaznavni še naslednji znaki zamakanja:
•

pronicanje vode izpod vozišča na najnižjih točkah predora tj. na portalnih delih,
vezano predvsem na dilatacije med voznimi pasovi betonskega vozišča oz. stika z
robnikom,

•

luščenje opleska oz. izravnalne mase pod njim, ki je intenzivnejše na stiku s hodnikom kot višje na oboku, ki je posledica kapilarnega dviga vode v betonskem prerezu.
Zelo podobne težave z betonskimi vozišči se pojavljajo še v predorih Pletovarje

(leva cev), Ločica in Jasovnik.
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2.3 Vzroki za
nastanek poškodb

Vzroke za nastanek poškodb gre pripisati dejstvu, da so bile ceste v preteklosti
načrtovane v skladu z drugačnimi merili kot danes. V nekaterih predorih so bila betonska vozišča zgrajena glede na današnji promet v pretankih debelinah, v polovičnih
širinah z uporabo starih tehnologij in opreme, brez moznikov in sider ter mestoma tudi
s predolgimi posameznimi ploščami. Postopki izvedbe betonskih vozišč so bili različni
in so se z leti dopolnjevali. V obdobju med leti 1995 in 2006 se je za končno obdelavo
površine uporabljala juta vlečena v smeri vožnje, kasneje pa se je že uporabila tehnologija obdelave površine vozišča po metodi izpostavljenih zrn in v večjih debelinah
vozišča [5].
Dodatne razloge gre iskati tudi v neustrezni odvodnji podzemne vode, saj se le-ta
arteško prehaja v voziščno konstrukcijo in celo na vozišče. Posledice prodiranja vode
skozi talni obok so:
•

nasičenost med sloji oz. na stikih voziščne konstrukcije

•

zamakanje vozišča na stikih in dilatacijah

•

spiranje finih frakcij cementne stabilizacije

•

voda v kabelskih kinetah

•

močno vlaženje notranje obloge, zaradi kapilarnega dviga vode

•

odstopanje opleska in izravnalne mase in dodatno navlaževanje z vodo s solmi iz
cestišča
Pod temi pogoji in pod visokimi prometnimi obremenitvami, še zlasti z visokim de-

ležem težkega tovornega prometa zato prihaja do večjih razpok, višinskega zamika posameznih plošč, odlomkov betona, ipd. Poškodbe napredujejo progresivno, saj zaradi
dinamične obremenitve plošče nihajo, cementna stabilizacija se drobi in ob prisotnost
vode dodatno spira. Posledično se zmanjšuje tudi varnost v prometu.

3. Sanacija voziščne
konstrukcije
3.1 Dreniranje pod
voziščem

Rešitev je primarno usmerjena k reševanju zamakanja nezaščitenega dela konstrukcije, kjer voda prodira v vozišče in kinete ter posledično zamaka sekundarno oblogo. Skladno z reševanjem podobne problematike v predorih kot so Trojane, Šentvid, Leščevje in Vodole, se izvede drenažna plast/drenažni sloj pod zgornjim ustrojem vozišča.
Rešitev za odvodnjo oz. zbiranje talne vode pod voziščno konstrukcijo je s prečnim
padcem polnilnega betona proti novo predvideni zbirni drenažni cevi. Predviden princip, skladen s [3], se uporablja pri vseh novogradnjah v zadnjem času in ga je zaslediti
tudi pri projektih v tujini. Nakloni, ki se uporabljajo so običajno večji od 4 %. Glede na
to, da gre za sanacijo, predvideni naklon sledi prečnemu sklonu vozišča, pri čemer ne
sme biti manjši od 2,5 % (primeri vijačenja in nasprotnega padca). Ploskovno dreniranje
pod cestiščem se izvede z drenažnim slojem debeline min. 15 cm iz pranega drenažnega prodca granulacije 16/32. Zahtevana kategorija v skladu s predpisom ÖNORM EN:
12620 podmerno zrno kategorije Gc 90/15, razred občutljivosti na zmrzovanje F2. Zgornja površina drenažnega sloja se izvede v naklonu voziščne konstrukcije z natančnostjo
skladno s TSC 06.200 : 2003. Plast je potrebno dinamično zgostiti z lažjimi valjarji.

3.2 Vozična
konstrukcija

Glede na to, da je obravnavana voziščna konstrukcija v predoru, kjer kasnejši dvig
nivelete ni mogoč, in so prometne obremenitve izredno težke, je upoštevana daljša
planska doba kot običajnih 20 let. Prometne obremenitve izračunane še po nemških
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standardih (Richtlinien fur die Standardiesirung des Oberbaues von Verkerhrsflachen
RstO 01, 2001) za plansko dobo 30 let.
Nova voziščna konstrukcija je predvidena v asfaltni izvedbi, saj je izvedba hitrejša
in enostavnejša. Obenem so lažja in predvsem hitrejša morebitna popravila. Asfalt se
uporablja predvsem v krajših predorih (predor Vodole, Leščevje, Cenkova, Ljubno,…) in
tudi predoru Šentvid. Vsi našteti predori so bili sicer zgrajeni v zadnjem desetletju in
trenutno nimajo večjih poškodb voziščne konstrukcije.
Sestava voziščne konstrukcije za 30 let je naslednja:
•

SMA 11 PmB 45/80-65 A1		

4 cm

•

AC 22 bin PmB 45/80-65 A1		

9 cm

•

AC 22 base B 50/70 A1		

10 cm

•

AC 32 base B 50/70 A1		

11 cm

•

Nevezasna nosilna plast TD32		

35 cm

4. Testno polje
4.1 Razlogi za izvedbo
testnega polja

Ker je v predoru Golovec predvidena po avstrijskih smernicah povzeta rešitev drenirane voziščne konstrukcije, ki se v Sloveniji še ni nikoli izvajala, se je Investitor pred
dokončno potrditvijo projektirane variante odločil za izvedbo testnega polja.
Glavni razlogi za izvedbo testnega polja so bili:
•

zmanjšanje tveganja investicije: zaradi zelo velikih prometnih obremenitev gre za
obnovo, katere umeščanje v terminski plan je zelo zahtevno, saj jo je potrebno
koordinirati z drugimi obnovitvenimi ukrepi na ljubljanski obvoznici. Obnove na
ljubljanski obvoznici se praviloma lahko izvaja le v času poletnih počitnic, ko so
prometne obremenitve nižje. Posledično je rok izvedbe zelo kratek,

•

morebitne zamude pri izvedbi del ali predčasni nastanek poškodb na voziščni konstrukciji bi bile v javnosti zelo odmevne in slabo sprejete, prav tako bi njihova odprava povzročila večje zastoje,

•

preveritev detajlov pri izvedbi,

•

izbira optimalne drenažne plasti: drenažni beton, drenažni prodec ali drenažni
drobljenec,

•

preveritvi obnašanja predlagane rešitve pod prometom - ali se predvidena voziščna konstrukcija obnaša skladno s pričakovanji.

4.2 Izvedba
testnega polja

Pri izvedbi testnega polja se je izvedlo celotno voziščno konstrukcijo, pri čemer se
je bilo potrebno čim bolj približati pogojem, ki se jih pričakuje v predoru.
Organizacijsko je bilo testno polje najlažje izvesti v sklopu enega od projektov obnov voziščne konstrukcije. Testno polje se je izvedlo na odseku 0008 Kranj V–Brnik med
km cca 2,400 in km 2,500 (lokacije posameznih polj so označene). Njegova izvedba je
bila zaradi prometne zapore časovno omejena na največ 5 dni.
Predvidene sestave voziščne konstrukcije so bile vgrajene na betonski podlagi s
primerno nosilnostjo in togostjo ter naklonom 2,5 do 4 %. Širina testnega polja je znašala minimalno 3,5 m (širina na vrhu nevezane nosilne plasti, saj manjša širina ne omogoča strojnega vgrajevanja), dolžina enega polja pa 20 m.
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Testno polje je vključevalo naslednje sestave drenažnega tepiha min. debeline 15 cm:
a.

Kamnita posteljica iz drobljenih zrn (referenčni odsek)

b.

Prodec frakcije 16/32 s cementom

c.

Prodec frakcije 16/32

d.

Drobljenec frakcije 16/32
Vgradila se je naslednja voziščna konstrukcija:

a.

Betonska podlaga – 20 cm beton C30/37

b.

Drenažni sloj – 15 cm

c.

Ločilni geosintetik (razen na polovici polja s kamnito posteljico)

d.

Nevezana nosilna plast TD32 – 30 cm (takrat predvidena projektna rešitev)

e.

Asfaltne plasti – 4,5 cm SMA 11 PmB 45/80-65 A2, 9 cm AC 22 bin PmB 45/80-65 A2,
10 cm AC 32 base B50/70 A2
Testno polje z različnimi drenažnimi plastmi se je izvedlo zaporedno, za kar je bilo

potrebno cca. 4 m širine in 80 m dolžine.
Med vgrajevanjem smo:
a.

spremljali vgradljivost materialov,

b.

izmerili statični in dinamični deformacijski modul na drenažnem sloju in na nevezani nosilni plasti,

c.

izmerili podajnost z deflektometrom s padajočo utežjo na vgrajeni asfaltni plasti
po izvedbi in po enem letu pod prometom. Ponovne meritve podajnosti so predvidene v obdobju 3–5 let po izvedbi.

Slika 2: Izkop (levo), vgrajevanje
prodca (desno) / Excavation
(left), installation of gravel (right)

4.3 Ugotovitve pri
izvedbi testnega polja

Pri vgrajevanju geosintetika (ter nadgrajevanju z nevezano nosilno plastjo) smo
ugotovili, da je potrebno predvideti prekrivanje stikov in medsebojno fiksiranje posameznih kosov geosintetika v smeri vgrajevanja, saj je prišlo do trganja/premikanja
posameznih kosov pri prehodu z grederjem.
Dilema ali je lažje vgrajevati drobljena (ostroroba) zrna namesto prodca se je izkazala kot nepotrebna. Okrogla zrna so se za vgrajevanje (razprostiranje, prehodi mehanizacije,…) izkazala celo za bolj ugodna.
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Slika 3: Manipulacije na drenažni
plasti, ločilni geosintetik, planum
nevezane nosilne plasti /
Manipulations on drainage layer,
separating geosynthetic, planum
of unbounded base layer

Na nevezani nosilni plasti so bile izmerjene naslednje vrednosti modulov Evs1, Evs2
in Evd:
a.

Na delu s posteljico brez geosintetika so bile izmerjene visoke vrednosti Evd (67–79
MPa) in Evs2 (182 MPa), nekoliko neustrezno pa je bilo razmerje Evs2/Evs1 (2,4), kar
nakazuje na nekoliko slabo zgoščenost materiala.

b.

Na delu s posteljico z geosintetikom so bile izmerjene prenizke vrednosti Evd (42–45
MPa) in zelo visoke vrednosti Evs2 (182 MPa), nekoliko neustrezno je bilo razmerje
Evs2/Evs1 (2,4), kar nakazuje na nekoliko slabo zgoščenost materiala.

c.

Na delu z drenažnim betonom dobimo mestoma prenizke vrednosti Evd (37–55
MPa) in visoke vrednosti Evs2 (196,9 MPa), nekoliko neustrezno pa je bilo razmerje
Evs2/Evs1 (2,3).

d.

Na delu z drenažnim prodcem so bile izmerjene prenizke vrednosti Evd (45–47
MPa) in visoke vrednosti Evs2 (157,5 MPa), ustrezno je bilo razmerje Evs2/Evs1 (2,1).

e.

Na delu z drenažnim drobljencem so bile izmerjene prenizke vrednosti Evd (38–46
MPa) in ustrezne vrednosti Evs2 (131,3), ustrezno je bilo razmerje Evs2/Evs1 (1,7).
Izmerjene vrednosti modulov Evs2 so bile ustrezne in nad zahtevami na vseh poljih.

Neustrezna razmerja modulov Evs2/Evs1 so praviloma posledica dejstva, da so absolutne
izmerjene vrednosti modulov Evs2 relativno visoke.
Vrednosti modulov Evd so na vseh delih, kjer je vgrajen ločilni geosintetik pod zahtevanimi vrednostmi za težke prometne obremenitve. Natančni vzroki za odstopanja
niso poznani, bi pa lahko bili naslednji:
•

motnje merilne naprave zaradi netipične voziščne konstrukcije (plast geosintetika
na globini 30 cm),

•

zmanjšane togosti voziščne konstrukcije zaradi slabšega naleganja zrn in geosintetika (ločilni efekt),

•

stisljivosti geosintetika.
Na delih z vgrajenim geosintetikom smo izmerili nekoliko višjo podajnost kot na

delih brez geosintetika.
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Pri primerjavi posameznih drenažnih slojev smo ugotovili, da v njihovih togostih
ni bistvene razlike. Boljše vrednosti je imelo le prvih 10 m polja s posteljico, kjer ni bil
vgrajen ločilni geosintetik.
Izmerjene vrednosti indeksa SCI300 so se nahajale med 40 in 65 µm, kar so za
voziščne konstrukcije za primerljive prometne obremenitve nekoliko nizke vrednosti.
Zaželene bi bile vrednosti do 50 µm.
Ker je v predoru Golovec predvidena večja debelina asfaltnih plasti (34 cm namesto 22 cm), bodo vrednosti indeksa SCI300 manjše od izmerjenih na testnem polju.
Slika 4: Primerjava izmerjene
centralne defleksije D0 pred
in po izvedbi testnega polja /
Comparison of measured central
deflection D0 before and after the
construction of the test field

5. Zaključki

Ugotovili smo, da vgradnja drenažnih slojev oziroma ločevanje slojev z geosintetikom nekoliko zmanjša togost voziščne konstrukcije. To je tudi pričakovano. Zmanjšanja niso večjih velikostnih redov.
Ker je vodo iz voziščne konstrukcije v predorih potrebno odvajati, smatramo njihovo uporabo za upravičeno, saj bi v nasprotnem primeru prišlo do zasičenja plasti z
vodo in s tem še do večjega zmanjšanja togosti.
Glede na ugotovitve testnega polja se je v popravkih projektne in razpisne dokumentacije upoštevalo naslednje:
•

povečanje debeline nevezane nosilne plasti na 35 cm. S tem se obremenitve na
drenažne sloje zmanjša za cca. 30 %. Ta ugotovitev še posebej velja za asfaltne
voziščne konstrukcije,

•

izbiri lastnosti geosintetika se je posvetilo posebno pozornost,

•

zaradi preprečitve premika med vgradnjo nevezane nosilne plasti se geosintetik
prekriva v smeri vgrajevanja. Posamezne kose geosintetika je potrebno medsebojno povezati,

•

ker različna izbira drenažnih plasti zanemarljivo vpliva na togost voziščne konstrukcije, se predvidi pran drenažni prodec, saj pri tem ne obstaja nevarnost izluževanja finih delcev v drenažni sistem, kot v primeru uporabe cementa,

•

pri vgrajevanju drenažne plasti prodca je predpisano zgoščevanje v dveh fazah:
zgoščevanje brez vibracij, zgoščevanje z vibracijami.
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Abstract

The Arlberg Tunnel was originally built in the late 1970s as a single tube road tunnel. In the first safety and upgrading phase from 2004 to 2007 the road tunnel was
equipped with eight cross passages to connect with the about 100 years old railway
tunnel running parallel to the road tunnel with a level difference of about 40 m between them.
During the second phase, between 2015 and 2017, the road tunnel had to be
upgraded according to the EC Directive and was completely refurbished. The main
construction works consisted of the construction of eight additional lay-bys and 37
new escape routes. Other refurbishment works included the renewal of the drainage
system, the inner lining, and installation of a high-pressure fire extinguishing system.
Keywords: Refurbishment, EC Directive, road tunnel, safety

1. Introduction

The Arlberg road tunnel, the heart of the Arlberg expressway, is the longest road
tunnel in Austria with a total length of approx. 15.5 km (including the avalanche galleries) and, together with the Arlberg railway tunnel, the most important east-west connection between the provinces of Tyrol and Vorarlberg. The Arlberg Tunnel is part of
the trans-European road network and is also of great regional importance for tourism.
In 1974, construction of the Arlberg road tunnel was started and only four years later the section of the S16 could be opened for traffic at a cost of approx. 310 million Euros at that time. The current traffic load of the Arlberg tunnel amounts to approx. 8,000
vehicles per day, an increase up to approx. 9,700 vehicles per day is predicted by 2025.
After more than 35 years of operation, it was necessary to refurbish and retrofit
the Arlberg Tunnel with regards to safety equipment and the requirements set by the
Road Tunnel Safety Act. Alongside preservation of the structure, the main objective
was to increase traffic safety for road users.

2. Basics for
Renewal Planning

Because of the structural condition of the Arlberg Tunnel, ASFINAG decided to carry out a general refurbishment of the entire tunnel in order to install state of the art
of the operating and safety systems and to comply with the current standards of the
Road Tunnel Safety Act (STSG). The existing Arlberg road tunnel is a single tube twolane tunnel with two-way traffic and had no escape route until 2004. Between 2004
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and 2007, a total of eight escape and rescue routes were built between the road tunnel
and the railway tunnel, ensuring a maximum escape route distance of approx. 1,700 m
(figure 2).
Based on the 2025 projected traffic load of approx. 9,700 vehicles per day, with a
heavy vehicle share of approx. 10 %, it was clear that the Arlberg Tunnel would continue to be operated as a two-way traffic tunnel. The assignment allotted to ARGE IL
– Engineering firm Laabmayr & Partner ZT GesmbH / iC Consultants outlined a further
increase of the number of cross passages between the road and railway tunnel, reducing the escape route distance from approx. 1,700 m to approx. 850 m. The assignment
also included retrofitting of the operational and safety systems and its equipment as
well as adapting the tunnel ventilation system to the state of the art. These tasks were
carried out by LLP Engineering GmbH and FVT GmbH as sub-contractors.
Fig. 1: Escape ramps between
tunnel driving space and air duct

Fig. 2: Concept of new escape
routes for the Arlberg Road
Tunnel

By the end of 2012, the Austrian Federal Railways (ÖBB) announced that it is not
necessary to shorten the escape route distances for the railway tunnel and that ÖBB
was withdrawing from the joint project. After ÖBB’s withdrawal, in both technical and
contractual terms, planning had to be resumed under completely new conditions. Following ÖBB’s departure, ASFINAG included a further densification of the escape routes
between the road tunnel and the railway tunnel, which was originally planned as the
third expansion stage, in the new planning. A new escape route concept had to be
defined independently of the necessary renewal of the safety systems. In a case study,
numerous possibilities were examined and discussed and evaluated by the project
team. The outcome of this study was to use the existing supply air duct above the intermediate floor as an escape route and. In total, 37 new escape routes, with the total
length of the escapes routes, not surpassing 500 m, were created. To overcome the
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height difference of approx. 5 m, ramps with a maximum longitudinal inclination of
6 % were planned (figure 1). The existing escape routes between the railway tunnel and
the road tunnel already contain large waiting rooms. The new escape route concept
therefore included exits to these waiting rooms. This ensures that, people escaping
because of a major safety issue can also be rescued via the railway tunnel. In order
to safeguard the escape route in the supply air duct from any negative impact from
a possible fire in the driving space, it was necessary to install a stationary fire-fighting
system in the tunnel’s driving space (figure 3).
Fig. 3: Measures taken in the
tunnel cross-section to increase
safety and security in the tunnel

The following measures were implemented to make the Arlberg road tunnel the
safest two-way traffic tunnel possible:
•

Construction of eight lay-bys at the northern side wall;

•

Construction of three underground power stations power the operational and
safety systems;

•

Adaptation of the supply air duct, allowing them to be used as an additional escape route and erection of 23 accompanying new stairways;

•

Construction of 11 exits into the existing waiting areas of the road-rail tunnel cross
passages;

•

Construction of two exits into open air, situated near the portal areas;

•

Installation of a stationary fire-fighting system;

•

Renewal of operational and safety equipment/systems;

•

Adaptation of the tunnel ventilation system to the state of the art and installation
of jet fans for flow control;

•

Reconstruction of the drainage system to separate clean mountain water from
polluted road and wash water;

3. Safety Systems
3.1 Fire Extinguishing
Niches and Renewal
of the Fire
Extinguishing System

•

Renewal of the fire extinguishing system’s water containment;

•

Upgrading of coating.
Given that the current fire extinguishing system is outdated and the planned re-

construction of the drainage system, ASFINAG decided to replace the entire fire extinguishing system. It was decided that the existing stainless-steel piping in the pump
rooms had to be reused to the maximum extend.
In addition to the renewal of the extinguisher’s water line in the cable duct, all
existing and newly erected fire extinguishing niches were equipped according to the
requirements of the RVS. Firefighting niches with hose reels were erected in the existing and newly constructed lay-bys.
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3.2 Water Mist
Extinguishing System
to Improve Fire
Fighting

A so-called high-pressure water mist extinguishing system was planned as object protection for the escape route and the intermediate floor. For this purpose, a
high-pressure water pipe was installed in the supply air duct. Approx. every 90 m this
pipe branches off to so-called section distributors. The driving space has been split-up
into approx. 32 m long sections. From each section distributor three sections will be
supplied thus covering approx. 96 m of tunnel. Three distribution lines were installed
underneath the intermediate floor in the driving space and are supplied via the section
distributors by means of ultra-high-pressure lines. Nozzles on the distribution lines are
installed every couple of metres. When a fire is detected via the fire alarm cable, the
fire extinguishing system will be activated for the affected, as well as the two adjacent
sections, applying a line pressure of approx. 60 bars. If the fire alarm is not considered
to be a false alarm by the rVMZ operator in St. Jakob, the fire extinguishing system will
be triggered. The water will be densely distributed via the nozzles and a water mist will
form in the driving space (figure 4). The large surface area of the tiny water droplets
causes the air surrounding the fire to cool down considerably, preventing the fire from
spreading, minimizing damage to the inner shell and intermediate floor and enables
the fire brigade to get close to the source of the fire very quickly.

Fig. 4: Formation of a water mist
in the driving space

Based on a risk assessment, the maximum time required for the emergency forces
to arrive at the scene of the fire and gaining control over the fire was estimated for
various events and locations. The result of this study was that the high-pressure water
mist extinguishing system must operate 60 minutes, at a maximum consumption of
approx. 70 l/s. For this reason, water containers of approx. 300m³ were placed at the
portals in St. Jakob and Langen.

3.3 Thermoscanner
Detecting Overheated
Vehicles

Due to the long ramps ahead of the two tunnel portals in Langen and St. Jakob,
ASFINAG decided to install thermoscanner systems for vehicles over 7.5 tons in total
weight. For this purpose, the vehicles will be guided through the thermal scanner portal before entering the tunnel via their own lanes. A detected overheated vehicle is not
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allowed to enter the tunnel and will be guided to a parking area via automatic barriers.
From the parking area, contact can be made with the rVMZ St. Jakob via an intercom
system where the overheated area will be displayed on a screen. After cooling down,
the vehicle must drive through the thermal scanner portal again. Once the overheating
has subsided, the vehicle can drive through the tunnel. This way, potential sources of
danger will be intercepted before entering the tunnel. This safety system has proven
to be very successful in the Karawanken tunnel.

3.4 Rumble Strips
Against Head-on
Collisions

According to the RVS specifications, the two-way traffic tunnel must be equipped
with so-called rumble strips, an acoustic lane separation on the centre line. For this
purpose, grooves are milled into the roadway at regular intervals of approx. 20 cm,
which will acoustically warn the driver that he is moving towards the oncoming traffic
area when he is driving over them. This is to prevent serious head-on collisions.

3.5 Renewal of the
Electromechanical
Equipment

The Karawanken tunnel is divided into six ventilation sections. Two sections are
supplied by the two portals, and the two shafts - Albona and Maienwasen - supply the
four central sections. In order to increase the suction capacity in the individual sections, the structural separating elements in the exhaust air ducts have been removed.
In order to control the air velocity in the driving space in the event of an incident, the
intermediate floor has been raised in a z-shape at the section boundaries in order to
make room for installing a large jet fan. In addition, fresh air injector flaps were installed at the portals and near the shafts. These measures make it possible to control
the longitudinal air speed in the driving space in order to improve the extraction and
prevent the spreading of combustion gases.
In addition to the adaptations and renewals to the tunnel ventilation system, the
operating and safety equipment/systems such as video, radio and emergency call systems, as well as the entire traffic and control technology have also been renewed.
The Arlberg Tunnel has also been equipped with the intelligent AKUT acoustic system.
The entire tunnel is monitored acoustically using special microphones. In the event of
untypical sounds - screeching tyres, slamming car doors, etc. - the rVMZ St. Jakob will
be immediately alerted and the affected area will be displayed on alarm screens via
the video system. This makes it possible to react significantly quicker to an event and
reduce possible consequences.

3.6 Coordination
of Construction
Planning and Traffic
Management During
the Construction
Period

Based on the necessary renovation works, it was clear that temporary closure
of the most important east-west connection would be unavoidable. In order to limit
traffic disruptions as much as possible, several design variants were studied, such as
construction under live traffic until the second tunnel tube was completed. Shifting
a large portion of heavy road traffic to rail traffic between Schnann and Langen was
also investigated in cooperation with Rail Cargo. Both options were ruled out as implementable variants though.
The final result of the study was to implement seasonal scheduling of the construction measures, which ensured that the Arlberg Tunnel could be used during the winter
months from November to April during the day without hindrance. The periods of full
closure were limited to the summer months of 2015 and 2017.
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In addition, the overall measures were divided into renovation phase I - 2015 to
2017 and renovation phase II - probably 2022 to 2023. In renovation phase I, all measures had to be implemented that were necessary because of the current condition of
the structure and its equipment/systems and, above all, those which were required to
comply with the Road Tunnel Safety Act.
In principle, the planned measures were subdivided into:
•

Activities not causing traffic disruption, those activities which would not be hindered by live traffic and which were therefore possible to be carried out both
during the day and at night, and

•

Activities within the driving space or those impeding live traffic, those activities
which were only possible during full closure or only at night. At night, reciprocal
portal stops were acceptable because of very low traffic volumes. This meant that
traffic could be safely guided past the construction site on a single lane.
In addition to detailed investigations into possible long-range alternative routes,

an extensive information campaign for all stakeholders and affected parties was initiated two years before the start of construction.

4. Project-Related
Tender Model
4.1 Assignment to
General Contractor

The interrelations and links between structural refurbishments and electromechanical refurbishments are much more complex than in the case of new buildings, since
many more individual services must be coordinated amongst each other. In addition,
the existing structure and its equipment/systems must be maintained until the new
elements, alongside its control and instrumentation components, are commissioned.
For this reason, ASFINAG considered it imperative to award the services to a general contractor, as this had already been done successfully several times before amid
refurbishment projects. In this case, the interface coordination and organisation of the
detailed processes have been handed over to the commissioned company.

4.2 Drafting of
Contracts for the
Optimization of
Technical Planning
and the Construction
Process

ASFINAG, in cooperation with VIBÖ (Austrian Association of Industrial Construction
Companies), developed the model “Creative Building on Existing Contexts”. The aim is
to enable the contractor to optimise the project after it has been commissioned. Between commissioning and start of construction, the contractor is warranted a period
of time to consider possible project optimisation, to contribute his practical experience
and solution approaches. Optimisation proposals from the commissioned company
are subsequently checked for quality and equivalence and, if approved, incorporated
into the planning. After completion of the technical planning and process optimisation,
the contract will be adapted.
As an incentive for this approach, a portion of the monetary bonus resulting from
the optimisation will be awarded to the contractor.
This model was implemented as a pilot project for the Arlberg Tunnel. For this
purpose, the basic approaches were adapted to the project and integrated into
the tender. Despite the high complexity of the construction project and the special
framework conditions, creative ideas have been implemented that benefited both
contract partners.
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5. Construction Phase

The effort for the structural and technological works involved in renovation phase
I and the construction of the new escape routes in the Arlberg Tunnel was enormous especially the attention and effort that had to go into guaranteeing the safety of road
users and workers in the tunnel when working with portal stops. Own control vehicles
accompanied the traffic through the tunnel and reported to the tunnel control room as
soon as the traffic line for the other direction could be cleared. The biggest challenge
was the integration of site traffic. In the tunnel, the construction site vehicles were travelling in both directions; these movements had to be adapted to the public transport,
which was only travelling in one direction at a time. ASFINAG provided additional employees in the rVMZ St. Jakob and security guards in the tunnel for this purpose. This
enabled the waiting times in front of the tunnel portals to be optimised. The company’s
own “countdown information boards” were also helpful for disclosing waiting times to
road users at an early stage. This enabled road users to decide at an early stage whether to accept the waiting times in front of the portals or to use the alternative route over
the Arlberg Pass.

6. Conclusion

Summarizing, it can be stated that the renovation and adaptation of the Arlberg
road tunnel represented an extreme challenge, both in the planning and in the execution phase. This was mainly due to the tunnel’s great length and the complex interdependencies between structural measures and the electromechanical equipment. In
addition to the actual renovation measures, extensive preparatory and information
measures had to be carried out in order to inform the affected public and maintain the
domestic and internationally important east-west connection in a safe manner.
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Abstract

The line between Rosenbach and Jesenice is in operation since 1906. As a part of
TEN-T it is an important international rail connection. The heart of it is 8 km long single
tube double track tunnel Karavanke. The tunnel structure and its equipment no longer
meet the requirements regarding capacity, safety and sustainability. Portal structures
are listed as cultural heritage. Within the framework of an international project access
lines, tunnel, portal areas and equipment will be refurbished. The technical element
defining the project is a short six-month closure of the line in conjunction with necessary extensive construction measures.
Keywords: Tunnel refurbishment, Time schedule, Tunnel design, Railway line,
Safety upgrade, Dewatering, Maintenance
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1. Introduction

The common feat of Clients Direkcija Republike Slovenije za infrastrukturo and
ÖBB in its civil part includes refurbishment of railway tunnel Karavanke with its access
tracks into single track line, refurbishment of the tunnel lining to ensure stability and
serviceability of the structure, rearrangement of existing tunnel chambers into technical rooms, construction of portal power buildings and construction of waste water
reservoirs in its civil part. New catenary, signalling and safety devices and electrical
supply is being designed for construction as well.
The main challenge arises from closure of the line. According to the scheduled
partial and complete closures of the line the works must be co-ordinated practically
to a day exactly both in the tunnel and on the open line with imperative to execute
refurbishment measures that will prolong life-time of the structure for next 30 years.

2. Existing Situation

The Karavanke tunnel was constructed between years 1901 and 1906 by the principles of “old Austrian tunneling method” in a characteristic horshoe shape [1]. Typical
cross sections of the tunnel with and without invert are shown in Fig. 1. The rigid tunnel
support consists of masonry, mostly made from cut and split stone limestone, granite
and conglomerate, while in some locations smaller parts of the lining are finished in
bricks. The thickness of lining, depending on geotechnical conditions during constructions, spans from 0.65 m to 1.30 m in the crown of the tunnel, side abutment walls reach the thickness up to 2.0 m, while thickness of invert varies from 0.8 to 1.0 m. Tunnel
dewatering channel in the middle of the invert was made of split stone and rock blocks.

Fig. 1: Typical cross section of the
tunnel for the areas with low (left)
and high (right) earth pressures

There are no other longitudinal dewatering facilities in the tunnel, dewatering
takes course along the sloping concrete surface in the invert.
Along the whole tunnel there are altogether 152 small rescue niches, 5 small
chambers and 2 big chambers.
During several refurbishments in the past some improvements have been made
in the tunnel lining, such as sprayed concrete lining in the most critical areas of the
tunnel, half-pipe surface drainage elements have been installed, replacement of invert
drainage with concrete pipe in Austrian part of the tunnel, sprayed concrete in top
heading area for protection of catenary line, some re-profilations of tunnel lining for
huckepacks, installation of the invert in a short section of the tunnel in Slovenian part
of the tunnel. Electrification of the line was carried out in 1950s.
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Karavanke tunnel is in poor structural and technical condition. Beside safety requirements main problems in the tunnel are:
•

width of the tunnel is not sufficient therefore movement of workers during maintenance works and during emergencies in case of incidents and accidents is not
possible,

•

drainage system is in very bad condition,

•

tunnel lining is heavily damaged in particular locations (spalling of sprayed concrete lining, exposed reinforcement, spalling of masonry blocks, damaged grouting,
surface weathering of walls, damages from containers, missing masonry blocks,
weathered brick masonry, shear cracks, crystal film on sprayed concrete, sintering),

•

track damages (shallow places in ballast, sintering and congestions in track area,
heaving of cable ducts, heaving of track, corroded rails and fastening material),

•

installed devices and equipment are not harmonized with safety requirements for
railway and fire safety requirements for railway tunnels of European core network,

•

railway line between Jesenice and Rosenbach is not equipped with modern electronic devices for traffic management and traffic safety.

Fig. 2: Damaged masonry in the
tunnel, missing masonry blocks

3. Planned Measures

As a basis for design a unified clearance profile LPR1 was identified for the project in the whole tunnel, Austrian and Slovenia part. New typical cross sections were
designed according to planned measures which ensure stability and serviceability [2].
In next section measures for refurbishment of inner lining are given as a major time
consuming activities of the project. Regardless of existing condition of lower part of
the tunnel, with or without the tunnel, the renewal of drainage system in the tunnel
affects also sections without invert since the central system will be shifted to the side
of the tunnel.
New tunnel axis for single track was designed basing on tunnel scanning of
inner lining.
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3.1 Basic Measures in
Typical Cross Section I

Measures include cleaning of entire surface of tunnel lining with high water pressure. Along with the purpose of cleaning high water pressure will also detach spalled
parts of the lining. The profile is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Typical cross section I for
basic measures

3.2 Ensuring Ultimate
Serviceability Limit
State in Typical Cross
Section II

Numerous damages in existing lining dictate measures for this section. High pressure water jet cleaning doesn’t provide permanent serviceability and would bring further high cost input in disclosing and removing of spalling pieces from masonry. In this
typical cross section II a layer of reinforced sprayed concrete will be applied. Layer of
sprayed concrete ensures a permanent sealing of the surface and prevents further
spalling. In addition, this layer should, if necessary, prevent the ingress of water into
the clearance profile of the tunnel. Adequate type of concrete for these requirements
is micro fiber reinforced concrete C25/30 for exposure classes XC3, XF1 and XA1L. The
profile with measures is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Typical cross section II for
ensuring serviceability limit state
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3.3 Ensuring Ultimate
Stability Limit State
in Typical Cross
Section III

Damages in existing lining due to higher pressures dictate measures for these sections in the tunnel. To provide stability of the profile combined with clearance profile
requirements increased measures are needed. Measures are assumed basing on previous experiences and not as a result of structural analysis. First the removal of the
wall sections up to 25 cm depth will be carried out in the sidewall area. Stability will not
be affected at this stage of construction, since the wall thickness in the areas, where
typical cross section III is to be applied, is between approx. 180 cm and 200 cm. After
removal of the required portion of existing lining, a layer of micro fiber reinforced
sprayed concrete will be applied. If required, self-drilling injection bolts are foreseen,
length 8.0 m in a 1.5 x 1.5 m raster. Type of concrete foreseen is micro fiber reinforced
concrete C25/30 for exposure classes XC3, XF1 and XA1L. The profile is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Typical cross section III for
ensuring stability limit state

3.4 Enhancement of
Existing Chambers

As a part of safety and technical upgrade of the tunnel the existing chambers will
be rearranged into technical rooms. The layout at every 1000 m of the tunnel is adequate to electric power supply requirements, whereas the actual size does not fulfill
needs. Therefor widening and extension of the existing chamber will be executed by
the principles of NATM, so typical for these days, comparing to the existing tunnel. Pri-

Fig. 6: Layout of the enhanced
chamber – technical room

mary as well as secondary lining will be executed in sprayed concrete
with intermediate waterproofing system. Dimensions of future technical
room accommodates installation of all necessary
equipment, as shown in
the layout, Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7: Representation of
optimizing new tunnel axis in
cross section

4. Challenges

In designing of new axis we met a challenge of accommodating new clearance profile, including evacuation path and concrete cable ducts, in the existing construction

4.1 Design Challenge

with optimal interventions into existing lining. Several variants, basing on the tunnel
scan and using special software [3], were made and we came to very good theoretical
solutions. However, practical value of the results of tunnel axis optimization cannot
be accepted along the whole length of the tunnel due to superstructure maintenance
reasons. In the previous figure, Fig. 7, representation of axis optimization in the tunnel
is shown in cross section.

4.2 Technical
Challenge

Existing data from the excavation of the Karavanke railway and road tunnel as well
as geological investigations for construction of second tube of Karavanke road tunnel
show that excavation of two technical rooms for this project will be in the area with
palygorskite, which is due to its asbestiformous mineral content listed as fibers with
carcinogenic index. In this area it will be utmost necessary to carry out all measures for
safety and health protection of workers, such as flooding of concerned area and use of
specialized devices for draining with suction.
Due to existing mixed drainage system of the tunnel Karavanke another challenge
is to drain large amounts of incoming clean mountain water from the tunnel without
mixing it with water coming from the working processes. For this purpose at particular
locations pumping of clear mountain water through “flying pipelines” over the concerned construction site in the tunnel is an effective and feasible solution.

4.3 Logistics Challenge

For execution of all necessary works the working railway will be constructed [4].
The purpose is to enable transport in the tunnel of all necessary working machines and
material as well as removal of the removed and excavated material without interruptions that arise from particular works in the tunnel, such as works in the invert, when
wheel transport is disabled.
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Fig. 8: Representation of one
of the phases in working train
shifting during refurbishment

4.4 Time Challenge

The most significant challenge is to be met when fulfilling operators plan of closures, partial and complete. Since there are no deviations from the planned closures
allowed, the Client decided to tender, award end execute field tests for specialized
works in the tunnel.

4.5 Field Tests

Aim of field tests was
to determine the possible performance for foreseen measures, namely
retention and pumping of
mountain water over the
concerned working site in

Fig. 9: Result of lining demolition
with multi-blade saw and milling
cutter

the tunnel, cleaning of tunnel lining with high pressure water jets, removal of
tunnel lining (masonry or made of sprayed concrete) by means of high pressure water
jets and milling machines, demolition of concrete or masonry by means of rail excavator with milling cutter, demolition of concrete or masonry by means of multi-blade saw
and milling cutter, applying sprayed concrete and waste water treatment.

5. Disscussion

Findings from the field tests turned out to be generally very good: cleaning of the
tunnel with high pressure water jets, also with draining by suction, performed very
well; felt that was used in the field where cleaning with high water pressure jets was
applied had positive effect on water that is captured in the drainage; some difficulties
occurred in removal of the lining by means of high water pressure jets where unified
surface treatment couldn’t be reached. Additional experience was gained from arranging equipment on working train to make full use of it.
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6. Conclusion

Although the final report with detail is in elaboration it was established that findings and experience from filed tests are to be included in execution design, procedures
and time schedule of construction.
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Nekatera sporna pravila in njihov vpliv na
varnost v predorih
izr. prof. dr. Jurij Modic
SDPG, ITA Slovenija
Ljubljana, Slovenija
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Abstract

To better understanding, we call different standards, regulations, instructions, recommendations, and other rules that appear at different levels. We know city rules,
municipal rules, rules in individual companies, national rules, international rules and
much more. Authors of rules also have different professions. Technical rules should
not be written solely by lawyers; legal rules must not be written solely by technical
experts. Because this is not the case, different rules are of different quality. Even top
experts sometimes write something controversial. Original standards are sometimes
poorly translated from foreign languages, so misunderstandings may occur. It is therefore even more important that we read and take into account all the rules with reason.
The article lists some controversial regulations that may have a negative impact on
planning and safety in tunnels, and expert arguments on how to improve them. Also,
there are some examples where helpful suggestions have been rejected.
Keywords: Standards, Tunnel Security, Fire, Tunnel Ventilation

Povzetek

Za lažje razumevanje imenujemo različne standarde, predpise, navodila, priporočila
in drugo pravila, ki se pojavljajo na različnih ravneh. Poznamo mestna pravila, občinska
pravila, pravila v posameznih podjetjih, nacionalna pravila, mednarodna pravila in še veliko več. Avtorji pravil imajo tudi različne poklice. Tehnična pravila ne smejo pisati samo
odvetniki oziroma pravniki, pravna pravila ne smejo pisati samo tehnični strokovnjaki.
Ker temu ni tako, so različna pravila različnih kakovosti. Tudi vrhunski strokovnjaki včasih
napišejo kaj spornega. Originalni standardi so včasih slabo prevedeni iz tujih jezikov, zato
se lahko pojavijo nesporazumi. Zato je še toliko bolj pomembno, da z razumom preberemo in upoštevamo vsa pravila. Članek navaja nekatere sporne predpise, ki lahko negativno vplivajo na načrtovanje in varnost v predorih, ter strokovne argumente o tem, kako
jih izboljšati. Prav tako je navedenih nekaj primerov, ko so koristni predlogi bili zavrnjeni.
Ključne besede: Standardi, Varnost v predoru, Požar, Prezračevanje predorov

1. Uvod

Na področju cestnih predorov sem intenzivno deloval več kot 20 let. Ves čas sem
se izobraževal in izpolnjeval, širil svoja obzorja in se izpopolnjeval, saj se vsaka stroka
razvija in izpopolnjuje vsak dan. Pridobival sem tudi izkušnje, kar je najpomembnejše.
Vsako znanje je subjektivno, ki se časom spreminja. Heraklit je rekel: »Panta rei«
(vse teče), prihajajo nova spoznanja, nova raziskovanja, odpirajo se nove možnosti raziskovanj. Tudi znanje je podvrženo staranju. To sicer ni nič novega, saj je že Ciceron rekel: »Nuli dies sine linea« (naj ne mine dan brez nove vrstice, torej brez vsaj ene novosti).
Tisto, kar je danes novo, je lahko čez nekaj dni že staro.
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Nihče ni nezmotljiv in vseveden, kot je rekel Salomon Maimon: »Bog mi pomagaj, da
me kdaj ne bi obšla misel, da vse vem«.
Naj omenim še eno izmed mojih negativnih izkušenj. To je slepo upoštevanje priporočil, standardov in predpisov. Nekateri od teh dokumentov so celo v neskladju
z osnovnimi fizikalnimi zakoni. Vkljub temu jih marsikdo upošteva brez pomislekov.
Predpise moramo upoštevati, toda ocenjevati jih moramo z razumom. Besedila je mogoče brati na različne načine. Tiste birokrate, ki razne predpise in pravilnike berejo
dobesedno in kot nezmotljive, nekateri smatrajo za črkobralce in tudi za laične fundamentaliste. Tem je treba pojasniti, da nismo mi zaradi pravil, ampak so pravila zaradi
nas. Že Rimljani poznali izrek: »Cum ratio« (z razumom). Vsak strokovnjak, ki dobro
pozna problematiko, bo premislil, ali je z določenim predpisom vse v redu. Če ne, bo
utemeljil svoje pomisleke in ukrepal. V nasprotnem primeru pomeni to odvračanje odgovornosti in oviranje napredka. Že S. Hawkins je rekel: »Največji nasprotnik znanja ni
neznanje, ampak iluzija znanja«.
Standardov o predorih je veliko, tudi več držav ima svoje standarde in pravila. Ra-

2. Splošno o predpisih

zen tega se standardi s časom spreminjajo. Zato je tukaj prikazano samo nekaj spornih
standardov in mnenj o njih, konkretno veljavne standarde pa si mora poiskati vsak
sam. Pri upoštevanju pravil, navodil, priporočil, standardov in podobnega moramo
upoštevati še nekatera dejstva. Zaradi enostavnosti vse našteto imenujmo Pravila.
Pravila nastajajo na različnih ravneh. Tako poznamo mestna pravila, občinska pravila, pravila v posameznih firmah, državna pravila, mednarodna pravila, in še marsikaj.
Pri tem moramo vedeti, da vsa mogoča pravila pišejo posamezniki različnih strok, tako
laiki, kot strokovnjaki, in tudi politiki. Celo za ministrstva včasih pišejo pravila zunanji
sodelavci. Tehničnih pravil ne bi smeli pisati zgolj pravniki, pravniških pravil ne bi smeli
pisati zgolj tehnični izobraženci. Nekateri pisci pravil se imajo za tehnične in ob enem
za pravne strokovnjake. Ker temu ni tako, so razni pravilniki različnih kakovosti. So
primeri, da imajo nekateri pravilniki poleg vrste pravnih členov tudi več kot 400 enačb.
Celo vrhunski strokovnjaki včasih napišejo kaj spornega. Standardi, izvirni v tujih jezikih, so včasih slabo prevedeni, in lahko prihaja do strokovnih nesporazumov. Zato je
toliko bolj pomembno, da vsa pravila beremo in upoštevamo z razumom.
In ne nazadnje: upoštevati moramo ne samo posamezne standarde, ampak skupaj
z ozirom na njihov morebitni medsebojni učinek, in seveda pri tem uporabljati zdrav
razum.

3. Ocena posameznih
pravil in predlogov
3.1 Požar v predoru
3.1.1 Hitrost zraka

Kot primer vzemimo priporočilo PIARC – a [1], da naj bo v primeru požara cisterne
hitrost zraka v predoru celo do 5.0 m/s, zato nekateri mislijo, da mora biti tako visoka
hitrost vedno1. Iz slike 3.1.1 pa vidimo, da se bo pri tako visoki hitrosti dim v sekundarnem delu predora zelo hitro spustil navzdol, kar je lahko nevarno. PIARC sicer pravi, da
v sekundarnem delu predora verjetno ni ljudi, kar pa ne drži. Poleg tega visoka hitrost
zraka pospešuje zgorevanje, kar sicer nekateri tuji in domači avtorji (Amundsen [2], P.
Vidmar z ustnimi izjavami) zanikajo. Kovaška ognjišča potrebujejo močen dotok zraka,
kadar segrevamo kovaško železo. Včasih so uporabljali ročne puhalnike, v novejšem

1
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času uporabljamo ventilatorje. Tudi parni kotli potrebujejo podpih. V resnici gibajoči se
zrak zaradi večje količine res nekoliko zniža temperaturo zgorevanja, toda ne bistveno.
Vendar zelo pospešuje raztros dima po sekundarnem delu predora in zaradi mešanja
hladnejšega zraka z dimom znižuje temperaturo mešanice zrak/dim in pospešuje gibanje dima navzdol.
u > ucrit

Slika 3.1.1: Visoka hitrost,
padanje dima / High velocity,
faling of smoke

V

primarnem

delu

predora ni stratifikacije, v
sekundarnem delu je izrazita turbulenca, dim se
hitro spušča navzdol.
Pri majhni hitrosti zraka v primarnem delu predora ni izrazite stratifikacije, je pa
rahlo povratno gibanje dima (back layering), ki se kasneje konča in se smer tega gibanja spremeni v pozitivno, v sekundarnem delu je zmerna turbulenca. Pri veliki hitrosti
zraka v primarnem delu ni povratnega gibanja dima, v sekundarnem delu je velika
turbulenca in dim se hitro spušča navzdol. Po podatkih osebja DARS-a se v primeru
požara skoraj vedno nekaj ljudi nahaja v sekundarnem delu predora. Velikokrat skozi
izstopni portal vstopajo v predor gasilci, ker imajo lažji dostop. Tudi izkušnje kažejo, da
v večini primerov ob izbruhu požara zaradi vztrajnosti obstaja še določeno pozitivno
gibanja zraka, ki preprečuje povratno gibanje dima. Tudi če se povratno gibanje pojavi,
ga kasnejše gibanje zraka, ki je posledica vklopa ventilatorjev, potisne v pozitivno smer.
Lahko sklenemo: maksimalno hitrost zraka v predoru s požarom moramo vzpostaviti
šele, ko v sekundarnem delu predora zagotovo ni ljudi.

Slika 3.1.2: Požar pri majhni (levo)
in pri veliki (desno) hitrosti zraka /
Fire at lowe (left) and at high
(right) air velocity

3.1.2 Požarni preizkus

Požarni preizkus je po [1] pomemben predvsem zato, da preverimo vse varnostne
postopke. To je v prvi vrsti detekcija požara in njegovo javljanje oziroma prenos v komandni center, ugotavljanje in potrditev časa reagiranja varnostnih in reševalnih ekip,
potrditev načrta preizkusa, skupaj z njegovim datumom je določen vnaprej, gasilci in
tudi druge ekipe vedo, kdaj in kje bo požar. Pred samim preizkusom se predor zapre,
celotna prometna ureditev okrog predora se ravna po predhodnem načrtu. Požar, ki
ga ustvarimo, je manjše moči. Zato je tudi razmerje med količino in hitrostjo zraka,
povzročeno s polnim delovanjem prezračevalnega sistema, in količino dima požara
manjše moči povsem nerealno.
Povsem nerealno je tudi preizkušanje s hladnim dimom, ki se ne obnaša tako, kot
vroč dim, torej se ne dviga pod strop, ampak potuje skupaj z dovedenim zrakom v
pozitivni smeri.
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3.2 Vpliv vetra
3.2.1 Splošno o vetru

Prezračevalni sistem predora naj v skladu z [1] zajame 95 % dogodkov (v časovni
skali), 5 % dogodkov ali pogojev obratovanja (advers condition) ni potrebno, da projekt zajema, in tudi ni nujno potrebno, da bi predor v teh redkih razmerah zapirali za
promet. Pri tem je treba opozoriti, da je zelo pomembno, kje merimo hitrost vetra. Ni
vseeno, ali je to v oddaljenosti na primer 100 m od portala, ali tik pred portalom, pomembna je tudi oblika vstopnega koridorja do portala.
Na sliki 3.2.1 je prikazan koridor do izhodnega portala leve cevi predora Kastelec,
v katerega piha burja, in to v nasprotni smeri prometa. Iz slike se jasno vidi, da ima
koridor obliko Venturijeve cevi, kjer se hitrost vetra pospešuje. Oblikovanje portala je
torej napačno.
Sporna je metodologija PIARC. Predlog (po PIARC - u) je: ∆p = k *
Pri tem je (po PIARC – u): k = 0.70 ÷ 1.00

Logika in izkušnje kažejo, da je faktor k v večinoma 1.00 ali več, če je na drugi strani
predora podtlak, ali če je konfiguracija terena takšna, ki to omogoča. Da je faktor k
povečan, smo ugotovili tudi s pomočjo CFD simulacij. [3]
Slika 3.2.1: Izhodni portal predora
Kastelec, leva cev / Exit Kastelec,
left tube

Tako smo z meritvami ugotovili, da je bila hitrost 1.0 m pred izhodnim portalom
hitrost višja od hitrosti, izmerjene v merilni postaji na hribu, v samem predoru pa je
bila še večja, ker portal zmanjša prerez, po katerem piha veter, koridor v obliki Venturijeve cevi pa ta efekt še poveča.

3.2.2 Smer vetra

Smeri vetrov običajno grafično prikažemo z vetrnimi rožami. To so večkotniki, katerih diagonale prikazujejo, kako pogosto piha veter iz izbrane smeri. Vetrne rože za
izbrane merilne postaje so prikazane za referenčno obdobje in za določeno področje.
Na primer za levo cev predora Kastelec skladno s priporočili [1] upoštevamo
cos f= 50 ° (kot med smerjo burje in osjo predora na osnovi podatkov iz meteorološke
postaje na viaduktu Smelavc), kar pomeni, da lahko upoštevamo, da je mejna hitrost
burje 75 km/h. Hitrost gibanja zraka v predoru je v tem primeru, z upoštevanjem vzgona, 1.36 m/s.
Hitrost gibanja zraka v predoru je odvisna od cele vrste faktorjev. Ti faktorji so:
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•

Maksimalna hitrost burje;

•

Kot, pod katerim piha burja v predor;

•

Povprečna hitrost burje;

•

Temperatura zraka;

•

Gostota zraka (odvisna od temperature);
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•

Vzgon v predoru (odvisen od temperature);

•

Trenje v predoru (odvisno od temperature);
Pri meritvah moramo upoštevati tudi merilno napako, sistemsko napako, lokacijo

senzorjev v predoru in s tem povezano turbulenco. Vendar običajno vsega tega v praksi
ne upoštevamo, kar pomeni, da so razmere v predoru velikokrat ocenjene napačno.
Za rešitev problemov glede vetra oziroma njegove prevelike hitrosti obstaja več
predlogov. Nekateri predlogi pa so povsem nerealni, kot npr. zmanjšanje zgornjega
dela prereza predora (glej sliko 3.2.2), kar je predlagal Andrej Čufer. V tem primeru
otežimo izstop dima.
Velik del dima se zadržuje

Slika 3.2.2: Zmanjšanje prereza
predora / Reducing of cross
section

pod stropom, in če ga od tam
ne moremo odvajati, lahko
nastajajo težave, pa tudi dodatno zmanjšanje vstopnega
prereza deluje kot zaslonka,
zato se hitrost zraka v predoru še poveča. Izračun še
pokaže (Kastelec, leva cev),
da je pri normalnem prerezu
56 m2, pri prometu 170/30 vozil, in pri hitrosti burje 104 km/h hitrost zraka v predoru -4.50 m/s, pri zmanjšanem
prerezu pa se poveča. To pomeni, da zmanjšanje zgornjega dela prereza ne prinese
nobenih korist, temveč povzroča škodo zaradi povečane hitrosti zraka v predoru.

3.3 Požarno
prezračevanje
3.3.1 Osnovne zahteve
ob požaru

V skladu z RVS 09.02.3 (avgust 2008) moramo ob izbruhu požara v času 180 sekund
s prezračevalnim sistemom zagotoviti minimalno hitrost zraka 1.50 m/s v pozitivni
smeri.2 S tem načeloma preprečimo povratno gibanje dima (backlayering), z razmeroma majhno hitrostjo pa v sekundarnem delu predora preprečimo prehitro spuščanje
dima navzdol. S prezračevalnim sistemom vzdržujemo v cevi s požarom relativni podtlak, v sosednji (reševalni) cevi pa nadtlak.
Vse to moramo preveriti z izračuni in temu primerno izbrati primeren prezračevalni sistem. Teoretične raziskave in praktične izkušnje kažejo, da v večini primerov zadošča klasično vzdolžno prezračevanje, predvsem za dvocevne predore z enosmernim
prometom, in prav tako tudi za enocevne predore z reševalno cevjo. Prezračevanje
je lahko vzdolžno s pomočjo impulznih ventilatorjev, polprečno ali prečno. Pri tem je
pomembna dolžina predora. Vsako prezračevanje mora zagotoviti primerno kakovost
zraka, v primeru požara mora zagotavljati predpisane hitrosti zraka, mora omogočati
vidljivost in umik iz predora s požarom, v predoru, v katerega se ljudje umikajo, pa
mora, razen kakovostnega zraka zagotoviti še to, da se dim iz predora s požarom ne
širi v reševalni predor.
Obstaja tudi sistem prezračevanja s tremi kanali, ki se je pred nekaj leti pojavil na
Hrvaškem. Predhodnik tega sistema je nastal že leta 1957 v Avstriji3, in sicer v predoru

2
3

 elja predvsem za vzdolžno prezračevanje
V
Vir: prof.dr. Peter Sturm, TU Graz
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v bližini Vrbskega jezera. Ta predor je imel vgrajene 3 kanale za prezračevanje. Vendar
od takrat naprej ni bilo v Avstriji za ta način nič slišati. Iz tega lahko sklepamo, da se
ta sistem ni pokazal kot učinkovit. Veliko kasneje pa se je na Hrvaškem pojavil tako
imenovani 3K sistem, za las podoben avstrijskemu, zgrajenem v predoru ob Vrbskem
jezeru. Avtor tega sistema je trdil, da je to nekaj povsem novega, kar je vprašljivo.
Do sedaj je na Hrvaškem bil zgrajen po doslej znanih podatkih samo en predor s
3K sistemom, in sicer pod Učko. Za resno oceno 3K sistema bi bilo potrebno več izkušenj, referenc in realnih podatkov.
Izrazito napačne pa so glede tega sistema v primeru požara izjave Andreja Čuferja4:
»Če bi za sanacijo prezračevanja v predoru Karavanke uporabili najsodobnejšo tehnologijo, bi se lahko izognili gradnji druge predorske cevi, ocenjuje strokovnjak Andrej Čufer«. Iz
njegovih nadaljnjih izjav za časopis DELO sledi, da bi s 3K sistemom opustili izgradnjo
druge cevi, kar pa je v izrazitem nasprotju z EU direktivo, ki zahteva za dolge predore
tudi reševalno cev.
Analize tveganja lahko izvajamo z verjetnostnim ali determinističnim pristopom.

3.4 Analiza tveganja

Na tem mestu pa omenjam samo metodo Tunnel Risk Model for Road Tunnels (na kratko TuRisMo). Sam model vključuje avstrijsko bazo izrednih dogodkov, nekoliko poenostavljena modela prezračevanja in evakuacije. Upošteva tudi RVS 9.261 smernice.
Kot slabost modela TuRisMo štejemo, da ne zajema prevoza nevarnih snovi, torej izrednih dogodkov z majhno verjetnostjo in katastrofalnimi posledicami in jo je potrebno
dopolnjevati z OECD-PIARC QRA modelom tveganja.
Kot slabost tej metodi štejemo tudi to, da predpostavlja, da v primeru požara v
sekundarnem delu predora ni ljudi, kar seveda ne drži.

3.5 Uporaba toplotne
črpalke v predoru
3.5.1 Splošno o
toplotni črpalki

Toplotna črpalka je v termodinamičnem smislu izredno koristna, ker je praktično
edina naprava, ki lahko izkorišča anergijo, to je energijo okolice, in jo nato s pomočjo
dodane eksergije (elektrike, ki poganja kompresor) koristno uporabljamo. Toplotne črpalke so naprave s katerimi lahko najbolj učinkovito zmanjšamo uporabo fosilnih goriv
in s tem negativne vplive na okolje5.
Skrajno desno (slika 3.5.1) je prikazan eksergijski (Rantov) diagram. Hladilna naprava (ali toplotna črpalka) črpa anergijo iz določene okolice (Q0), dodajamo ji energijo za
pogon kompresorja (Pk), ki je čista eksergija, in iz naprave odvajamo vsoto eksergije in
anergije (Qc), t .j. kondenzacijsko toploto. Če naprava deluje kot hladilnik, odvzemamo
anergijo prostoru, ki ga hladimo. Če pa naprava deluje kot toplotna črpalka, jemlje
toploto (anergijo) iz okolice. Ta je na nižjem temperaturnem nivoju, in je zato sicer
neuporabna. Dovajamo eksergijo, potrebno za pogon kompresorja, iz kondenzatorja
odvajamo vsoto anergije in eksergije, ki je na višjem temperaturnem nivoju, zato jo
lahko izkoristimo za ogrevanje, pripravo tople vode, itd.
Grelno število toplotne črpalke (COP) je razmerje med pridobljeno toplotno energijo Qc) in vloženo eksergijo (Pk). (glej sliko 3.5.1).

4
5
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Slika 3.5.1: Toplotna črpalka:
energijski tok / Heat pump:
energy flow

3.5.2 Toplotna črpalka
v predoru Markovec
(predlog, ki je bil
zavrnjen) [4]

Ker je v predorih zrak pozimi vedno toplejši od zunanjega, so predori tudi primerni
za delovanje toplotnih črpalk, saj predstavljajo vir toplote, ki je višji od okolice izven
predora. Toploto vozil lahko koristno uporabljamo za gretje. Grelno število TČ pa ostaja skoraj konstantno, saj je manj odvisno od sprememb v okolici. Primer možne uporabe TČ je bil predlagan za predor Markovec.
Med primarno in sekundarno oblogo predora bi namestili črne cevi premera 20 mm
v skupni dolžini cca 60.000 m, ki bi služile kot absorber. V prvi fazi bi vgradili samo cevi,
v kasnejši fazi pa celoten sistem. V končni fazi bi iz ene predorske cev pridobili:
Toplota osebnih vozil (ocenjeno)		

515 * 70 * 0.30 kW ≈ 10.300 kW

Toplota tvornih vozil (ocenjeno)		

60 * 650 * 0.30 kW ≈ 12.000 kW

Skupaj v eni predorski cevi			

22.000 kW to je Q0

Pri grelnem številu toplotne črpalke 4 (ocenjeno, da je verjetno več) bi dobili po
iteraciji:

To pomeni, da bi iz ene predorske cevi dobili 29150 kW ob vložku 7150 kW. Torej bi
iz anergije pridobili 22000 kW, kar je teoretično zastonj. Prodajali bi (npr. bolnici Izola)
29150 kW, strošek energije (npr. za DARS) pa bi bil za 7150 kW. Ocena stroškov za eno
predorsko cev je 100.000,00 €, doba amortizacije je ocenjena na 8 let6.
Predlog so pozitivno ocenili: izr.prof. dr. Janko Logar in dr. Vojkan Jovičić iz Slovenije
ter ing. Josef Daller iz Avstrije, ker imajo Avstrijci s tem pozitivne izkušnje. Predlogu sta
nasprotovala Marko Žibert7 z utemeljitvijo, da v bližini predora Markovec ni ustreznega
odjemalca energije, kot da bolnišnica Izola ne obstaja, in mag. Jani Turk8 z utemeljitvijo,
da se bo bolnišnica Izola po njegovem predlogu preusmerila na kogeneracijo, torej
na kurjenje nafte. Prijavljena je bila tudi raziskovalna naloga v sodelovanju s podjetji,
vendar je dogovor s podjetjem DDC (sedaj DRI) propadlo. Podjetje DDC je sodelovanje
zavrnilo.

6
7
8

 odrobnosti so v [4]
P
Elea iC
Ministrstvo za infrastrukturo, Energetika
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3.6 Sporen predpis
o požarnem
prezračevanju iz
Albanije

Lokalni predpis (v Albaniji) zahteva pol prečno ali prečno požarno prezračevanje za
predore dolžine nad 2.000 m, kar je svetovna posebnost. Predpis namreč pravi, da je
treba odsesovati 80 m3/s, km, kar pomeni nenormalno količino odsesovanega zraka.
Pri konkretnem predoru dolžine 3200 m to znese preko 900.000 m3/h, zračni kanal
zahteva pri hitrosti zraka 20 m/s in pri tem pretoku prerez 12 m2, ali pa dva kanala,
vsak prereza 6 m2.
Iz varnostnih in ekonomskih razlogov ni smotrno graditi enocevnega predora dolžine
3200 m, ker ta zahteva tudi reševalno cev, ki zaradi dveh odsesovalnih kanalov s prerezom po 6 m2 zahteva dosti večji prerez, kot bi bil standardni prerez predorske cevi 56 m2.
Varneje in ceneje bi bilo zgraditi dvocevni predor z enosmernim prometom v vsaki cevi.
Nespametna je zahteva po tako veliki količini odsesovanega zraka tudi zato, ker
moramo zrak oziroma dim odsesovati v neposredni bližini požara, ne pa po celem predoru, da ne bi razpotegnili dim po celotni dolžini predora. Odsesovati 900.000 m3 zraka
na dolžini npr. 100 m, torej v neposredni bližini požara, pa je praktično nemogoče.
Kontrolni izračuni kažejo, da v konkretnem primeru (glej sliko 3.6.1) zadošča klasično vzdolžno prezračevanje, in vzdrževanje nadtlaka v reševalni cevi. V primeru vzdolžega prezračevanja bi hitrost zraka v predoru znašala od 3.6 m/s do 4.95 m/s, pri polprečnem prezračevanju pa od 2.9 m/s do 4.95 m/s. Torej glede hitrosti zraka ni razlike.

Slika 3.6.1: Enocevni predor
(primer) / One tube tunnel
(example)

Ker vzdolžno prezračevanje ustreza vsem kriterijem, pol prečno prezračevanje ni
nujno, predvsem ne s količino 900.000 m3/h, morda pogojno sprejemljivo samo s količino 80 m3/s.

4. Zaključek

Zaradi raznolikosti obravnavane problematike in osebnega mnenja avtorja je najbolje, da si vsak strokovnjak s tega področja sam ustvari svoje mnenje .Navedeni značilni primeri pa dokazujejo, da moramo pri prezračevanju predorov vedno upoštevati
vse vplivne faktorje in pri tem uporabiti osnovne zakonitosti fizike tokov in termodinamike in seveda ZKP - zdravo kmečko pamet.

Viri
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Risk Assessment for Road Tunnels
Dr. Peter Vidmar
Faculty of Maritime Studies and Transport
Portorož, Slovenia
peter.vidmar@fpp.uni.lj.si

Abstract

The EU has posted the minimum safety requirements for tunnels on Trans-European Road Network with lengths over 500 m. The risk assessment is mandatory
and should include all components of the system covering infrastructure, operation,
users and vehicles. The methods of assessment are left to member states, but should
be evaluated. A fire development is a complex physical phenomena and its calculation is time demanding; that’s why complex models have rarely been used in QRA
approaches. The paper presents the methodology of integration of fast processing
risk assessment methods with time demanding CFD methods for fire consequences
analysis in the tunnel safety assessment process. The observed variables, soot density and temperature, are presented in time steps through the entire tunnel length.
Next is the additional criteria of human behaviour inside the tunnel (evacuation) and
human resistance to the elevated gas concentrations and temperatures. The resultant
deterministic event tree is the link between CFD consequence results and the QRA
approach, where the risk is still presented with risk (F-N) curves.
Keywords: Tunnel safety, fire safety, risk assessment, F-N curves

Povzetek

EU je objavila minimalne varnostne zahteve za predore v vseevropskem cestnem
omrežju z dolžino več kot 500 m. Ocena tveganja je obvezna in mora vključevati vse
komponente sistema, ki zajemajo infrastrukturo, delovanje, uporabnike in vozila. Metode ocenjevanja so prepuščene državam članicam, vendar jih je potrebno preveriti.
Razvoj pžara je kompleksen fizikalni pojav in njegov izračun je časovno zahteven, zato
se kompleksni modeli redko uporabljajo v pristopih ORA. V prispevku je predstavljena
metodologija integracije metod ocenjevanja tveganja hitre obdelave s časovno zahtevnimi CFD metodami za analizo posledic požara v procesu ocenjevanja varnosti v
predoru. Opazovane spremenljivke, gostota dima in temperatura sta predstavljene v
časovnih korakih skozi celotno dolžino predora. Nadalje so dodatni kriteriji človeškega
vedenja v predoru (evakuacija) in človeška vzdržnost pri povišani konceatracij dima in
temperatur. Prestavljeno deterministično drevo dogodkov je povezava med rezultati
CFD posledic in pristopom QRA, kjer je tveganje še vedno predstavljeno s krivuljami
tveganja (F-N).
Ključne besede: Varnost predora, požarna varnost, ocena tveganja, krivulje F-N

1. Introduction

Fire and smoke behaviour inside the tunnel depend mostly on ventilation, either
natural or forced. Different ventilation analyses are present in the literature, empirical
models that are often combined with a network approach for complex tunnel networks
(Ckeng, 2001). CFD models (Jojo, 2003), (Lowndes, 2003), (Roh, 2009), (Guoa, 2014) are
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usually used for the analyses of the ventilation system, the operation regime during
the fire and the assessment of the optimal air velocity and the ventilator arrangement,
(Bread, 1997), (Xiaoping at. all, 2014). Authors like (Jiang et al., 2018) present models
for the computation of critical velocities, where governing conservation equations are
solved in two or at least in one dimension (Weng, 2016). Mathematical models are generally validated through standard experiments (Haack, 1998) or on small-scale experiments. However, it is clearly noted that findings and results are very rarely indicated
for the immediate use in practice for tunnel constructors, safety systems projects, firemen’s and others (Haack, 2002). Results from CFD simulations of fire and ventilation
could be very precise and indicative, and used to solve specific problems regarding
temperatures and gas concentration fields distribution in time (Caliendo, 2012).
On the other hand, risk assessment studies and specifically fire consequence analyses are likely applying fast computation models (Nývlt 2011). A risk assessment is a
multicriteria process that requires a network approach for process and hazards identification. The following of events is systematically analysed with a Bayesian network,
events tree, faults tree and other well known approaches (Ntzeremes 2018). The gap
in most risk assessment approaches is the connection between a systematic risk identification and a precise calculation of fire consequences. The main reason for that is
the incompatibility of approaches. The risk identification for tunnel safety operation
is usually presented with a number of scenarios that are further divided into sub-scenarios for different fire sources and locations, types of ventilation, traffic density…The
result is a large number of scenarios that are not suitable for CFD calculation, not so
much because of computation time, but because results are more suitable for deep
hydrodynamic analysis than for the identification of risk for a person or a group of
people inside a tunnel.
After the entering in force of EU directive 2004/54/EC (EC 2004) on minimum safety
requirements for tunnels the risk assessment methods have been proposed by PIARC
(Casini, 2007) with the QRAM model. Other tools and methodologies for risk assessment in road tunnels were developed - the Dutch RWQRA model and the Austrian RVS
09.03.11-TuRisMo methodology. The fire consequence calculations, as a main part of
risk evaluation, are done with a simple one-dimensional flow model or at most with
zone models, where in every step volume is divided into a hot and cold layer. These
models cannot cover a specific flow dynamic, smoke stratification, influence of different ventilation systems, vorticity, cross-flow. Effects like backlayering are modelled directly in one-dimensional models, but its reliability is scenario dependent and is not reliable, or in other scenarios overestimated (Guoa, 2014). Following this idea, we believe
that a methodology of fire safety valuation, which improves existing methodologies
and is based on a deterministic approach is necessary, as the approach to integrate
CFD consequence results in a statistical QRA method.
The presented analysis includes the fire modelling based CFD results (Vidmar 2003
and 2007) for different standard fire scenarios and includes basic human behaviour
- e.g., resistance on height temperature and gas concentration, evacuation velocity,
reaction times and other features. These consequences are further multiplied with
the probability (likelihood) of the same events and the result is the individual risk for
fatalities or injuries for fire events in tunnels.
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2. Methodological
Approach on Tunnel
Safety

A risk assessment of a controlled system is much more reliable than the assessment of a “natural” one. Similarly to an industry process, where safety risk assessment
has been introduced first, a traffic flow in a tunnel is a controlled process. The structure of the tunnel, the control of the traffic and safety systems, are intended to keep
control of all events that could happened in operational and emergency situations.
The paper is focused mainly on fire events and the risk to people arising from it. Fire
development and spread is a complex phenomena and CFD programs are reliable
and useful for simulations. The authors (Cheng 2001, Jojo 2003, Xiaoping 2014, Anga
2016) have done a large number of validation tests archiving the reliability of results
in a range of 20 % to 30 % compared to experimental tests. The author (Vidmar 2007)
conducted validation tests of the program FDS (Fire Dynamic Simulator) with Memorial
Tunnel experiment results. Results from this simulation are further used in this paper
as the input for consequence level estimation.
The deterministic approach is used for the analysis of the greater part of physical
events like fire source characteristic and its dynamics, the operation of the ventilation
system and other conditions as well as their reciprocal interactions. The approach also
leads to the definition of the technical system “safety efficiency” in the range of possibilities that exist in the real word and are functionally descriptive. When the approach
is used in practice, we should define a number of “safety categories” based on events
probability and consequences for individual risk. An example is presented in a Table 1.

Table 1: Deterministic safety
analysis – supposed safety
categories

(a) Likelihood categories
Severity category
(frequencies)

Qualitative definition

Underlying quantitative
definition (times per
year)

A

Probability once in a year

0.3–3

B

Possible but not likely

0.03–0.3

C

Unlikely

0.003–0.03

D

Very unlikely

0.0003–0.003

E

Remote

0.00003–0.0003

(b) Consequence
categories
Severity category
(consequences)

Qualitative definition

Underlying semiquantitative definition

1

Catastrophic

Multiple fatalities

2

Major

Single fatality, multiple
injuries

3

Very serious

Permanently disable injuries

4

Serious

Serious injury, full recovery

5

Minor

Lost time injury, short
absence from work
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Note that in these schemes a quantitative definition is given in addition to the
qualitative definition, mainly to ensure consistency in the course of the analysis and
provide benchmarks (“semi-quantitative analysis”). In schemes of this type, the assessment team, usually comprising members of management, safety engineers and
operations personnel, will first identify all hazards, using HAZID, HAZOP or similar approaches, and then assign a severity category to each of these, for both likelihood and
consequences (PIARC, 2003), (Brussard, 2004).
Following the assumptions in Table 1, a “risk matrix” would then be defined as a 5
x 5 matrix with each side corresponding to one severity category.
Table 2: Deterministic safety
analysis – generic example of
risk matrix

‘’Likelihood’’
‘’Severity
category‘’

Consequences ‘’Severity category’’
5

4

3

2

1

A
B
C

D
E

Different shading in a table indicates different risk levels. Hazards with high risk,
such as A1, B1 and A2 in the black squares, are thought of as being very severe and
require immediate action to reduce a risk. Hazards with low risk, such as E5, E4 and D5
in white squares, are considered to require no further action (Tribojevic 2005, Spoure
2014). Hazards between these two (grey squares) are considered worthy of some improvement if a cost-effective solution can be found.
Fig. 1: Event tree for fuel leak out
scenario (Persson, 2002)
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The two methods of risk analysis (qualitative and quantitative) are often not separable but upgrade each other. Figure 1 shows the event tree for the example of a
fuel leak from a heavy goods vehicle. The quantitative approach is applied because
the event probabilities are known from past statistics. The results of the event tree
are several predicted scenarios with calculated final event frequencies. Among nine
final scenarios, there are three fire scenarios with a major frequency; G2, G5 and G8.
Further work leads in two directions, with a probabilistic or deterministic approach.
In the following sections the methodology and requirements of using a deterministic
approach is explained more in detail and developed from this event tree scenario.

2.1 Tunnel Fire
Modelling and
Simulations

The application of CFD model on tunnel geometry is a demanding task but has
been widely validated (Cheng 2001, Jojo 2003, Vidmar 2007, Xiaoping 2014, Anga 2016).
Fire dynamics is a three-dimensional, time dependent process which integrates the interactions among combustion, fluid flow and heat transfer processes. The turbulence
process of energy dissipation over which fire-dynamics evolve are of the order of 0.1 s
and 1mm, respectively [McGrattan 2009, Sagaut 2002], but lengths of realistic tunnels
are measured in kilometres. This implies that the turbulence needs to be algebraically
modelled.
A good mathematical approximation of the fire done by a combustion model
(instantaneous reaction when fuel and oxygen are properly mixed), radiation model
(non-scattering grey gas model) and low-Mach variable density formulation of the fluid
conservation equations. A FDS (Fire dynamics simulator) program uses the combination of these models for simulating fire development and smoke spread. The fluid flow
is modelled by solving the basic conservation equations; the conservation of mass (1),
conservation of mixture fraction Z (2), conservation of momentum (3) and conservation of energy (4) using a form for low Mach number (McGrattan 2009). The approximation involves the filtering out of acoustic waves. The basic conservation equations
are written in the form:
∂ρ
+ ∇ ⋅ ρu = 0
∂t

(1)

∂ρ
( ρ Z ) + ∇ ⋅ ρ Zu = ∇ ⋅ ρ D∇Z
∂t

(2)

2
 ∂u 1

 ( ρ − ρ ∞ )g + ∇ ⋅ τ
+ ∇ u − u × ω  + ∇p=
 ∂t 2


ρ

 ∂T

+ u ⋅∇T = qc′′′− ∇ ⋅ q R + ∇ ⋅ k ∇T
∂
t



ρcp 

(3)

(4)

and the equation of state
(5)
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Where p is a density, u is a velocity vector, Z is the mixture fraction, T the temperature, p0 the ambient pressure, R the gas constant, cp is a specific heat and D the molecular diffusivity. p is the perturbation pressure caused by pressure differences, τ the
viscosity stress tensor and k the thermal conductivity. qc’’’ and .qR are the source terms
of chemical reaction and radiation, respectively. The radiation term has a negative sign
because it represents a heat sink [20]. The effect of the flow field turbulence is modelled
using LES (Large Eddy Simulation), in which the large scale eddies are computed directly
and the sub-grid scale dissipative processes are modelled (Lesieur 1997, Sagaut 2002).
The unknown sub-grid stress tensor τ is modelled by a Smagorinsky model.

2.2 Parameters and
Approach to the
Result Analysis

The simulation results are presented on levels of fire force and different types
of tunnel ventilation are shown. The consequences of the distance of the smoke and
temperature are qualitatively evaluated from the velocity and temperature field. People using the tunnel are exposed to the risk after the fire starts, but not only then. The
evacuation procedure is mainly left to the people’s decision but mostly supported by
a tunnel safety system like light signs, pictograms and sound signals. The successful
evacuation is supported by the efficient ventilation fire protocol. Factors like the time
of the beginning of evacuation, evacuation speed, start of ventilation protocol, and the
distance to cross passages are the keys to reducing personal risk. Especially for large
fires the risk of exposure to smoke is present when the smoke movement is faster
than the average evacuation speed. The most risky examples are when the people do
not start with the immediate self-rescue procedure after the start of the fire and when
the ventilation protocol is not suitable for that fire source.
The other risk criterion is high temperature, which usually has a lower contribution
to the risk than smoke. In most cases this depends on ventilation. The limit value of the
concentration of smoke particles (PM10 heavy particles with the diameter up to 10 µm)
is 1000 mg/m3 and the limit temperature is 50 °C (Gann, 1994).
The smoke particles are less problematic from a toxic point of view than other
combustible products (CO2-carbon dioxide, CO-carbon monoxide, HCN-hydrogen cyanide, HCl-hydrogen chloride, etc). Their share of concentration is conditional and often
very similar. From different experiments in the Memorial Tunnel it can be found, for
example, that concentrations of smoke particles and CO are in relation around 10:1.
A similar relation can be also found in toxic levels of these products. LC50 (Lethal Concentration 50 %) for soot particles is 30 g/m3 in a 30 min exposure or 1–3g min/m3
LC50, for CO it is 2000–3500 ppm, which is 2300–4000 mg/m3 in a 30–60 min exposure
(Gann, 1994).
The limit temperature values of human resistance are, according to Gann 100 °C
for 30 min and 75 °C for 60 min of exposure. Because this information is true for an
adult man it is the most optimal. But within the same study the authors point out difficulties in breathing already at 65 °C of air temperature. Taking this into account there
are two values that are used in our result analysis. The chosen limit concentration of
smoke particles is 1000 mg/m3 and the limit temperature is 50 °C.
The risk or consequences are divided into the five categories shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Risk category and
consequences applied in the
analysis

Risk category

Consequence severity

Percent of fatalities
every 1 min exposure

1

LR – low risk

lesser injury

0.1 %

2

MR – medium risk

serious injury with full
recovery

2%

3

SR – serious risk

permanent injury

8%

4

VHR – very high risk

low casualty number
(1–3), numerous injured

20 %

5

EHR – extremely high
risk

numerous casualties

50 %

A further step is the interpretation and the quantification of the human resistence
limits to the actual risk levels. The submodel developed during the research analyses
CFD results and according to the following logical conditions marks every one-minute
time step along the entire tunnel length. Using this approach all the influences of the
tunnel geometry, fire source and ventilation are considered in the risk evaluation.
•

LR: ASD < 500

•

MR: ASDL > 500 ^ SLH > ASLH

•
•
•

SR: ASD > 500

VHR: ASDL > 500 ^ SLH < ASLH

EXR: ((SR v VHR) ^ AT > 50) v ATL > 50

Where the abbreviations mean:
•

ASD – Average smoke density value in profile [mg/m3]

•

ASDL – Average smoke density value in layer [mg/m3]

•

SLH – Smoke layer height [m]

•

ASLH – Allowed smoke layer height [m]

•

AT – Average temperature in profile [°C]

•

ATL – Average temperature in layer [°C]
The CFD simulation results are discreet in space and time with extremely small

time and space steps. The analysis of so much information is usually done in a graphic
form representing a variable (temperature, soot density) field for a steady state result
or with a time dependent variable value for an observed location of the geometry.
From the safety point of view such a large quantity of information becomes unclear
and less useful. To evaluate the risk for a person in a tunnel the output files of a temperature field and soot density are first properly averaged to a series of zones that a
moving person occupies during his movement. The space is thus averaged in length
and most importantly in height. In height the variable fields are averaged in four layers,
the height of each being about 1.5 meters. This height is redefined in a model as the
allowed layer height. One condition for the extreme risk is the average temperature in
this lower layer exceeds 50 °C for one minute.
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2.3 Evacuation Model

The discussion of results is enforced with the understanding of the human behaviour during the fire in the tunnel after they begin with the self-rescue procedure.
This is the evacuation from the tunnel portal or through the first transverse passage in
two tube tunnels. The movement of the people in similar conditions is very unpredictable; some become immediately aware of the danger and begin with the self-rescue
procedure, while others do not perceive the danger in time and begin late with the
self-rescue procedure. A simplified model of human movement is introduced to the
risk model. The model takes into consideration the elementary movement parameters
as: start of the self-rescue, walking speed, tunnel length and the direction of the movement according to the location of the fire. This means the evacuation can only lead
away from fire. The model allows the analysis of movement from different starting
locations which allows the division of the tunnel into zones depending on the location
of cross passages. The calculated locations of persons are then used for checking the
temperature and the smoke concentration, and consequently the level of the individual risk is evaluated according to the previous approach.

3. Model Validation

This section presents the FDS model validation with experimental data from the
Memorial Tunnel test program from 1993 to 1995 in the USA. The experimental tunnel is
853 m long and 7.9 m in height with a 3.2 % slope. Many tests have been conducted with
different fire source powers and different ventilation programs. The validation presents
two different validation scenarios: a 50 MW fire with natural ventilation and a 100 MW
fire with forced longitudinal ventilation. The fuel used in the experiment and simulated
is oil filled into a flat container (Memorial Tunnel 1996, Drysdale 2002). Using the same
fuel, different fire heat release rates are obtained by changing the burning surface.

3.1 Geometry of
the Model

The geometry, initial and boundary conditions are arranged to the tunnel geometry and fire parameters. Figure 2 shows the geometry of the tunnel from the external
view. The upper closure is just few meters long and is a ventilator room. The fire in
located 615 m from the west portal and is symmetrical to the cross section. The fire is
assumed as a heat release source with a specific power 2700 kW/m2, where the oxygen
and fuel consumption and the release of combustion products depend on the stochiometric equation 11O2 + C7H16 > 7CO2 + 8H2O. Here C7H16 is a Heptane, which burns very
similar to a diesel oil just with less soot release. This is additionally added as a product
to the combustion model.

3.2 Initial and
Boundary
Conditions

Initial and boundary conditions are divided into geometry obstacle conditions and
fluid conditions. The walls of the tunnel are defined as thermally thick walls in the model, where heat transfer is computed to and through the walls. The initial temperature
of any obstacle is defined the same as ambient (20 °C) temperature. The velocity at
the wall is calculated as the average value of the velocity in the first cell that touches
the wall and zero velocity on the wall cell. The heat release from the fire source is
defined as full power at the beginning of the simulation, because data available from
the experiment are only for full-developed fires. Thermal radiation initial conditions
are defined with radiation intensity based on the initial temperature of objects (ambient temperature) and the energy absorption in the air, mostly formed by nitrogen.
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The heat of radiation emitted from walls is calculated as black wall radiation intensity
(Woodburn 1996).
The model simulates the 3.2 % tunnel slope with the additional gravity vector component in the direction of the slope of 0.314 m/s2. The portals are defined as open
boundary conditions that link the tunnel domain with the ambient.
The applied numerical grid is non-uniform. The geometry is divided into three sections over the tunnel length: 560 m, 120 m and 185 m. A 50 MW fire model applies
800,640 cells and a 100 MW model 1,274,220 cells. The reason is the requirement of
the combustion model, which computes the reaction and the heat release in the second section where the fire is located. Other parts of the geometry do not require such
a dense grid because of lower velocity gradients.
Fig. 2: Geometry and mesh set-up

3.3 Simulation Results

The compared data presented here are temperatures measured with thermocouples in the experiment and observed in a simulation. There are 14 observation points selected at 2.5 and 6.5 meters from the floor placed every 100 meters from the left portal.
The maximum deviation is within the first 400 seconds of the simulation, after
that time the calculated values come closer to the measured ones. Measuring points
that measure temperatures on the downwind side (TC 208 and TC 73) of the fire vary
considerably, since these errors are greater than 100 °C. This measurement is not representative, since the calculated backlayer varies just 10 meters from that measured.
Very representative are the values on TC 202 and TC 66, which are closest to the fire
on the upwind side. At the initial stages of the fire (up to 400 s), the deviation is large,
namely 50 % to 100 % or 30 °C to 100 °C. The errors are reduced after 400 s and reach
the values ± 15 °C until the end of the simulation (900 s). The deviations at other measuring points are at the end of the simulation of the order of magnitude from -10 % to
+50 % or temperature differences from -10 °C to +30 °C.
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Fig. 3: Deviation of simulation
results from experimental data in
% for 50 MW fire
Fig. 4: Deviation of simulation
results from experimental data in
% for 100 MW fire

Figure 4 shows the deviation of the simulated values from the experimental ones
for each measuring point. The largest deviation is at the measuring points TC 200 and
TC 202, which are located upwind of the fire, because the calculated reverse current is
greater than on the experiment. The fluctuation in the deviation of the results is visible
over a period of 200 to 400 s, which occurs during the transient of the fan turnover
and consequently there is a change in the direction of flow against the buoyant flow.
The comparison of the values on the downwind side of the fire at the measuring points
TC 208, TC 73 and TC 75 show deviations in the range of ± 15 %, which is satisfactory
for us.
The conclusion from comparing the results is that the model geometry, initial and
boundary conditions and the setting of the numerical grid, conform to the numerical
requirements for the calculation of fluid dynamics inside the tunnel, against the experimental data. The obtained information is further used in the preparation of other,
similar models.

4. Tunnel Fire and
Risk Analysis

The risk assessment methodology presented here is based on the analysis of CFD
model results. The reliability of the methodology is proven with model results and
numerous scenarios, where the whole spectre of tunnel fire scenarios is assessed, considering different types of ventilation and different fire intensity. Other parameters,
like environmental influence, traffic density and other characteristics of the tunnel, are
handled separately (Kirchsteiger 1999).
The idea is based on the development of a deterministic risk matrix as presented
in Table 2 based on CFD results. The safety category is represented by the power of
the fire and the type of ventilation where the consequences are evaluated in the time
during the progress of the fire (Pribyl 2017, Pinto 2014). The risk criteria are defined as
a relation between the hot smoke layer height, the distance from the fire location and
the evacuation time of the users. In case the speed of the smoke is greater than the
speed of the evacuation and in case the thickness of the hot layer is higher than the
height of the person during the evacuation, the risk is high.

4.1 Tunnel Fire
Scenarios

All together 12 tunnel fire scenarios are processed. Three levels of fire are simulated, each with four different types of ventilation. The span of the fire source is from
20 MW, 50 MW to 100 MW while the ventilation is sorted from the less to the more effective: 1 – natural, 2 – longitudinal, 3 – semi transverse and 4 – transverse or improved
transverse ventilation.
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The section of the simulated tunnel is 650 m long, 10 m wide and 8 m in height
or 6 m when the roof is lowered for transverse ventilation. The fire is located at a distance of 350 m in all the models, differing only in the size of the burning area. Findings
from validation tests are used and implemented also in the following scenario of the
definition of initial and boundary conditions of the model and proper numerical discretization.

4.2 Fire Simulation

The calculation of the 12 presented scenarios is done on a cluster of 4 computers
– PC 2.8 MHz with a join memory capacity of 32 GB. The discretization of each model
is from 800,000 to 1,400,000 mesh points. The numeric and sensitive analysis of the
model was conducted, but is not presented here. After multiple simulation repetitions,
calculation times comparisons and result validations an optimal relation between numerical grid density, calculation time and result reliability has been obtained.
The definition of the initial and boundary conditions is different for each model,
but based on findings from the validation models. Four different ventilation are defined: natural, longitudinal, semi transverse and transverse. The tunnel models with
natural and longitudinal ventilation take the whole section of the tunnel, the tunnel
models with semi transverse and transverse ventilation consider only the light section
of the tunnel (without the ventilation ducts).

4.3 Results

The presentation of the results in a form of temperature of smoke concentration
field can provide useful information only to an experienced user but yields unclear
information about a true risk. Results of simulation are therefore processed for each
scenario according to the criteria from paragraph 2.2. The temperature and smoke
values are the most influential risk parameters in the tunnel. According to the human
resistance criteria the individual risk is calculated and presented in a descriptive form
Low Risk (LR) to Extreme High Risk (EXR). The presence of smoke on the individual location influences the first four levels of risk, depending on concentration; the presence
of high temperature contributes an additional (the highest) risk level. Table 4 presents
a deterministic risk matrix for a constant location in a tunnel during a fire that is 252 m
north of the fire. The picture is very representative because it confirms the theory on
safety analyses from section 2; that is, the individual risk increases with fire size and
evacuation time. Further, for the largest fire the contribution to the risk of the ventilation may be observed.
Table 4 is made as a functionally dependent dynamic matrix that select the calculated values from the data base of CFD processed results. The matrix model allows
the selection of the observed location and then calculates the risk. According to the
evacuation model the start position - the beginning of the self-rescue procedure and
the walking speed is defined and the users movement may be observed as the smoke
concentration and the temperature height to which tunnel users are exposed. The
individual risk is therefore calculated.
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Table 4: The deterministic risk
matrix for the chosen observer
location
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5. Risk Assessment
Using CFD Results

CFD simulation results could provide relatively accurate information on fire dynamics. As presented in section 2 there is a possibility to connect the deterministic approach to a probabilistic approach. I especially refer to the consequences as they are
shown in Table 1. The processed results from tunnel modelling as presented in a risk
matrix are quantified first according to Table 1. The information presents the quantification of risk that is taken as a final result of the risk during a tunnel fire or as an input
for the continuation of events in the event tree assessment of the risk.
The continuation of the events tree from the Figure 1 for the G2 scenario is presented in Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Passage from a
deterministic to a probability
risk analysis method

The use of a deterministic approach as the continuation of the event tree is useful for checking the comparability of both methods or in a case when the probability
approach does not yield reliable results. As mentioned in section 2, the high risk in
tunnels is limited to events with low likelihood and large consequences. The approach
proposed by [Persson, 2002] has complemented the QRA approach promoted by the
OECD/PIARC, QRAM model, widely used in EU countries as a consequence of EU directive EU 2004/54/EC.
Most of methodologies - Austrian tunnel risk model TuRisMo, the Dutch QRA-tunnels, the French specific hazard identification, the Italian risk analysis for road tunnels
that consider the transportation of dangerous goods - include the use of QRAM software. Consequence models are the key element in the risk estimation. All fire, explosion and smoke dispersion models used in QRAM are based on simple lumped models
and empirical equations in one-dimension space. Therefore, the computation of physical phenomena is fast and appropriate for multiple risk calculations, but the accuracy
of the consequence is questionable. The higher the complexity of the fire scenario, the
greater is the uncertainty of the results (Zhang 2018).
The calculation of consequences with a CFD program is performed for the same
scenarios as Persson 2002, including the same evacuation concept, and the number of
fatalities is calculated. Three main scenarios are analysed; G2, G5 and G8, that represent three different fire sources.
Findings observing CFD results are important because they show some undetectable phenomena. The simulation of a 17 MW fire (scenario G2) shows that the use of
longitudinal ventilation, according to the emergency ventilation plan, is worse than
without ventilation for the whole evacuation time. The reason is hidden in the smoke
movement dynamics. During natural ventilation the smoke layer is kept stratified under the celling and evacuation is possible through the bottom layer. The start of the
longitudinal ventilation after 10 minutes causes the formation of vortices that break
down the stratification and fill up the tunnel with smoke. It takes several minutes for
jet fans to clean the evacuation side of the tunnel from smoke.
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This transition process is usually not correctly covered by simple 1D models as
presented in Persson, 2002.
Fig. 6: Event tree for gasoline spill

Based on the calculated individual risk frequencies the collective risk is computed.

5.1 Risk Levels

Integrating the probability of death for each event over the number of people in the
tunnel, represents the number of fatalities by a given event. Figure 7 illustrates the
modelled risk level for a gasoline spill in the F-N diagram.
Each scenario frequency obtained from the event tree is multiplied by the calculated number of fatalities from the CFD simulation results. The risk level is calculated
as the sum of the fatality frequency per year for the analysed accidents. This is the potential loss of life risk (PLL) per year for scenarios that endanger a calculated number
of persons in Table 5. Further, the cumulative fatality frequency is calculated and the
F-N curve is plotted in Figure 7.
Table 5: Cumulative risk for
gasoline spill accident
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Gasoline spill (Author)
Fatalities
[per accident]

PLL-Risk
(Fatalities)
[per year]

Event frequency
[per year]

Cumulative
fatality frequency
[per year]

0

0.00E+00

1.25E-08

7.58E-08

3

1.77E-08

5.91E-09

6.32E-08

57

3.03E-06

5.32E-08

5.73E-08

258

6.37E-07

2.47E-09

4.14E-09

345

4.81E-07

1.39E-09

1.67E-09

361

9.91E-08

2.74E-10

2.74E-10
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Two F-N curves in Fig-

Fig. 7: Collective risk level for
gasoline spill in a tunnel

ure 7 are compared in order to understand the applicability and advantage
of simulating fire scenarios
with CFD. The boundary of
risk is defined with a risk
acceptance criteria. Since
the risk criteria vary from
country to country it is difficult to generalise and say
whether the risks are acceptable or not. The authors Trbojevic [24], Cornwell, Lohansen, and others have emphasized the individual risk criteria based on existing national
standards and guidelines. The harmonization of risk acceptance criteria for the transport of dangerous goods is proposed in the final report of the DG-MOVE project [25].
The upper and lower risk used is:

Table 6: Limits for societal risk

Parameters for societal risk criteria

Value

Denomination

F upper (dotted line between ALARP and Intolerable)

1•10-2

Fatalities/year

F lower (dotted line between ALARP and Negligible)

1•10-4

Fatalities/year

The F-N curve modelled by Persson, 2002 is very close to the curve modelled in
this paper by the authors. Although both risk curves are within the ALARP area the
author’s is closer to the low risk criteria. In both cases no additional risk control options
(ROCs) are needed. In case one, if the risk curve would exceed the upper risk criteria
and therefore impose the ROCs, a precise calculation of consequences could reduce
the actual risk. Figure 7 also shows the F-N curve for the same scenarios (G2, G5, G8)
using transverse ventilation during a fire. All simulations are done on a relatively short
tunnel and the F-N curve shows no significant difference between the two ventilation
systems. The risk curve drop for a transfer ventilation indicates the advantage of this
ventilation for long tunnels.
Risk assessment of a road tunnel is normally divided into risks arisen from traffic
density, influenced by environmental and infrastructural elements, fire scenarios in
a tunnel considering tunnel equipment and evacuation/rescue plans. The overall risk
is influenced by all these elements. However, the most unknown remains the smoke
dynamics under the influence of a tunnel ventilation system, pressure difference between cross passages and pressure difference between portals. The use of empirical fire models and one-dimensional flow movement models are appropriate, under
the authors’ consideration, for the verification of ventilation plans but are not reliable
enough for the estimation of individual risks.
Risk assessment is normally a continuous process observed on daily, weekly or
seasonal intervals, to assure the acceptance of a tunnel’s operational risk. In practice
risk assessments have been conducted once after 2004 for all EU operating tunnels
on TEN (Trans European Network) and for every new building to fulfil legal require119
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ments. After that these same tunnels have updated their risk assessments mainly after
some reconstruction or traffic regime changes. The increased traffic density and the
increased share of dangerous goods on HGV are not assessed after a decade since QRA
implementation. Although the CFD fire simulation takes more time to be processed
than simple fire models they could provide the assessor consolidated and reliable results on fire and smoke dynamics, which is mandatory for evaluating the magnitude of
consequences for human lives. Because the recent history of QRA for tunnels shows us
assessments have been conducted once for the majority of tunnels, there is a strong
justification to perform fire dynamics analysis with the most reliable possible approach.
In this case the presented paper promotes the approach for this part of the QRA process that is fully compatible with existing approaches like QRAM or others methods.

6. Conclusion

A complexity of fire scenarios with different tunnel ventilations and fire forces is
presented in the paper. Despite the long computational time required to process CFD
simulation of fire in a tunnel, the process is worth the time and necessary for evaluating the most likely consequences to users during an accident. The reliability of CFD
results is significant and the validation of the fire model is presented compared with
experimental results. This is a mandatory process of a model preparation before the
actual scenario simulations. A deep focus on CFD models is omitted from the paper
although a large number of referenced authors have applied FDS to tunnel simulation.
The processing of results is further presented in the paper. Several authors, referenced during the discussion, never used CFD results to assess the risk to individuals,
including during evacuation. The risk is here presented ranging from simulation results
to risk levels from low to extreme risk, depending on temperature and smoke concentration at different tunnel heights. According to human resistance to high temperature
and smoke concentration the exposure risk is evaluated and presented in the number
of fatalities per exposure time. The overall risk of a scenario is presented for natural,
longitudinal and transverse ventilation.
The use of CFD programs in fire analysis is not new and has been widely used for
more than a decade and has became a powerful tool for deep consequence analysis.
The risk assessments of fire scenarios, on the other hand, still use a faster computational method. This is understandable where the risk is continuously assessed, but for
tunnels with an unchanged geometry and ventilation systems, it be done but once. The
most recognized representation of a societal risk is with a risk matrix, or, better, risk
curves, as used in this paper. The methodology regarding how to link the calculated
fire dynamics variables to consequences for human lives is explained, and, further, the
use of these consequences to quantitatively determine the risk for users. Although the
process for CFD calculation is time demanding, the author believes that taking such
time is important, as it provides more reliable results and better support for the decision making in the selection of effective risk control options.
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Abstract

The paper describes one of the largest infrastructural projects currently under
construction in Europe. It is the extension of the existing metro line from Helsinki to
the neighboring city of Espoo in Finland. The detailed focus of the paper relates to one
of project’s lot, which is the mined station of Espoonlahti and related metro tunnels
built during 2016–2018 by Drill & Blast method. It focuses on the specifics of excavation in granite rocks in dense residential area and the consequent necessity of limiting
the effects of blasting works on the surrounding buildings. It also deals with the implementation of pre-grouting and post-grouting works, which were required to a large
extent by the project.
Keywords: Metro, Drill & Blast, urbanized area, grouting

1. Introduction

Länsimetro (in translation: “Western Metro”) is a project to extend the only existing
Helsinki subway line to the neighboring city of Espoo (see Fig. 1). Espoo is the second
most populated city in Finland, and its existing transport links with Helsinki by buses
are insufficient and people commuting between Helsinki and Espoo face traffic jams
daily. The expansion of the main roads has only led to shifting the traffic jams closer to
the Helsinki center (the so-called Down-Thomson paradox).

Fig. 1: Länsimetro project line
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In the first phase, the new part of the line continues from the former end station
called Ruoholahti and leads westward across the island of Lauttasaari, further to Aalto
University terminating in the Matinkylä residential area. The first phase of the Länsimetro project consists of 13.5 km of tunnels. During the construction period of the
first phase, it was decided to continue with the second phase of the project. Based on
a research, around 130 million EUR were saved by carrying out the second phase of the
project without interruption. Another 7 km will be added in the second phase which,
as well as the first phase, consists only of underground structures. Altogether, 13 new
stations and 23 vertical shafts will be built to serve as pressure equalization between
tunnel tubes and as emergency exits. The construction works for the first phase of the
project started in 2009. The first phase of the whole project was opened in autumn
2017. Meanwhile excavations were carried out at the second stage of the project, with
the assumption of opening not earlier than in 2020. The total costs are calculated to
1.9 billion EUR and funding is provided partly from the state budget (30 %) and from
the Helsinki and Espoo budgets.
Metrostav a.s. in association with the Finnish company Destia Oy, was already
involved in the construction of two sub-parts of the first phase of the project in
2010–2013. The first contract was for excavation of three access tunnels with a total
length of 1.2 km. Another project was for excavation of two railways tunnels, each
1.5 km long, being partly under the sea and partly below the former mobile phone
manufacturer headquarters of Nokia.
In the second phase of the project, Metrostav a.s. succeeded in a tender for an excavation of one section of railway tunnels and metro station Espoonlahti. This contract
was carried out in association with the same partner, the Finnish company Destia Oy.
The contract for this project was signed by representatives of the client and the contractor in April 2016 and the works were commenced one month later. At the beginning
of November 2018, the completed work was handed over to the client with about 10
months delay. The main reason for this delay was worse geological conditions than assumed in design documentation. Concerned geological conditions have slowed down
the excavation works due to the need for immediate reinforcing the excavated tunnel
in many places and the need for displacing water inflows by pre-injection grouting.
Another reason for the delay was the complicated negotiations between the client
and representatives of third parties, mostly the owner of a shopping center under
which the new metro station was excavated. Based on an agreement with the owner
the client decided to make a significant change to the design in the Autumn of 2017.
As a result of this change, the station was not to be excavated from underground but
built as an open pit area from the surface with the premise that the business center
would be destroyed and then built completely new one, using the space between the
station and the business center for future parking and business premises. Before the
end of the year, however, based on further negotiations with the representatives of
the business center owner, this decision was taken back. At that time the excavations
of the station were delayed for four months, and this time loss was not made up until
the end of the project.
The urban area of Espoonlahti is a residential area of 16,000 inhabitants and all
amenities (see Fig. 2). The excavation took place under or very close to several schools,
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health facilities and sports centers. From the risk analysis, it was obvious that mining
works would be affected by the maximum permissible limits of seismic load due to
blasting work on the surrounding buildings. Vibrations from blasting work are transferred to the foundation and other building structures through the bedrock. The biggest complications occurred during the excavation of the station, which is located directly under shopping center and a church with a partially glazed roof located nearby.
Reducing the length of the rounds and minimizing the limit load was also necessary in
the excavation section, where the tunnel passes under the horse stables with racing
horses. Each blast had to be reported by SMS to many telephone numbers so that they
could get ready for the blast and minimize the risk of damages.
Fig. 2: Urban area of Espoonlahti

The tender for the contractor was released according to the Finnish standards of
the YSE1998 (Finnish equivalent of the FIDIC Red Book) as a two-round process. The
first round took place in the form of prequalification of individual applicants. The only
criterion for the second round of the tender was the lowest bid. Construction supervision was provided directly by representatives of Länsimetro Oy. The design documentation was prepared by designers from Kalliosuunnittelu Oy and Rockplan Ltd. The
implementation documentation was provided by Saanio & Riekkola Oy.

2. Geological Situation
of Finland and of the
Project

The excavations were predominantly done in granite rocks with a local occurrence
of gneiss. In the direction of excavation there were numerous fault zones, depicted as
red polygons in a picture that required the need for immediate securing the excavation
with shotcrete and, in some cases, shortening the length of the excavation advance
round (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Layout of grouting and
break zones over the project
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Pre-grouting was carried out; the pre-grouting boreholes are depicted in the picture as individual canopy tube pre-supports. The violet- marked ones are those carried
out systematically, the green-marked ones are unsystematic, based on the absorption
capacity tests. Seismic geophysical survey of the bedrock and a number of exploratory core boreholes were carried out in advance and the project engineer proposed a
method of reinforcing the excavation throughout the tunnel route based on the results obtained. However, as built reinforcement differed significantly from the original
assumptions. The encountered geology was significantly worse than initially expected
by the design.

3. Tunnel Excavation

The LU24 Espoonlahti is in line the 12th lot of the metro line extension from Helsinki to Espoo. Espoonlahti lot built by Metrostav a.s. consists of excavation of 2,684
m of single-track railway tunnels, 80 m of interconnection tunnels and a nearly 300 m
long one-vault station. The project also contained excavation of two side stubs and
technological chambers for ventilation shafts and track bifurcations leading to the
neighboring section of Sammalvuori. While railway tunnels were excavated in a relatively small cross section of 36.2 m2, the excavated cross-sectional area of the station
and technology chambers amounted up to 370,4 m2. The total volume of excavated
rock from horizontal excavations was 203,545m3 based on the design. The overburden
height ranged from 7 to 30 m. The excavation works were carried out using the Drill
& Blast tunneling method, which is particularly suitable for Scandinavian geological
conditions. The excavations were carried out from a 300 m long access tunnel leading
into a service tunnel which was parallel to the station chamber. The access and service
tunnels were excavated in advance by another contractor. Initial excavation work began at the end of May 2016, and later 6–8 headings were opened. From the station, the
excavations in both directions were steadily declining from 1 to 3 %.
The primary lining was realized by various types of bolt reinforcement and shotcrete (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Reinforcement design
for good and poor geological
conditions

Additional bolting and other layers of sprayed concrete serve as the final support of
the tunnel. Bolts with mechanically expanded heads were considered as a temporary
support in lengths of 3 to 6 m. Their use depended on the quality of the rock mass in
order to immediately secure the excavated area in case of a threat of loosening of rock
block, which could endanger the safety of the workplace. Permanent bolts were designed as Ø25–36 mm bars, which were installed systematically at the grid according to
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the requirements of the construction supervision. All permanent bolts were fitted with
spacers to ensure that the minimum required thickness of cement mortar is met. Both
types of bolt reinforcement were coated with a 105 μm thick hot dip galvanized layer of
and a 300 μm thick layer of epoxy coating to meet the requirement for 100 years of life
time. Similarly, to bolts, sprayed concrete is also divided in terms of time for application to the safety-purpose and final reinforcement. The safety shotcrete in the tunnel
was done where poor geological conditions prevail. The safety-purpose shotcrete was
finally applied to almost 90 % of the excavation. In good geological conditions, it was
not necessary to support the rock mass with the shotcrete immediately and the work
on excavation could continue. The final lining, which consists of sever layers of sprayed
concrete (in thicknesses from 70 to 120 mm), could be made at a minimum distance of
80 m from the face of the tunnel, respectively from the nearest location where blasting
works were carried out. This minimized the possibility of damaging the permanent
concrete layer by the vibration caused by the blasting works. The maximum permissible thickness of one layer of the final lining was 40 mm and each additional layer
could only be applied when the previous layer had reached a strength of at least 5
MPa. Apart from few places, all concrete was sprayed with a diffused reinforcement of
polypropylene fibers (dosage of 7 kg/m3). A qualitative requirement for the concrete is
determined for C35/45 XC3, XA2, XF1. Amongst other things, the dosage of polypropylene fibers is determined by the energy absorption E > 1000 J. The prescribed tests were
repeated for every 100 m3 of applied shotcrete and the final thickness of the layer was
controlled by drilling one control hole per 100 m2 of the excavated surface.
For blasting works liquid emulsion explosives were used most of the time. Classic
solid explosives were only used in cases required directly by design documentation.
For example, where demanding for excavation accuracy increased with respect to future concrete structures. All explosives were supplied by Orica with nonelectric ignition. During excavation under one of the buildings with a reduced maximum vibration
limit, electronic ignition has been successfully tested. However, it was not brought to
Fig. 5: Vibration chart from the
monitoring system

the end, because of the great
economic impact that arises from the use of electronic
ignition. Approximately 550
thousand of kilograms of explosives were used during
the excavation. The intended
length of the standard round
was 5m and the pull out in
Finnish granites was about
95 %. From the point of view
of minimizing the adverse effects of blasting works on the surrounding area, the accuracy of drilling of production boreholes, the design of the charge and mainly the correct timing of each blast in a borehole was very important. The drilling pattern for the
railway tunnel profile consisted of more than 100 production boreholes, each charge
of which had to be timed to explode separately. Therefore, it was possible to avoid
exceeding the limitations for the seismic effects of blasting works which are online
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monitored and sent to the client as well as to the contractor immediately after each
blast. If the limits were exceeded the contractor would be subjected to high fines by
the client in addition to the compensation for damage to third party property. Blasting
work could be done on weekdays from 7:00 to 22:00 and on Saturdays from 9:00 to
18:00 (see Fig. 5).
An important part of the excavation was also the injection of the consolidation and
water displacement grout ahead of the face. Based on the geological survey, the designer identified locations where it was mandatory to grout systematically regardless
of the results of the mass permeability test (Lugeon test). Grouting umbrellas were carried out in lengths from 15 to 24 m in at least two phases. The boreholes were grouted
with a micro cement suspension until a final pressure limit of 40 bar was reached. In
some sections the designer increased the final pressure to 60 bar. After a six-hour
break, the remaining boreholes were drilled in the same length and the second phase
of grouting followed. After completion of grouting, two boreholes were drilled, and the
permeability test was performed. If it fulfilled the criterion, it was possible to continue
the excavation. Otherwise, an additional grouting phase was necessary. In the LU24 –
Espoonlahti section, 2.2 million kilograms of micro-fine cement were injected, whereas
the tender documentation assumed 1.3 million. In places where the pre-grouting was
unable to reach the AA class (i.e. max. 2L/100 m/min) additional grouting with cementitious mixture or polyurethane resins was performed. At the end of the project more
than 42 tons of polyurethane resins was consumed. A total of 124 000 m boreholes
was drilled for grouting and exploratory purposes and more than 3700 grouting hours
were spent during grouting campaign.
Fig. 6: Drilling rigs in upper level
of station chamber

The main part of the machinery equipment was formed by drilling rigs Sandvik
DT1130 Data, DT1130i and D920i (see Fig. 6). The DT1130 Data and the DT1130i were
fitted with three 18–20” booms, the smaller D920i was fitted with two 18” booms.
With these machines, it was possible to make a single round up to 5.6m long. Another machine was a wheeled excavator Liebherr A316 with an Engcon rotator installed
and tools for the rock scaling. Because of the excavations were performed under the
populated area, it was not possible to use a more suitable impactor for the scaling.
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Due to the impossibility of dumping the excavated material near the tunnel portal,
the transportation of rock material was planned to use a wheel loader and trucks that
are permitted to ride on public roads. The sprayed concrete was applied by Meyco
Potenza manipulator. At the later stage of the project, two pieces of these machines
were used. The ventilation of the tunnels was ensured by a Cogemacoustic blower with
2×355 kW output and a diameter of ventilation ducts of 1600 and 1200 mm. Pumping
of the explosive emulsions was provided by the manufacturer of the explosives by mini
SSE charging unit mounted on a Normet tunnel platform with two working baskets.
Cement grouting was carried out by using an injection unit Atlas Copco Unigrout MAX
244C on truck chassis with four separate lines, one of which was always been considered as a reserve. Injection works with polyurethane resins were performed by a GX
45 pump.

4. Excavation of
Vertical Shafts

Also, worth mentioning is the excavation of the vertical shafts carried out by a
partner in the joint venture, Destia Oy. Technology chambers to which the shafts were
connected were excavated in advance, before the shaft excavation. The production
boreholes were then drilled from the surface along the total length of the shaft (i.e. up
to 30 m). The blasting work was then carried out from the bottom of the shaft toward
the surface by hanging up the explosives to the required depth and firing them (see
Fig. 7) The disintegrated rock fell freely down to the pre-excavated chamber and was
regularly transported through the access tunnel up to the surface. This method of shaft
excavation is very fast and efficient. The only time-consuming part is manual scaling of
the excavation and supporting the excavation with dry-mix sprayed concrete applied
from hand. All support of the shaft excavation is installed from a sliding work platform.

Fig. 7: Bottom part of vertical shaft
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5. Conclusions

Now, the construction site is already handed over to the client and following
works, concrete casting works in technological chambers and in the future station, are
carried out by another contractor (see Fig. 8). Reinforced pre-cast concrete segments
are also being put in place in the metro running tunnels, where electrical wiring and
other media will lead. The opening date of the second phase of the project is not yet
firmly established, but it is anticipated that it will not be before the end of 2020, as
originally envisaged.
As the geology is generally favorable for tunneling, in this environment, the vibrations from blasting and noise, in particular from drilling, are very well transmitted.
Precise planning of all operations, at many parallel workplaces, is essential to achieve
planned performance and meet hygiene limits.

Fig. 8: Many faces were
excavated simultaneously
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Abstract

The paper describes the only currently excavated Icelandic tunnel project Dýrafjarðargöng. Upon completion, it will ensure a trouble-free winter connection of
the neighboring fjords (Arnarfjörður and Dýrafjörður) and thus a connection in the
winter separated communities of the Western Fjords.
The work is carried out by Metrostav company in association with the Icelandic
company Suðurverk hf. since June 2017. Although it is not the longest Icelandic tunnel,
the remoteness of the construction site makes it one of the most difficult one.
The paper will focus on describing measures to handle the complex logistical situation during the first winter, when the access routes to the southern tunnel mouth
were passable only several days every four weeks. It will describe the transport of staff
to the construction site under these conditions.
It also discusses the Drill and Blast method, geology and machinery (including necessary measures taken due to unavailability of services). It discusses very good performances, which are among the best achieved not only in Iceland but also throughout
Scandinavia.
Keywords: Drill & Blast, logistics, tunnel, Dýrafjarðargöng

1. Introduction

In September 2017 Metrostav a.s. in association with the Icelandic company Suðurverk hf. started excavation of the Dyrafjarðargöng road tunnel in Iceland.
This project is already the third major construction contract for Metrostav in Iceland. The first contract in the years 2006–2010 was the construction of two Héðinsfjarðargöng road tunnels with a total length of 10,575 m. The second project was the
Norðfjarðargöng road tunnel in 2013–2017. The opening ceremony of this tunnel took
place on 11.11.2017 and with its length of 7566 m it became the longest two-lane road
tunnel in Iceland. The current project, Dyrafjarðargöng, is with its length the shortest
of all three but due to the remoteness of the site it is definitely not the easiest. Upon
completion of this project, the total length of excavations in Iceland made by Metrostav since 2006 will be over 23 km.
The main purpose of this project is to ensure a problem-free connection between
the Dyrafjörður and Arnarfjörður fjords in the Western Fjords of Iceland, creating an alternative winter route between the Western Fjords „capital“of Ísafjörður and Reykjavík.
The existing route will be shortened by nearly 30 km and will replace the insufficient
gravel road leading through the Hrafnseyrarheiði ridge with an elevation of more than
500 m. In the winter, which lasts more than 6 months in the area, the road is closed
for all traffic.
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As in the case of the previous two proj-

Fig. 1: Project location

ects, the contractor is the Icelandic state
organization Vegagerðin, which launched
a public tender in 2016. The selection procedure was drawn up in accordance with
Icelandic Standards IST 30: 2012 (Icelandic analogy of Red FIDIC) as a two-round.
The first round took place in the form of
prequalification of individual applicants.
The only selection criterion for the second
round of the tender was the lowest bid. A
total of 5 companies participated in the
tender, including construction companies from Norway, Iceland, Denmark and Italy.
Preparation works prior to the tunnel excavations started in July 2017, with a contractual deadline for the delivery of the finished work set for September 2020.

2. Geology of Iceland

Iceland is located in the northern part of the Atlantic Ocean, in the location where
there is a concurrence of divergent plate interface of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and a mantle diapir. The divergent mantle interface in Iceland is formed by branched rift zones
between the ridges of Reykjanes in the SW and Kolbeinsey in the NE. There is an expansion and growth of the Earth’s crust of about 2 centimetres per year.
According to the K / Ar dating, the Western Fjords were formed between 10 and
16 million years ago. During this period of the Lower Tertiary local basalt formations
were formed. These basalt formations are now sub-horizontally inclined. Basalts are
of different types, most often tholeiitic and olivinic, fine grained to medium grained,
grey in colour.
The tunnel is excavated in the mountain ridge between the innermost ends of the
Dyrafjörður and Arnarfjörður fjords. The rock massif consists of relatively well-stratified basalt rocks, intercalated with sedimentary layers. They are sub-horizontally inclined to the SSE. Total thickness of the basalt layer includes also the top and bottom
scorias. The average thickness of the basalt layers is 5 to 15 meters.
At the construction site at Arnarfjördur there were a number of dykes, but relatively few faults. Dykes have very different thickness and are usually composed of parallel
vertical layers of repeated magmatic intrusions along the tectonic alignment. At the
construction site at Dyrafjörður the number of dykes was small. Sedimentary layers
were at Arnarfjördur on average 0,3 meters thick.
At the construction site at Dyrafjörður the thickness of sedimentary layers varies
considerably (0,5; 1,5 and 5 m). According to a borehole drilling during a geological
survey, the thickness of the last sedimentary layer should have been 8 to 10 meters.
Smaller than expected thickness suggests it might have been useful to drill another
borehole because such a sedimentary layer affects significantly the excavation. The
sediment is predominantly clayey, mostly red in colour.
The remains of the fossilized wood indicating the presence of an ancient forest have
been found several times. Interesting is the finding of native copper on the surface of it.
Overlying the red sediment, several centimetres of lignite appeared at a few rock faces.
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Fig. 2: The five-meter sedimentary
layer descends from the ceiling

3. Excavations

All tunnelling operations were carried out using the Drill & Blast method. Such an
excavation is very effective, not only because of the speed but also in terms of relative
low costs for the client. However, this method can mainly be used in hard rocks like
those prevailing in Iceland.
The basic aspect of the Drill & Blast method is the use of primary support, rock
bolts and reinforced shotcrete (steel or polypropylene fibres). Primary support is not
separated from the final lining and forms one unit. Final support consists usually of
a further layer of shotcrete and complementing of rock bolts into a defined grid. The
support is done based on Q-system.
Excavations are carried out using blasting operations, exceptionally machine rock
disintegration. Non-electrically initiated emulsion explosives are used for the rock disintegration. The length of production drill holes corresponds to the maximum possible
length of drifter rods on 18 feeds of the drill rig, i.e. 5.2 m.
The primary excavation support is done using rock bolts and shotcrete. Additional
rock bolting and another layer of shotcrete serves as a final excavation support of
the tunnel.
The majority of the rock bolt support of the primary layer will be included in the final
support after completion of the excavation. Except for exceptions, only galvanized and
epoxy-coated rock bolts are used in thicknesses of at least 65, respectively 60–100 μm.
The excavations started at the southern tunnel portal (Arnarfjörður) by the first
blast on September 12th, 2017. In the first months the excavation was adversely affected by the geological situation with frequent inflows of non-pressurized water. These
inflows caused problems during geodetic surveying of the tunnel and could negatively
affect the wiring of the machines. Therefore, they had to be diverted using temporary
drainage of the lining.
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Fig. 3: Water inflows

In the first emergency lay by, after approximately 300 meters of excavations, we
used a capability of our new drill rig to drill perpendicularly to the set-up navigation
during first rounds of the appendix. At the same time, we drilled with two drill rigs,
thanks to a double connection to electricity.
At the beginning of March 2018, the geological conditions improved significantly.
Until the end of the excavations carried out from the southern tunnel portal, they
remained relatively favourable. The water inflows, faults and sedimentary interlayers
(up to half a meter) that were encountered several times did not significantly affect
the speed of the excavation. Between March and September 2018, there were four
months when it was excavated more than 300 tunnel meters, with a top performance
of 402,5 meters in a month. This performance, in that tunnel profile, is the best ever
reached in Iceland. At the same time, 80 tunnel meters were reached or exceeded in
seventeen weeks, twice 100 meters were exceeded - see Table 1.
Table 1: Monthly performance,
Arnarfjörður, since March 2018

Month

Tunnel
m

Appendix
m

Total
m

March

387,2

0,0

387,2

April

287,0

49,5

336,5

May

402,5

0,0

402,5

June

378,5

0,0

378,5

July

298,4

19,0

317,4

August

328,2

0,0

328,2

September

214,0

35,0

249,0

After the complete relocation of construction site equipment, the excavations
from the northern portal, Dýrafjörður, began on October 12, 2018. Despite the expectations, the water inflows were significantly smaller here than at Arnarfjörður. The first
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two encountered sedimentary layers caused only a minor delay. The third sedimentary
layer, up to 5 m thick, required a change in both the length of rounds and the rock
support. The rounds were shortened down to 2 meters and steel lattice girders were
used. These, along with more dense rock bolting, wire mesh over a section of a profile
with a sediment and more than 20 cm thick shotcrete layer, ensure the stability of the
excavation.
After use of 25 frames, the sediment thinned out of the profile at the beginning of
January 2019. The excavations continued in stable, fast speed until breakthrough on
April 12, 2018 – see table 2.
Table 2: Monthly performance,
Dýrafjörður, since January 2019

Month

Tunnel
m

Appendix
m

Total
m

January

313,8

0,0

313,8

February

360,9

0,0

360,9

March

371,0

18,5

389,5

April

159,5

0,0

159,5

There was set new weekly record during excavations from Dýrafjörður in week 5 of
2019 reaching 111,0 m. Ten weeks exceeded 80 excavated tunnel metres, 5 of them 90.

4. Machinery Set and
Maintenance

Due to the complex transport accessibility, especially in winter, the successful execution of excavation works depends on the quality of the machinery set, the careful
maintenance, the stock quantities and the associated logistics and quality of the crew.
The equipment set for excavation under these conditions has been carefully selected. Key machines are doubled in case of a more serious fault:
•

New Sandvik DT1131i drill rig and older, Sandvik DT1130-SC as a backup

•

Meyco Potenza shotcrete manipulator

•

Hitachi Zaxis 210LC and Komatsu PC210 belt excavators
Great emphasis is put on mechanization maintenance. Machine engineers had

been trained on a new drill rig at a production factory before work began. Regular daily
machine inspections including air filter cleaning are combined with weekly washing. The
maintenance workshop is very well equipped and has a lathe, hydraulic press, car jack
and tire changing machine. A container with hydraulic hoses, press and many different
connectors is available on the site facilities. Stocks of diesel fuel exceed 50,000 litres.
The shotcrete was mixed right on the site. Part of the site facilities is the new Tecwill
Cobra C40 concrete plant, suitable for arctic conditions. It is completely insulated with
PUR insulation. It has three aggregate bins for sand storage with a total volume of 90m3.
Five cement silos hold 750 tons of cement with a six percent silica powder additive.

5. Logistics

The transport of staff and construction material plays an important role in the
successful and rapid excavation. The longitudinal inclination of the tunnel assumes
excavation works to be carried out approximately 2/3 of the length of the tunnel from
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the southern tunnel portal at Arnarfjörður and the rest from the northern tunnel portal at Dyrafjörður. Arnarfjörður is a remote fjord, where no people live outside of the
Mjolka hydroelectric power plant. In the winter, both access roads (from the south
the Dynjandisheidi road No.60 and from the north road No.60 Hrafnseyrarsheidi) are
heavily covered with snow.
In both cases, it is an old, gravel road without a tar surface. The maintenance of
Hrafnseyrarsheidi is then impossible due to the mass of snow and because of avalanche danger. According to the plan, Dynjandisheidi should have been opened for a
few days, approximately every 4 weeks. Another option was boat transport, which is
limited to a 7-meter-long boat with a capacity of 3–4 people due to a small pier and
low sea depth.
Fig. 4: Arnarfjörður pier
at low tide

5.1 Material

For excavations from the southern Arnarfjörður tunnel mouth, the client has required to stock up the main materials for at least 6 weeks. This amount should be sufficient in case of bad weather and delayed opening of Dynjandisheidi road. The choice
of the right date began approximately after three weeks by analysing the weather forecast and consulting both with a partner in the joint venture and the client. The goal
was to choose a period that guaranteed acceptable weather for at least three days.
In this period, the material which could not be stocked for the whole winter (cement,
emulsions, detonators, etc.), had to be transported to the construction site. For opening the access road and for subsequent brief maintenance the client was responsible.
It was carried out by a snow blower on a wheel loader and by a grader. Works usually
began in the early morning hours from the south, Flókalundur Hotel. Semi-trailers with
emulsions and containers had already been waiting there. Snow milling took several
hours. The transported material was immediately pumped over or unloaded, and the
vehicles returned to Reykjavik, some 500 km away, for another load. Due to the cement supplier’s facilities, it was possible to transport no more than 90 tons per day,
i.e. 3 semi-trailers.
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Table 3: Dynjandisheidi
opening dates

Opening period

Closing period days

Note

02-01-2018

0

For personal transport

25-01-2018

23

27-02-2018

33

20-03-2018

21

05-04-2018

16

Final opening

Table 3 shows that Dynjandisheidi was totally closed for any transport for 93 days.
However, the opening of the road did not necessarily mean that site facility was fully
accessible for freight transport. As a result of higher temperatures, accumulated snow
and a waterlogged road, weight limits of 5–10 tons per axle were announced. This situation persisted until mid-May.

5.2 Project Staff
Transportation

Project staff flew from Europe to Keflavik International Airport, approximately
45 km away from Reykjavik. From there, they went to the construction site by cars.
In winter, they left cars in Bíldudalur, 20 km south westerly. They continued to the
construction site by boat. Its low transport capacity required 2–3 return journeys, each
lasting hour and a half. Boat transport was limited by both strength and wind direction.
The boat transport was possible only with wind strength up to 8 m per second and
only with other than the western wind. With the western wind a collision between the
boat and the pier would be the result because it was only possible to moor from the
west side. In practice, there have been several instances when the arriving crew had to
spend the night in Bíldudalur. They had to wait for a change in wind strength and for a
quick departure. The longest wait then lasted two days.
Because of the very low sea temperatures, for the emergency, there were lifeboats
for all the passengers and waterproof overalls covering the entire body.

6. Conclusions

The Dýrafjarðargöng project is unique. There is no tunnel in Iceland that has been
excavated in such an inaccessible place. The complete cut-off of the southern tunnel
portal for long periods in the winter of 2017/2018 was demanding not only for planning, coordination, inventory and logistics, but also for psyche. For example, the above
mentioned 2-day delay in arrival of staff crew has been overcome with only minor delay
to works thanks to the willingness and dedication of all those here. Also, a great help
was the partner in the joint venture, Sudurverk, hf. Achieved performances show that
the choice of machinery, crew and mechanics was right, and planning was successful.
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Abstract

The paper describes the construction of the Žilina tunnel, part of the Slovak motorway D1. Construction of 650 m long tubes of the Žilina tunnel started at the end of
2014 and ended in 2/2017. The paper focuses on the technology and its evaluation of
the individual technical measures when applying the observational method of excavation in practice. It briefly explains the assumed geology and proposed NATM classes in
documentation. Describes the progress of construction, problems with deformations,
extraordinary events, additional geological survey and design of new classes of NATM
in response to the geology, deformations and destruction of primary lining.
Keywords: NATM, observation method, deformations, extraordinary events

1. Introduction

The Žilina tunnel is part of the extension of the Hričovské Podhradie – Lietavská
Lúčka section of the D1 motorway, forming the southern by-pass of the town of Žilina
together with the tunnel Ovčiarisko. The construction was implemented for Národná
dialničná spoločnosť (National Highway Company), the project owner, by a consortium
consisting of the companies of Doprastav, Váhostav, Strabag and Metrostav. The construction of the tunnel itself was provided by a consortium formed by Doprastav and
Metrostav, the design was carried out by Basler & Hofmann Slovakia. Conditions of
contract were based on the Yellow Book of FIDIC.
The tunnel has two tubes with two 2T-8 traffic lanes and two cross passages for persons. The lengths of the mined parts of the northern tunnel tube and southern tunnel tube
amount to 648.5 m and 657 m, respectively, with the overburden maximally 38 m high.

2. Geology

The tunnel is in the Paleogene environment, represented mainly by heavily weathered up to decayed mudstone with the character of soils; the western portal slope is
in a landslide zone.
The geotechnical investigation for the tender design was carried out from 1996 to
2010, into eight geotechnical blocks with geotechnical ground types G1, G2 and G3.
Based on these parameters, the design for the tunnel excavation was developed with
the following proposal for the NATM excavation support classes.
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It was obvious as early as after the commencement of the tunnel excavation from
the western portal that the geotechnical parameters did not correspond to the investigation conclusions. After the first extraordinary event, during which the 8 m high excavation heading overburden caved in, the contractor ordered a supplementary investigation with the aim of refining the geotechnical parameters. The detailed geological
and geophysical survey was conducted throughout the tunnel length along the route
of both the northern and southern tunnel tubes (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1: Supplementary
geophysical survey for the
northern tunnel tube

It was found out that the extent and degree of rock mass weathering was greater
than described in the design for tendering. The following low geotechnical parameters
were measured: Edef = 14.3–30.1 MPa, c = 0–18 kPa, Φ =10 °–27 °. It was not possible to
collect samples from the boreholes for triaxial tests in the necessary quality because
of incoherence of the material. The design of excavation and support was reworked on
the basis of the results of the geotechnical investigation and new excavation support
classes were designed.

3. Construction
Process
Recapitulation

The excavation commenced on November 2014 and it was obvious just after initial
excavation rounds that the geology encountered was not fully in agreement with the
geology assumed in the design. The excavation of the initial section proceeded using
the cover-and-cut method. A transition section excavated through the most difficult excavation support class VT 7.2 rock followed. A combination of stabilization of the front
zone with tunnel face anchors, the use of a wedge support core, stabilization of the face
by shotcrete with welded mesh, the use of radial anchors and the widened footings of
the top heading and bench linings were designed for the above-mentioned class.
It was however necessary because of the insufficient excavation stability to adjust
the types and extent of the supporting elements. A new excavation support class VT
7.3 was designed. The excavation face stability was provided by 8 m long self-drilling anchors with 4 m long overlapping, combined with 9 m long canopies formed by
Ø 51 mm grouted self-drilling bolts; drilling for the bolts was carried out in every other
excavation round. Air flush was applied to the drilling so that undesirable washing
of material from the excavation face which would have happened in the case of the
application of water flush was prevented. But it turned out that even drilling with the
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air flush causes deterioration of the face stability due to rock bulking and worsening
of coherence caused by the air pressure. For that reason, a measure not to carry out
anchoring of the face was adopted and even a proposal to exclude radial anchoring
was submitted.
Modifying the procedure for applying stabilization shotcrete to the excavation was
similarly necessary. Because of the minimal stability of the upper layer of the rock
at the top of the excavation, it was necessary to apply shotcrete in steps, in several
2–3 cm thick layers, with technology breaks between individual layers.
In addition to the above-mentioned problems associated with excavation stability,
the values of deformations of the tunnel lining reached unfavorable levels. They manifested itself by quick settlement with minimum transverse convergences and settlement of the terrain surface despite the fast closing of the whole tunnel profile at the
distance of 8m from the tunnel excavation face.
The negative impact of drilling for anchors ahead of the face was confirmed by the
repeated introduction of anchors at chainage meter 240.02, 33 from the portal. During
the drilling process the excavation face rock spontaneously loosened and ca 3 m long
excavation advance gradually developed under the protective canopy. On 17th January
an overbreak occurred and the tunnel subsequently collapsed (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2: Loose ground falling from
the top heading roof

The decision was made for the purpose of minimizing the construction time extension because of the work on the removal of the northern tunnel collapse that the
excavation of the southern tunnel tube would start from the still only partially stabilized portal. In contrast with the northern tube, 15 m long canopy tube pre-support
was designed for stabilization of the southern tunnel overburden instead of using the
cover-and-cut technique, with respect to the more advanced work on the portal wall
(Fig. 3). There was a condition for the commencement of the excavation of the southern tunnel tube that the top heading excavation after initial 15 m advance would continue with constructing the reinforced shotcrete invert. This solution allowed for driving the top heading throughout the tunnel length with the possibility of subsequent
completion of excavation of the bench and invert.
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Another condition was that displacements (deformations) of the lining exceeding
150 mm were not permitted. It was in addition decided that the 8 m long face supporting self-drilling anchors would be replaced with 8 m overlapping glass-fiber anchors of
Ø24 mm in 12–24 m long boreholes of Ø150–170 mm filled with cement grout. After
completion of the excavation of initial 28 m of the top heading with the invert for three
weeks, the deformations reached the ultimate value of 150 mm and their development
did not indicate any tendency toward stabilization. The work on the top heading was
therefore stopped, the excavation of the bench and bottom was started and the whole
tunnel profile lining was closed to the distance of 16 m from the top heading excavation face. Deformation value of 320 mm, the largest for the entire time of the excavation of both tunnel tubes, was reached at this place. It was subsequently necessary to
reinstall the excavation support and reprofile the excavation contour.
Fig. 3: Start of excavation froum
southern portal

The effectiveness of the widened footings of the top heading and bench linings
was assessed in this excavation section. The decision was made that it would not be
further carried out with respect to the insufficient effect of the above-mentioned measures on mitigation of deformational manifestations encountered during tunnel excavation and on the time demands of the installation. It was further decided that the distance of closing the tunnel bottom lining from the top heading excavation face would
be gradually increased from 8 m to 16 m with the aim of increasing safety at work and
stability of the top heading excavation face.
The stability of the face further deteriorated with the increasing height of the southern tunnel tube overburden. The effectiveness of supporting the face with glass-fiber
reinforced anchors was sufficient only up to the overburden height of ca 17 m, which
was reached when about 63 m of the top heading excavation had been finished. Then
the excavation face instability started to manifest itself again. The work on the southern tunnel was for that reason stopped and another procedure was agreed.
The excavation of the northern tunnel tube was restarted at the distance of ca
40 m behind the southern tunnel excavation face, after completion of the stabilization operations and recovery of the collapsed tunnel. The technical and organizational
solution to the excavation was identical with the solution applied to the southern tun145
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nel. Two days after the interruption of the southern tunnel excavation, an overbreak
appeared in the northern tunnel at the distance of 32 m from the southern tunnel
excavation face. (Shards) Small blocks of present ground layers (rock) started gradually
to fall from the tunnel excavation circumference and an excavation collapse followed.
At the same time groundwater and loosened water-bearing Paleogene mudstone with
the consistency of fresh thin concrete, containing small fragments of mudstone and
fine particles of clay penetrated the excavation even though no water inflow was registered during drilling for the 9 m long self-drilling Ø51 mm canopy.
It was necessary after the second extraordinary event to adopt another additional measure for increasing the excavation stability. As a follow-up to the assessment
of the realized tests of horizontal jet grouting ahead of the tunnel excavation face
and assessment of its feasibility, the contractor proceeded to carry out high-pressure
grouting into the face. Limit values were set for injecting the grout, concretely 100 l per
one stage or reaching the grouting pressure of 2 MPa. It turned out during the grouting operations that the 100 l amount of grout per stage was insufficient and did not
guarantee the required stability of the excavation face. For that reason, the only limit
value set for grouting was reaching the required pressure of 2 MPa, regardless of the
volume of grouting mixture.
The existing protective canopies formed by self-drilling anchors were replaced
with canopy tube pre-support formed by 12 m long, Ø114 mm tubes with 4 m overlaps,
grouted with cement mixture, and drilling for 20 m long drainage holes in the tunnel
sections with an increased occurrence of groundwater.
After completion of the test section without radial anchors in the northern tunnel
tube, where it was confirmed that it had virtually no influence on the magnitude of
the measured values of tunnel lining deformations, the radial anchors were excluded.
The cross-section geometry was modified, and the tunnel invert depth was increased
(Fig. 4) as an additional measure.
Fig. 4: Modification of the crosssectional geometry
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The measures described above turned out to be sufficiently effective from the
aspect of securing the excavation stability and the aspect of controlling the deformational manifestations of the excavation. But, after the overburden ground thickness
reaching 20 m, shear cracks in the lining started to appear on the horizon despite closing the whole excavation profile up to the distance of 16m from the top heading face,
including concreting the invert in the top heading (Fig. 5 and 6).
Strengthening of the primary lining reinforcement at this place having the form of
inserted parallel parts of lattice girders for increasing the shear strength of the lining
was designed. However, the required result was not achieved, and the existing 3-rod
lattice girders were replaced by 4-rod ones.
The decision was made after the second extraordinary event for reasons of time,
that counter-heading would be launched after the completion of the stabilization of
the eastern portal. With the results of supplementary geological survey taken into consideration, excavation support classes were proposed without taking high-pressure
grouting into account, (except for faulted zones). The proposal was made with respect
to the significantly better prognosis of geotechnical parameters of the rock mass in the
section of the excavation heading from the eastern portal.
Fig. 5 and 6: Shear cracks in
the lining

The last tunnel collapse happened in the southern tunnel on 24th September
2016, during the excavation from the eastern portal, just before the breakthrough. No
geological fault had been signaled by the supplementary geological survey in this location. An overbreak developed at the excavation face during the top heading excavation
and the tunnel collapse followed. The course of the failure was similar to the course
of the collapse No. 1 in the southern tunnel tube. The cracked (shard) rock mass was
gradually loosening and the overbreak length was increasing in the direction of the
excavation. The protective umbrella formed by Ø51 mm self-drilling anchors was gradually uncovered. The attempt to stabilize the excavation face failed, and the tunnel
subsequently collapsed (Fig. 7 and 8).
A stabilization measure lying in injecting grout into the excavation surroundings
through fans of 12 m long, Ø114 mm boreholes passing through the tunnel lining
was implemented before recovering the collapse and recommencing the excavation,
and the excavation face was stabilized with face anchors installed through a hardened
cone of bulk muck. In the northern tunnel, ground at this chainage was stabilized with
high-pressure grouting. Other unexpected complications during the excavation were
no more encountered; the southern and northern tunnel tubes broke through of 3rd
November 2016 and 8th February 2017, respectively.
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Fig. 7 and 8: Process of the
origination of the extraordinary
event from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

4. Updated Design
for New Excavation
Support Classes

Several unexpected circumstances occurred during the excavation and it was necessary to operatively respond to the geotechnical conditions encountered and assess
the effectiveness of the proposed measures. The unfavorable geotechnical conditions
resulted in instability of the face and the excavated opening, absence of the development of ground arch and a rapid increase in deformations. The conditions encountered at the headings were operatively assessed and complementary measures for the
safe excavation process were adopted. The system of designing new measures and
excavation support classes worked in accordance with the construction needs.

Fig. 9: Cross section through
the excavation face support,
excavation support class 7.2
MOD O

The tunnel was driven through eight basic excavation support classes of rock,
7/2–7/5 and 8/6–8/9, with different modifications and several complementary locally
applied excavation support classes. Shotcrete layers 25 to 40 cm thick, reinforced with
two layers of 150 × 150 × 8 mm welded mesh with 16 mm-diameter strap pieces were
designed for the primary lining. In addition, Ø51 mm protective umbrellas, canopy
tube pre-support (tubes Ø114 mm), 6 to 8 m long, Ø32 mm radial self-drilling anchors,
8–10 m long face support anchors, a wedge support core, applying stabilization shotcrete with welded mesh to excavation face, widened footings, inverted arches at top
heading and high-pressure grouting were applied (Fig. 9 and 10).
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Fig. 10: Longitudinal section
through the invert in the top
heading, excavation support
class 8/7

The application of high-pressure grouting using cement grout mixture turned out
to be the most effective measure for the stabilization of the excavation face. Replacing
the lattice girders with stronger four-rod lattice girders prevented the origination of
longitudinal and shearing cracks in the lining. The (inverted arch) temporary invert
in the top heading and subsequent closing of the whole profile with the deepened
bottom at an optimal distance from the top heading helped to slow down the rapid
increase in deformations. The modification of the excavation bottom contributed to
settling the deformations at the required 18 cm.
The radial anchors did not acquit themselves well and widening of the top heading
and bench footings did not prevent the settlement of top heading in adverse geological conditions with low overburden. Even the temporary invert (inverted arch) in the
top heading without quick closing of the whole profile did not fulfil its purpose on its
own. Classical face-support anchors did not fulfil their function and excavation face
quality deteriorated during their installation.

5. Conclusions

As it follows from the above-mentioned facts, the technical, time-related and financial aspects play a significant role in the case of a necessity for changing the technical solution during the tunnel construction due to encountering geotechnical conditions differing from the original assumptions. In such cases it is necessary to respond
flexibly to the changed conditions, elaborate and have agreed a technical solution and
consider financial effects with respect to contract conditions.
The estimated cost of EUR 27 million has increased to EUR 74 million due to conditions differing from the assumptions. The positive fact remains that no serious injury
was incurred despite the tunnel excavation carried out in very unfavorable geotechnical conditions. An open dialogue among qualified representatives of parties to the
construction is necessary for finding successful solution to the problem. The client,
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contractor and designer should be aware of the fact that they are “in the same boat”
and it is often impossible to solve the encountered problems without their joint effort
targeted in the same direction. Consensus is sometimes achieved only after development of emergency or after repeated emergences. In the case of the Žilina tunnel, it
was after the second emergency.
The fact is repeatedly confirmed that geological survey has crucial influence on
success of the whole construction project. Insufficiently conducted geological survey
in complex geological conditions can significantly complicate the construction process.
Conversely, detailed survey conducted in advance of the tendering procedure can not
only significantly save the project owner’s construction cost, but also reduce the construction time.
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Abstract

Paper presents two cases of transfer of knowledge and technology from the tunneling world into the mining industry: (1) unsuccessful use of the TBM technology
and successful use of the yielding lining concept to cope with the highly squeezing
ground conditions in one of Canadian mines and (2) use of mechanized cutting utilizing heavy-duty roadheader and support of excavation with fibercrete for fast and
economical development of access tunnels in one of US mines.
Keywords: NATM, mining, squeezing ground, yielding lining, mechanized cutting,
fibercrete

Povzetek

Prispevek predstavlja dva primera prenosa znanja in tehnologije s področja predorogradnje v rudarsko stroko: (1) neuspešno uporabo mehaniziranega izkopa po
celotnem prečnem prerezu (uporaba strojev TBM) in uspešno uporabo koncepta podajnega podporja v iztisljivih pogojih v enem od kanadskih rudnikov ter (2) uporabo
mehanskega rezanja s specialnim rezalnim strojem ter podpiranje izkopanih površin z
mikro-armiranim brizganim betonom za hitro in ekonomsko učinkovito gradnjo dostopnih rovov v enem od ameriških rudnikov.
Ključne besede: Nova avstrijska metoda gradnje predorov, iztisljiva hribina, podajno podporje, mehansko rezanje, mikro-armirani brizgani beton

1. Introduction

High grade ore bodies are usually associated either with higher depths or located
within the dislocations with altered rock mass, both resulting in the challenging tunneling conditions for mine development. Since mining has been traditionally tied with the
drill & blast excavation and light rock bolt & wire mesh support in hard rock conditions,
mine operators and also regular mining designers usually lack knowledge and experience on how to cope efficiently with the encountered poor ground conditions.
When facing unknown and challenging ground conditions, the mining industry reached out for the expertise to the tunneling world with a wealth of experience in underground space development in such ground conditions. As a result, in the last decade
or so there has been some transfer of knowledge and technology from the tunneling
world into mining industry. And at the forefront of this process in the North American
mining market is the New Austrian Tunneling Method (NATM) which evolved in 1960’s
based on the knowledge from deep Alpine tunnels where constructors had to cope
with high pressures and large lining deformations. In the first part, paper presents a
case history from a Canadian mine where NATM had been applied to cope with highly
squeezing ground conditions, caused by overburden and additional freezing pressures.
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Furthermore, as mining industry operates on highly competitive cost driven market, mine operators are constantly pursuing possibilities to cut down on costs. Despite
mechanical cutting had been deployed in mining industry for a long time e.g. long wall
mining in coal and potash mines, use of tunnel roadheaders for constructing mine
infrastructure is still rather rare. Although shotcrete has become more common in the
mining industry in the last decade, use of fiber-reinforced shotcrete (fibercrete) instead of wire mesh is still considered revolutionary, also by the mining authorities. In the
second part, paper presents a case history from a US mine where mechanical cutting
utilizing heavy-duty roadheader and support of openings with fibercrete at the first
stage, followed by bolting for the long-term stability at later time.
Due to the non-disclosure agreements, only limited data from the projects can be
presented here without any names hence naming mines Canadian and US mine only.

2. Tunneling in
Squeezing Ground
Conditions in
Canadian Mine

Construction of tunnels in squeezing ground conditions is one of the biggest challenges also in the tunneling industry. Large deformations of tunnel lining coupled with
stability problems during the construction is what fears designers and contractors and
even nowadays often results in costly and time consuming removal and re-construction of lining along considerable sections of tunnels. Sound knowledge of the ground
composition and its behavior together with reliable material parameters are crucial to
allow for the calculation of tunneling deformation and realistic determination of the
deformation tolerance. This Section describes how squeezing ground conditions were
dealt with in a deep Canadian mine, first by use of rigid ground support and later on
with flexible ground support.

2.1 Geology

Ground in the area of Canadian mine is characterized by two main lithological
units: above lying 450 m thick permeable sandstone layer and underlying watertight
metamorphic basement rock of Pre-Cambrian shield. Water level is at surface. Oreboy
formed at the unconformable contact between both main lithological units. Ground
around orebody was heavily hydrothermally weathered: overlying the orebody, the
immediate alteration halo sandstone is fractured, highly friable, clay altered, highly
permeable, water saturated and under high hydraulic head. Orebody itself is comprised of indurated clay with inclusions of sandstone and pitchblende.
Ground at the level of mine development (480 m depth) is composed mainly of
metapelites, metamorphosed clay-rich, fine to medium grained clastic sedimentary
rock. Right beneath the orebody, the ground was in some areas due to the hydrothermal weathering processes changed into highly friable, clay altered soil like ground
(see upper right photo in Fig.1), having bands of more competent slightly weathered
and also fresh metapelite in-between (bottom right photo in Fig.1). Length of soil like
ground in the tunnels at the mine infrastructure level can exceed 50 m and stretches
along the considerable length, crossing several tunnels. Area is further cut with series
of E-W, N-S, NE-SW, NW-SE trending structures which are characterized with slickensided graphite coated surfaces (left photo in Fig.1). This results in highly variable ground
conditions, that change sometimes each meter, having 200 MPa quartzite adjacent to
0.5 MPa soil in the same cross-section of a tunnel.
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Fig. 1: Geology at the mine
development level in Canadian
mine

2.2 Mine Development

To be able to extract ore from the orebody, area of orebody has to be bulk frozen
prior to mining to (1) increase stiffness and strength of the weak ground to allow ore
extraction and (2) decrease permeability of the ground to reduce likelihood of flooding the mine. Artificial ground freezing is deployed from surface by circulating brine
through the series of freeze boreholes, drilled on a 5 x 5 m to 7 x 7 m grid, depending
on the clay and water content which also governs the time of freezing: it can take from
1 to 3 years to reach the required temperature of -15 °C. Even though the thermal
insulation and packers were tried out, heat extraction occurs along the whole length
of the freeze holes and essentially the whole block freezes, reaching down to roughly
470 m. During the life-of-mine, several tens of millions of cubic meters of ground will
be bulk frozen.
Such localized freeze growth exerts large pressure to the ground below the freeze
block and to the adjacent ground when water in pores goes through the phase change.
During the initial design of the mine, designers were well aware of this physical fact
and were looking for feasible solution. The major problem was the determination of
freeze load to the mine infrastructure beneath the orebody due to the very variable
water and clay content. The main idea they came up with was to resist the ground
and freeze loads with small tunnels and very stiff support. A small TBM was deployed
(4.85 m diameter) for excavation of extremely variable ground beneath the orebody,
tunnels were lined with high strength concrete segments (30 cm thick micro-reinforced
concrete with compressive strength up to 120 MPa), annulus behind the segments
was high pressure grouted. Internal diameter of tunnels was 4.25 m which was barely
sufficient to host the ore extraction machine. Designers believed that having very stiff
support would result in no deformation of the shell and very little tolerance they had
for the extraction machine would suffice. 4 tunnels of roughly 180 m length each were
driven using this concept. But when the freezing was applied, the high strength concrete segments broke, delaminated and sometimes turned into gravel. Lining failed
and deformations by far exceeded the given tolerances. All 4 tunnels had stability
problems during their life time due to freeze loads (life time of a tunnel is about 6
years). It was obvious that the concept of rigid lining and resisting ground pressures is
not the answer.
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The answer was provided by NATM and introduction of the yielding lining concept.
Due to the unknown freeze loads and unknown geology beneath the orebody (despite
driving 4 tunnels!) the initial design of NATM tunnels had to consider the worst possible scenario and very flexible support with considerable deformation capacity had
to be installed to accommodate the expected ground deformation. Lining consisted
of 300 mm thick WWF reinforced shotcrete lining, 4–6 m long cement grouted hollow
core bar bolts in different patterns and 6 yielding elements, which provided 250 mm
of deformation capacity. Circular tunnels with the internal diameter of 5.0 m at very
close spacing (16 m center-to-center distance leaving about 10.5 m pillar in-between)
were driven in the top heading-invert sequence (round length in top heading 1 m and
2 m in inverts), closing invert almost to the face (2 to 4 m offset from the top heading
face). Face dowels with heavy duty plates were used in places as pre-support to provide face pressure and spiles were used in areas of broken or loose ground to provide
immediate stability of the back. All together 4 tunnels (T1 to T4) were constructed with
this initial design under unfrozen or partially frozen ground with the majority of freeze
pressure to be exerted to the tunnel level after the tunnel construction.
Fig. 2: Yielding lining with
6 yielding elements and its
deformation capacity

Due to poor understanding of geology in the area, length and pattern of the bolts
were changed based on the observed ground conditions (reactive approach). Tunnels
mainly behaved as expected, the deformation capacity of yielding elements was in
some areas exhausted which required full liner replacement to re-instate deformation
capacity and required clearances. Where yielding elements closed completely, pressures were exerted to the shotcrete lining which failed. Three main failure patterns
were observed: (1) failure of a longitudinal cold joint at the top heading-invert demarcation line, (2) delamination and shelling of the final shotcrete lining (Fig. 3) and (3)
shear displacement at yielding element location. Additionally, several bolts failed in
shear at the shotcrete lining - ground contact of or at delamination surface of shotcrete layers, some of the bolts also failed in tension.
Wherever stability problems were encountered in one tunnel, soon lining deterioration had been noticed also in the adjacent tunnels in that area, especially along
E-W trending structures. All these observations were clear signs that pillars are heavily
loaded and in fully plastic state close to failure. Despite the stability problems and
required lining replacements, the overall application of NATM for the construction of
tunnels beneath the orebody was considered as a big success.
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Fig. 3: Shotcrete lining failure in
tunnels T1 to T4: longitudinal cold
joint failure (left), shelling of final
layer shotcrete in radial joints
(right)

Tunnels and pillars were heavily monitored to obtain data on freeze load, and
ground and yielding lining behavior to optimize design and construction of future tunnels in the mine. 3D displacement monitoring sections with 7 monitoring points were
located every 5–10 m in tunnels, lining pressure cells were installed in different types
of ground to understand its behavior. Furthermore, borehole pressure cells and borehole extensometers / contractometers were installed in pillars to understand dynamics of driving several tunnels at close proximity in squeezing ground conditions. In the
poorest ground conditions, up to 8 % of total measured convergence was attributed by
the tunnel construction and remainder by freezing (see example in Fig. 4), percentage
was even lower in good ground.
Fig. 4: Vertical displacement of a
crown point in one of the tunnels
T1 to T4

Geological understanding and geological model of the ground beneath the orebody was significantly improved by the incorporation of face logs from 4 tunnels and
re-interpretation of the old exploration drilling data; after some iterations it fit perfectly with the collected monitoring data. Detailed analysis of improved geological model
and vast collection of different monitoring data for the total life-of-asset allowed optimization of lining for the future two tunnels (T5 and T6): Support classes with 2, 4, 6
and 8 yielding elements (resulting in deformation capacities of 100 to 300 mm), shotcrete lining thicknesses from 100 to 350 mm and variety of bolt patterns and lengths
from 4 to 9 m, depending on the ground conditions and freeze exposure. Example of
analysis for one of the tunnels is shown in Fig. 5.
All these measures allowed transition from the reactive approach to the predictive
approach, where Support classes are assigned ahead of construction based on the
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known geology and distance to the freeze cap. Furthermore, observation of structural
behavior of lining in initial tunnels lead to the following improvements: (1) removal of
longitudinal cold joints in shotcrete lining, all joints only at yielding element location,
(2) removal of wire mesh and introduction of micro-reinforced shotcrete to remove
radial joints, (3) use of bolts with improved capacity in combination of shear and tension and (4) increased number and length of bolts in poorest ground conditions i.e. to
have on each shotcrete segment minimum of two bolts to provide pinning effect and
prevent shearing at yielding element locations. All Support classes were checked with
the extensive 2D FE calculations, freeze development was modeled with volumetric
expansion of the ground above tunnels.
Fig. 5: Analysis of 3D displacement
monitoring data and its
comparison to geological data,
freeze limits and installed support
in one of the tunnels T1 to T4

Based on the observed deformation pattern in the existing tunnels, also tunnel
shape for tunnels T5 and T6 was changed from original circular profile to more NATM
like profile with wider knee zones (additional 150 mm of clearance). Increased clearance allows for less rehabilitation requirements in the most vulnerable zone where
considerable lateral deformation in the knee zones of tunnels T1 and T4 was experienced in extensive poor ground zones. Large deformation caused tunnel lining
encroachment on the envelope of ore extraction machines and partial removal and
further on replacement of lining had to be executed during the production stage hindering the production plans.
The two tunnels with the new design approach are unlike initial 4 tunnels spaced at
28 m center-to-center distance since tunnels were pushed apart due to observed problems with the pillar stability in-between tunnels T1 and T4 which lead to changed freezing approach. Tunnels T5 and T6 were developed under fully or partially developed
freeze cap which caused large problems during construction due to the increased face
and perimeter instability. When tunneling in soft ground directly adjacent to the heavily stressed better ground ahead, top heading face in several instances bulged into
the excavated area by up to 40 cm in a 12-hour time span. Excavation of top heading
face had to be performed in up to 5 pockets, having sealing layer of micro-reinforced
shotcrete applied immediately after excavation to be able to keep the face and perimeter stable. Despite considerable efforts, a larger groundfall occurred in tunnel T6
stretching all the way up to the frozen ground. Due to the extent of failed zone, rehabilitation took some days and resulted in irreparable damage to the adjacent ground
that resulted in large deformation of lining along a 45 m long section which had to be
completely replaced.
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Fig. 6: Vertical deformation of
all points in monitoring crosssections in tunnel T5, underlined
with allowable deformation
capacity and recorded ground
conditions (top)

Highest total convergence measured amounted to 380 mm (summarized deformation of initial and replaced tunnel lining) which at the tunnel diameter of 5.0 m
relates to strain of 7.6 % and can be considered as very severe squeezing [1]. Convergences in less problematic areas in the mine in the extensive poor ground conditions
amounted to roughly 250 mm (5 % strain).
All measures that were introduced for tunnels T5 and T6 lead to considerable savings during the tunnel construction and also at life-of-mine scale due to the reduced
requirements for lining rehabs and interference with production plans. Due to the high
price of support elements in the remote areas of Canadian North it was calculated that
total savings for the life-of-mine exceed 100 million CAD.
Except for the aforementioned section that was heavily influenced by the groundfall both tunnels are in good shape and very little maintenance has been required so
far. Tunnel linings are performing as expected and in line with predictions from the
2D calculations. All deformation curves in both tunnels are now flat, indicating stable
conditions. Measured convergence of tunnels is slightly smaller than for tunnels T1 to
T4 as some pressure had been relieved during tunnel construction. Final deformation
for one of these tunnels is shown in Fig. 6 together with the allowable deformation
capacity of lining. It can be seen that Support classes with adequate deformation capacity had been well selected with regards to the forecasted geology and distance to
the freeze cap.

3. Fast and
Continuous
Tunneling in
US Mine

Owner of the mine planned to build new decline access tunnels to the lower orebody zones to allow profitable operations for the next decade. Two 2200 m long declines were designed at grade of 14 % with cross-passages connecting both tubes every 250 m. Initial design that was made by a regular mine design company included
drill&blast excavation of rectangular cross-section and support with expandable friction bolts and wire mesh in better ground conditions and additional support with RRS
(Rib Reinforced Shotcrete) and layer of shotcrete over the wire mesh in poor ground
conditions. Initial design already foresaw use of sealing layer in poor ground zones.
Maximum round length was limited to 2.4 m in good ground conditions. Declines had
to be designed for 25 year design life.
When looking into possibilities to reduce the cost of developing proposed declines,
Owner of the mine decided to engage NATM specialists to provide the alternative design.

3.1 Geology

Geologic conditions along the alignment of declines are characterized by two major
carbonatic litho-stratigraphical units. The undulating contact between both formations
is dipping with roughly same angle as the declines and declines were driven roughly
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along this contact. Contact between both formations is graded, without presence of
clay. The above lying formation consists mainly of medium-grained silty limestones
with planar lamination and three prevailing joint sets with spacing up to 10 cm, rock
mass is fresh and unaltered, joints are mainly healed (Fig. 7 left).
Fig. 7: Core samples from
above lying formation (left) and
underlying formation (right)

The underlying formation consists of fine-grained dolomitized and silicified carbonate rocks which are in the upper section of formation heavily fractured and brittle
(Fig. 6 right and Fig. 7 left). Joint sets are randomly orientated with spacing up to 5 cm.
Both formations are randomly disrupted with flat lying discordant porphyry dikes
up to 50 m thick with boundaries to hosting rock consisting mainly of highly weathered
very weak rock. Central body of dikes consists of hard rock in form of feldspar and
quartz porphyries. Owner’s geologists also interpreted that tunnel alignment may intersect with a water bearing regional fault zone that could be up to 50 m thick and consist
of highly fractured decalcified rock mass of low strength and with clay altered joints.
Due to active de-watering, the elevation of ground water table was lowered beneath
the decline’s alignment to allow construction of declines in de-pressurized conditions.

3.2 Alternative Design
of Declines

The alternative design was two-fold: selection of the excavation method other than
drill&blast and actual design of cross-sections and Support classes. Based on the extensive testing of uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), Brazilian tensile strength (BTS)
and Cerchar abrasivity index (CAI) of rock samples it was determined that ground in
the area of the declines can be efficiently cut with a roadheader of a super-heavy class
utilizing ICUTROC technology (low speed-high torque cutter head). Due to highly abrasive rock in spots (CAI exceed in some areas value of 3.3) tungsten carbide coated picks
were recommended to reduce abrasive wear of picks and make mechanical cutting
more economical. Uniaxial UCS of rock mass is up to 200 MPa, BTS up to 15 MPa. Fresh
above lying formation and fresh porphyry dike material with high UCS and tough rock
with healed joints was considered as uneconomical to be cut with roadheader due to
low net cutting volumes and high pick consumption, therefore drill&blast was foreseen
in some sections of both declines.
Only when mechanical cutting with heavy-duty roadheader was selected as a primary excavation method, the actual design of cross-sections and ground support started. When looking at the technical data of roadheader and its speed when climbing up
the decline (3 m per minute on a 15 % incline) it soon became clear that special measures will have to be implemented in terms of decline design, design of cross-sections
and applied ground support to decrease to the smallest possible amount required
tramming of roadheader from and to the face.
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Fig. 8: Heavily fractured rock mass
of underlying formation (left),
roadheader in regular decline
profile (right)

Arched cross-section of declines was designed based on the roadheader envelope
as construction stage proved to be critical in terms of tunnel size. To avoid tramming of
roadheader to and from the face for each excavation round, the width of cross-section
was defined based on the width of roadheader and width of small spraying machine
that could sneak by the roadheader parked at one side of a tunnel to apply fibercrete
as a temporary support measure. Regular decline profile is shown in Fig. 9 (left).
Fig. 9: Regular profile of declines
(left) and asymmetrical passing
bay in good ground (right)

Due to areas of poor ground where application of fibercrete is not enough to properly temporarily support the excavated opening, passing bays were foreseen every
125 m that allow drilling equipment to pass by the roadheader, parked in the passing
bay. To reduce the excavation volumes were passing bays in good ground conditions
designed with asymmetric shape (shown in Fig. 9 right) and with light support, while
considerably larger symmetrical cross-section was designed for poor ground.
Based on the available information of ground conditions, 4 different Support classes were developed. Due to the excavation with roadheader, smooth profile of proper
shape (see Fig. 9) and lower overprofile can be obtained without excessive damage to
the surrounding ground hence round lengths could have been extended when compared to the initial design with drill&blast. The maximum round length in good ground
conditions was set to 3 m, but was during the course of construction extended to 5 m
which was the limit due to the length of boom on the roadheader i.e. that operator
would not be exposed to the open ground hazard.
Due to low damage to surrounding ground and proper profile, temporary ground
support in Support classes 1 and 2 (SC1 and SC2) consisted only of thin layer of fibercrete that was applied immediately after the excavation (50 mm in SC1 and 75 mm in
SC2) and permanent support consisted of resin or cement grouted 2.4 m long SN25
rock bolts in 2.1 x 1.5 m pattern in SC1 and 1.5 x 1.5 m in SC2. Bolts for permanent
support in SC1 and SC2 were installed behind the roadheader, parked at the face. The
concept of temporary supporting ground with thin layer of fibercrete only was revo159
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lutionary for US mining authority, MSHA. In the design stage, two different support
variants had to be prepared in case MSHA would not approve the temporary support
with fibercrete only and without use of wire mesh for long-term stability. Conditional
approval was granted for the beginning of the project and MSHA officials were closely
monitoring performance of the fibercrete before the concept was adopted for the total
length of declines.
In SC3, 100 mm of fibercrete was applied as temporary support measure and
2.4 m long cement grouted SN25 rock bolts in pattern of 1.5 x 1.2 m were installed for 3
rounds simultaneously i.e. roadheader had to be moved from face after 3 rounds only.
Round length in SC3 was limited to 1.5 m. In poorest ground conditions was round
length limited to 0.9 m and the SC4 ground support consisted of 15 cm of fibercrete,
reinforced with wire mesh and lattice girders and 4.25 m long cement grouted hollow
core bar rock bolts in 1.2 x 0.9 m pattern. All support had to be installed immediately
to adequately support the ground. Support classes 1 to 3 accounted for 99 % of the
total length of declines.
For the purpose of evaluation of both, initial and alternative designs, cycle times
had to be calculated for both excavation&support variants. Several conducted simulations showed that using roadheader and fibercrete as a temporary support measure
would result in reduction of construction time of roughly 20 % and total savings in the
range of 20 % of the total investment when compared with drill&blast excavation and
application of traditional bolt&screen ground support, covered with shotcrete.

3.3 Construction Data

Both declines were constructed in the time that was forecasted within the design
and on budget.
On a project scale, percentage of excavation time with roadheader being at the
face amounted to 53 % with reminder of 47 % used for ground support, extension of
utilities and ventilation and other activities. In this 53 %, the availability of roadheader
amounted to 87 %, the rest being changing picks (3 %), mechanical and electrical issues
(7 %), time needed for guidance (1 %) and other (1 %).
Roadheader excavation proved to be very effective for cutting the ground in the
alignment of declines. Altogether 94 % of the total length of the first decline had been
excavated with roadheader and 6 % blasted. In the second decline, larger sections
were driven in the above lying formation and only half of the length could have been
economically cut with roadheader.
Operating cutting rate depended heavily on the quality and hardness of rock mass
encountered. The following operating cutting rates were recorded on the project scale
(in solid m3 per cutting hour): Rock Mass Rating (RMR) 35–44 – 19.6 m3/hr, RMR 45–54
– 17.4 m3/hr, RMR 55–64 – 15.6 m3/hrand RMR 65–75 – 12.5 m3/hr.
Pick consumption in the first decline amounted to 5.75 pick per meter of advance
i.e. 0.19 pick per cubic meter of rock mass cut in average which is in the economical
range. Pick consumption in the second decline decreased as more abrasive rock was
blasted instead of cut with roadheader and amounted to 4.9 pick per m advance i.e.
0.17 pick per cubic meter of rock mass cut. Again, pick consumption varied significantly
depending on the abrasivity and hardness of rock mass encountered and amounted
from 0.06 pick/m3 of rock cut in RMR 35-44 to roughly 0.23 for RMR greater than 45.
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Overprofile as calculated from scanned surface and compared to the design surface was less than 2 %.
As this was the first application of the roadheader excavation and use of fibercrete
for the Owner, all processes were closely monitored as Owner considered potential
use of this excavation and support technique also for the development of production
headings. Additionally, some sister mines of the same Owner are looking into adopting
the same system.

4. Conclusion

Presented case histories from two North American mines show that many challenges in mining industry can be efficiently and economically resolved by the application of
NATM. The main reason why mine operators do not reach more often for expertise and
technology into the tunneling industry is the traditional mining mindset where they
rely on the proven traditional methods and question applicability of other methods in
their own environment. At the beginning of both projects, author faced reluctance of
stakeholders to the provided technical solutions. But through the course of projects
and with self-explanatory results both mine operators accepted NATM principles and
technology and later on introduce them also to other segments of their operation.
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